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ABSTRACT
The aim of the present work is to look into the
relationship of Abu-Ja'far Muhammad ibn-Jarlr at-Tabarl (221).? -
310 A.H.), the famous historian and commentator on the Qur'an,
with ShI'ism. Some of those who dealt with Tabarl apeak of
him as a devoted Shi'ite prepared to do everything in his power
to serve the movement. He can go as far as telling lies on
behalf of the Prophet in order to achieve hi3 ends. Others
speak of him as a moderate Shi'ite whose association with the
Shi'ite movement causes no harm.
In the first chapter we try to find out elements
leading to fabarl being accused of ShI'ism and heresy. Notes
about prominent teachers, some of whom supply £abarl with infor¬
mation of obvious Shi'ite character, are given. Some personalities
who took hostile attitude towards Tabarl are also mentioned.
• —-—
Comments on Tabarl's theological position by authors of biographies,
both Sunnites and ShI'ites, are examined. Facts presented in
this chapter point to fabarl's inclination towards the Sunnites
rather than the ShI'ites.
In the following chapters we went on to examine the
views defended and elaborated by Tabarl's own pen. The system
adopted is to compare the teachings of the ShI'ites to those of
the Sunnites on certain questions. Tabarl's own views, maialy
mentioned in his Tafsir but sometimes elsewhere, are examined to
see whether they are in line with any of the two groups. The
Imamate, Infallibility of the Prophets and imams, Return,
Abrogation and Vision of God constitute the theological problems
discussed. The last chapter deals with two controversial
issues in the field of jurisprudence J these are (a) temporary
marriage technically known as mut 'a and (b) the wiping of the
>
' *•" sandals and purification of feet in preparation for prayer.
A summary of the important results attained is
given in the conclusion where the unjustifiability of the
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The Life of '^abarl^ as a background to the charge of
Shi'lam against him.
Abu-Ja'far Muhammad ibn-Jarlr ibn-YazId ibn-Kathlr
at~Tabari lived from 22ij. ? A.H. to 310. He was born at the
city of Amul which was then the most important place in the
province of ^abaristin. The name 'Tabarl1, by which Abu-Ja'far
Muhansnad ibn-Jarlr is best known, is derived from fabaristan.
To distinguish Jabaristan from the lake of fabariyys while
naming different scholars attributed to them, ^eneolpgiats thought
it best to add the letters *an* to the latter. Thus the names
fabarl and Tabaranl.
Scholars from 'J'abariatan are more or less thrown into
the shade by Abu-Ja'far Muhammad ibn-Jarlr at-fabarl. Some of
these scholars, such as 'All ibn-Zayd at-'fabarl who acted as a
secretary for al-Mu'tasim (d. 227), could win their way to success.
Abu-Ja'far Muhammad ibn-Jarlr ibn-Rustum at-Tabarl was also an
outstanding scholar from ^abaristan. He was a contemporary of
1. For sources of Jabarl's life, see: M. Abu-l-fadl Ibrahim's
introduction to yabarl*s annals (Cairo, 1960), 32.
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at-Tabarl the commentator and contributed indirectly to his
being accused of Shi'ism as we will see later.
Tabarl was brought up into a modest family about which
we know little. At least we know that his father gave him
every kind of encouragement and support. He used to send him
a yearly allowance^ which helped him to devote his time to
learning. One of the few facts we know about yabard^s family
is that a nephew of his could acquire a place of distinction in
the history of Arabic literature. This was the famous poet
Abu-Bakr Muhammad ibn-al-'Abbas al-Khuwaraaral^ (d. 383). He
was also known as a£-!fabarl because of his relationship with Abu-
Ja'far Muhammad ibn-Jarlr et-Tabarl.
At an early age 'pabsri began to show signs of
intelligence and literary talents. At the age of seven he was
(1)
able to learn the Qur'an by heart. He had his elementary
Education at his native city Amul. By the age of twenty Amul
was too inadequate to sfetisfy his ambition. He had to leave it
for other places where he could meet the celebrated scholars of
his age. As we anticipate, he began his journey in search of
1. This allowance did not always arrive punctually, Nicholson,
L. history of the arabs, 350.
2. See, Ibn-al-'Imad, Shadharat, 3sl05» Ibn-al-Athlr, Ansab,
1:391; afc-fahranl, Hugaffa-l-maqal, ij.07.
3. Yaqut, Irahad. 6:ii26f.
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knowledge by visiting the nearest point to his native home.
This was Rayy. His visit to Rayy provided him with the
opportunity of making contacts with Muhammad Ibn-^umayd ar-RazI
about whom we will ooncern ourselves when dealing with the
teachers of afc-fabari. In Rayy fabarl was able to learn, swallow
and digest thousands of Prophetic traditions. While in Rayy,
he used to visit a village which was not far away. There he met
■e
Aljraad lbn-Jammad ad-Dullbl from whom he copied the famous MaghazI
— a)
of Muhammad Ibn- Ishtt q> v '
Prom Rayy 'Jabarl took his way to Baghdad which was the
main centre of learning in the Islamic Empire during the Abbasid
era. A&iiad lbn-Hanbal ash-Shaybanl was certainly the main
figure after the death of the three leading Sunnite scholars,
Abu-ganlfa, Malik and ash-Shafi'I. His followers, with whom
^abarl found himself in conflict later, exercised enormous
influence in the city. Tabarl thought it necessary not to miss
the chance of hearing from Ahmad ibn-ganbal who was a traditionist
of the highest class. Unfortunately, however, Ahmad ibn-IJanbal
died shortly before the entrance of 'Jabarl into Baghdad. Since
It is certain that Al?mad ibn-H^nbal died in 2ijl, one can be sure
that fabarl did not enter Baghdad before that date. This fact
1. Yiqut, Irshad, 6: ii-30 •
k
is strengthened by the statement that more than one author
of biographies tell us that he began his journeys about the
age of twenty.^
Being disappointed by the death of Ahmad ibn-J^anbal,
fabarl was not prepared to stay in Baghdad for long. He had to
look for other centres where profound scholars were still alive.
Passing through Wasit where he stayed for a while, he set out to
Kufa. In Kixfa, he was fortunate enough to meet Abu-Kurayb
Muhammad ibn-al-'Ali al-Haraadhinl who was one of the reliable
teachers of his time. Abu-Kurayb was harsh and ill-tempered,^
but Tabarl bore his harshness and ill temper in order to extract
knowledge from him before leaving to Bagra and again to Baghdad.
'fabari returned to Baghdad where he studied i^ur'anie
sciences and jurisprudence. In Baghdad Jabarl met the disciples
of Abu-ganlfa and ash-Shafi'I. We know at least of prominent
Shafi'ite scholars such as Muhammad ibn-al-Hasan az-Za'faranl who
influenced Jabarl greatly.
Tabarl seemed to be unsatisfied with the knowledge he
gained from the scholars of Rayy, Baghdad, Bagra, Kufa and wasi$.
His thirst after knowledge was not yet quenched. He had to
Xm e.g. ^ash, Hiftah as-sa'ada, 1:415; Ibn-al-Jazarl, Nihaya,
2:107.
2. Yaqut, Irahad, 6:431.
3. See, for example, f.T, 9:14> 13:80
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prepare for a long and laborious journey. This journey was no
nearer than Syria and Egypt. In Syria he had the opportunity
of learning the Qur'an in its different recitations. He stayed
for a week or so exchanging views and collecting materials from
acholare such as Abu-l-'Abbas 1 al-Valld ibn-Mazyad. The
materials collected from Abu-l-'Abbas al-¥alld ibn-Mazyad were
utilized by 'Jabarl in his Tafslr.^
Leaving the mosque of Beirut, Jabarl crossed to Fusfcat?
/ w
in Egypt. The disciples of Malik and ash-Shafi'I continued to
-/jJ ,V. accelerate a tremendous cultural movement there. fabari did
not seem to go to Medina where some students of Malik were expected.
His visit to Egypt, however, offered him an excellent chance to
open a window towards the views of Malik and his way of thinking.
_ \
Nevertheless he was much more influenced by the Shafi'ite system
of law. The so-called new Shafi'ite system in Egypt was
communicated to fabarl by ar-Rabl' ibn-Sulayrain al-Muradl and
other Egyptian scholars.
!pabarl continued to hold Shafi'ite views for a
considerable period of time. He passed Shafi'ite judgements,
afta, over controversial matters for about ten years. But at
last he had to form his own personal judgements after making
tremendous physical effort and immeasurable mental labouring. He
1. e.g., 6:121
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began to show himself as an independent thinker having the
right to critioize all existing schools of law as early as
his visit to Pus^at in 253.^
In addition to his theological and judicial activit¬
ies, Tabarl was called upon to do some linguistic work in Egypt.
He gave lectures on the poetry of at-Tirimih Ibn-Haklm, elucidating
the meaning of the strange words. He conducted these lectures
on the request of the Egyptian scholar Abu-l-Hasan 'All ibn-as-
/ p \
Saraj who showed Tabarl every kind of hospitality. When
the Egyptian scholars heard of the coming of Tabarl, whose
reputation was already great and wide, they seized the opportunity
of examining his mental capacities. Being asked about the
science of poetical metres known as '11m al-'arud of which he
had little or no previous knowledge, Tabarl took the advantage
of filling up that serious gap. Being accustomed to seek
knowledge through its proper channels, he directly appealed to
the authority of ai-Khalll ibn-Ahmad, the founder of the science.
He Immediately borrowed one of the primary sources of *llm al- 'arud
and studied it with care and vigour.^
In Egypt Tabarl was no longer a student acquiring




knowledge for himself only. Following the policy of *give and
take', fabarl set the best example of a true scholar. From Egypt
he returned to Baghdad as a mature and well qualified savant, ju
As such he intended to stay permanently in Baghdad . He, however,
left it twice to go to Amul, his native country. The purpose
of these two journeys has little to do with learning. The
first seems to be a matter of personal interest in visiting his
homeland after that long departure. The second seems to be a
religious objective. Being the most famous religious leader
ever to emerge from Tabaristan, he thought he could do something
to prevent his fellowmen from the habit of cursing Abu-Bakr and
'Urnar to whom he shows every mark of love, respect and
(1)
admiration.x ' But at last he had to flee to Baghdad to spend
the rest of his life.
Having finished with Thbarl's birth, family and journeys
in search of knowledge, a few pages will be devoted to his
, teachers. thirst after knowledge was not sufficiently
ed by one or two scholars of his age; he had to travel,
as we have seen, from one place to another listening to a count¬
less number of scholars in various branches of the known sciences.
The information passed by any scholar will be more or less
coloured by his own theological views and attitude towards problems
1. Yaqut, Irshad, 6:ij.56.
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in general. This fact presents itself evidently in the Tafair
of fabarl where quotations and commentaries from opposing sources
are to be found. This supplied the enemies of fabarl with
deadly weapons and opened the way for every sort of accusation
of deviation from the right path.
Here we will suffice ourselves with mentioning a few
remarks about some of the influential teachers^ of Tabarl.
(a) Muhammad Ibn-Humayd ar-Razi:^
Ar-RazI is one of the important men who exercised a
profound effect on fabari. He himself was able to win the
title of a &afi?. He studied under Salama ibn-al-Pa^l wli°
was one of the authorities in the MaghazI of fftihararaad ibn-Ishaq.
In spite of his wide knowledge ar-RazI had to face bitter
criticism by those engaged in distinguishing between the trust¬
worthy and non-trustworthy traditionists. Ya 'qub ibn-Shayba
made a dangerous remark about him. Many unknown traditions,
manaklr, are claimed to be passed by him. Abu-'Abd-Allah
Muhammad ibn-Israa'il al-Bukharl, the author of the says
that traditions related on the authority of ar-RazI should be
taken with great care and caution, fl hadithlhi nazar. An-Nasa'I,
1. The reader should also consult the valuable notes about the
teachers of fabarl given by Ahmad Shakir at the bottom of the
edition of his brother Mahmud Shakir to Tabarl*s Tafslr,• • .i..i ■ —■■■■■*
Dar-al-raa'arif, Egypt, 1374 A.H.
2. For RazI, see: al-Kha^Ib, T. Baghdad, 2:259-264; Ibn-Hajar,
Tahdhlb at-tahdhlb. 9:127-131.
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one of the authors of the six Sahlh, claimed that he was un-
t i .1 .li
trustworthy. He speaks of him as a man of strange traditions
unrecognized by authorities of Hadlth.^
Still a more dangerous remark was that his faith was
not clean or pure. Al-JawjazanI is reported to have said that
- T ^ T
ar-Razi was a man of filthy faith, radi* al-madhhab. This, I
gather, because he related many traditions which did not gain
the acceptance and approval of the Sunnites. In my judgement
ar-KazI was one of the elements which largely contributed to
the problem of fabarl being accused of Shi'ism which is our main
occupation of this thesis. He was certainly one of the main
channels of Jabarl to information of ShI'ite character. To¬
es-
gether with some other scholars, he made him acquinted with men
of ShI'ite tendencies. The following table may give a quick
idea about the type of information received from ar-Razi.
1. Ibn-Hajar, T. at-tahdhlb, 9:13l»
<!L
Muhamraadibn-Jarlrat-Pab rl Iftibammadibn-yu ayar-R zi (2)3
Salamaibn-al-Pa^l Muhammadibn-Iahlq Hakimibn-Haklm
•
'Abbadibn-H nlf Abu-Ja'faral-Baqir (onefthTwelve imams)
Mahran Sufyan as-Suddi
(onefthShI'ite commentators)
Ya'qubal-Qumml 'Imranal-Qumml f Ja'farag-gadiq
(oneof_theTwelv imams)
Ski
'Isaibn-Parqad I Abu-1-Jarud j Zaydibn-4All
(HeadoftheZaydites)
1.Porthisisnadsee,forexample,T.T0:41 2."■« ,12:54 3»wifnh" ,11:^6 4."M ,3:192
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(b) Abu-Kurayb Muhammad ibn-al-A'la al-Hamadhani:^
Abu-Kurayb (161-246 A.H) was a scholar of Kufa. He
was a disciple of profound scholars such as WakI' Ibn-al-Jarra£,
—
- (2)
Sufyan ibn-*Uyayna and Yahya ibn-Adam, ' the author of
al-Kharaj.
Abu-Kurayb is accepted as trustworthy by the six famous
Sunnite collectors of authentic traditions. Al-Bukharl related
75 traditions on his authority while Muslim received 556 traditions
from hira. The area of his intellectual activities was al-Kufa
where about 3^0*000 traditions related by him were said to be
in circulation.
A^mad ibn-Hanbal is reported to have abstained from
Abu-Kurayb in spite of his wide recognition by traditionists.
The stand of Abu-Kurayb from the question of the creation of the
Qur'an proved to be unsatisfactory as far as Ai?mad ibn-^anbal was
concerned. 'Abd-Allah, the son of Ahmad ibn-$anbal, was,
however, among those who appealed to the authority of Abu-Kurayb.
Abu-Kurayb was one of the main sources of Tabarl's
knowledge of the various readings of the Qyr'anic text. ^) Also,
some of the MalikI views were received by Tabarl through him.^
1. For Abu-Kurayb see: Ibn-^ajar, T. at-tahdhlb, 9:365f;
Ibn-al-Jazarl, Nihiya, 2:197.
2. See, al-Kharaj, 15 ed. by A£mad Shakir, Cairo, 1347.
3. See, for example, f.T, 7:19.
4. e.g. 14:36.
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(c) Hannad ibn-aa-Sarl ibn-Mua 'ab:^;
Hannad (152-214.3 A.H.) was also a scholar of j£ufa.
He was recognized by all men of traditions, al-Bukharl and the
rest. Being a student of important savants such as WakI4 ibn-
al-Jarra£, Sufyan Ibn-'Uyayn© and Ya£ya ibn-Za'ida, he was able
1 ' t— "*
to supply fabari with indispensable knowledge. ... v
fabarl came to know about the extinct school of law of
al-Awza'I through the authority of Hannad ibn-as-Sari and others.^
He was also one of the means of Tabarl obtaining knowledge of the
different readings of the Qur'an.^)
(d) Nagr ibn-'All ibn-Nasr ibn-'All al-Jahdaml:^'
Nasr ibn-'All (d. 250 A.H.) was born at Jahdama, a
village near Basra. Hence he was famous by the name Jahdaral.
Holding the office and title of Judge of Ba^ra, he could win
his way to fame and success. The Jaliph al-Musta'In requested
him to remain in office but he died before fulfilling the
Caliph's wish.
Bukharl, Muslim and other traditionists accepted Kagr
ibn-'All al-Jahdaml as a reliable source on prophetic traditions.
1. For Hannad see, Ibn-ijajar, T. at-tahdhlb, ll:70f.
2. See, for instance, "J.T, 6:14.9.
3. Ibid., 7:19.
I4.. For al-Jah$amI see, al-Khatib, T. Baghdad, 13:267-289; Ibn-al-
Jazari, Hihaya, 2:373f; Ibn-al-Athlr, Ansab, 1:258.
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A curious tradition is, however, introduced in the y-iuanadv^^
of Atimad ibn-$anbal and Tarlkh^ ^Baghdad of al-Khatlb concerning
his Shi'ite inclination. The tradition shows, if we accept it
as correct, strong association with the Shl'ites. It goes as
follows: 'Abd-Allah ibn-Ahmad ibn-Hanbal relates on the authority
of Na§r ibn-'All al-Jahdaml, on the authority of 'All ibn-Ja'far,
on the authority of Musa-l-Kazim, on the authority of 'All ibn-
al-^usayn, on the authority of al-$uaayn ibn-'All, on the
authority of 'All ibn-Abi-Talib that the prophet pointed to
al-$asan and al-$usayn and said: "whoever loves me and loves
these two together with their father and mother will accompany
me in paradise."
When al-Mutawakkil, who favoured Ahmad ibn-ganbal and the
Surmites, heard that tradition, he decided to punish Nasr ibn-'All
for relating it. A certain person, however, managed to convince
al-Mutawakkil that Na?r ibn- 'All was one of those who defend
the cause of the Surmitea vigorously. This Ha§r ibn- 'Ali was
one of the teachers of 'fabarl. He was one of those who




3. See, for instance, ?.T, 15:i+7»
11+
(e) Abu-'Abd-Allah Muhammad ibn-'Abd-al-Mallk ibn-Abl-sh-Shawarlb:^
Ibn-Abl-sh-Shawarib was a savant of Bagra who died in
21+1+ A.H. He was appointed as a Judge for Persia. An-Nasa'I
accepted him as trustworthy; Muslim related ten prophetic
traditions on his authority. There is no doubt that he held
the Sunnite views. When al-Mutawakkil decided to abolish by
law the Mu'tazilite doctrine of the creation of the Qur'an, he
thought it necessary to promote the chances of anti-Mu'tazilite
scholars. Ibn-Abl-sh-Shawarib was one of those sent by
al-Mutawakkil in 23i+ to propagate the new ideology. Tabarl was
(2)
one of the disciples of this strong Sunnite leader.
(f) si-Hasan ibn-Muhartaaad ibn-as-Sabbah az-Za 'faranl: ^
-I I II I * - II---
Al-Hasan ibn-Muhamraad ibn-as-Sabbah was a scholar from
• • it •
az-Za'faraniyys, a village near Baghdad. The six men of the
gihah, with the exception of Muslim, related traditions on his
authority. He contributed a lot to Tabarl*s culture. An-Nawawl
tells us that the old system of the Shafi'ite law was transmitted
to Tabarl through the authority of az-Za'faranl.^ Tabari
utilized the information he possessed from az-Za'faranl in his
vast Tafsir.^
1. For ibn-Abl-sh-Shawarib see, al-Khntlb, T. Baghdad, 2:3i+l+lf;
Ibn-Hajar, T. at-tahdhlb, 9: 3l6f.
• 1 " < i" i l " * ' " 1
2. See, for example, T.T, i+:6 and Ibn-^ajar, T. at-tahdhib, 9:3l6f.
3. For al-Hasan az-Za'faranl see: Ibn-Hajar, T. at-tahdhlb, 2:3l8f.
1+. Tahdhib, 1:79.
5. See, for example, 13:80; 11+:9.
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(g) Yunus ibn-'Abd-al-A'la ibn-Huaa ag-gadafi:^
Yunus ibn- 'Abd-al-A 'la (170-26J+ A.H.) was an Egyptian
scholar. He was a disciple of ash-Shafi'l, Sufyan ibn-'Uyayna,
al-Walid ibn-Mualim, Ashhab ibn-'Abd-al- 'Aziz and 'Abd-Allah Ibn-
Wahb. He was a jurist of the highest quality, and fabarl was
fortunate enough to form an intellectual relationship with him
during his presence in Egypt. In the field of the prophetic
traditions he was one of the trustworthy men. Muslim, an-Nasa'i,
fabari and several others acknowledged his authority. In addition
to Jurisprudence and prophetic traditions, he was also versed
in Qur'anic readings. In this field he was a student of Warsh
and ibn-Dihya, the famous Egyptian rawi. Yunus was one of five
men who proved to be most useful to fabarl as far as the readings
- (2)
of the Qur'an were concerned. '
Y0nus ibn-'Abd-al-A'la seemed to hold very strong ideas
against the ShI'ite teaohings. Ibn-Maja introduced in his
Qunan a tradition attributed to ash-Shafi'I* through the authority
of Yunus ibn-'Abd al-A'la to the effect that there is no Mahdl
beside Jesus Christ. Even the Sunnites seem to doubt the
( -5 \
authenticity of this tradition.vWe will see in the chapter
1. For ag-£adafl see, Nawawl, Tahdhib, 2:168; Ibn-al-Jazarl,
Nihaya, 2:30i±; Ibn-Hajar, T.at-tahdhib, llsi+ijDfJ Ibn-al-Athlr,
Ansab, 2:51.
2. The other four are: (a) Sulayman ibn-^amid ibn-Khallad, (b) al-
'Abbas ibn-al-Walid ibn-Mazyad, (c) Abu-Kurayb ilnhamraad ibn-al-
*Ala al-Hamadhinl and (d) Ahmad ibn-Yusuf at-Taghlabl, ibn-al-
Jazarl, li ihaya, 2:107.
3. Xbn-Hajar, T. at-tahdhib, ll:i440f.
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of the 'return* how the ShI'ites criticize Muslims who hold
such a view as the Mahdi is more important in their theology
than Jesus Christ himself.
The Tafalr of Tabarl is full of information which goes
back to Yunus ibn-*Abd-al-A'la who made Tabarl acquainted with
many important Muslim scholars. The following table might give
us a preliminary idea about the enormous mass of knowledge passed




ill - (2? JL2L






(one of the 7 readers)
Sufyan ath-Thawrl Malik ibn-Anas Al-Layth Muslim ibn-
ibn-Sa'd Khalid az-Zanjl
1. For this isnad see, for example, T«T., 14:80.
2. " " " " " " " , 1:28; 1:342; 2:32 etc.
3. " " " " " " " , 2:61; 2:63, 2:309 etc.
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After fabarl'a acquisition of knowledge from these
scholars and many others, the majority of whom were strict
Sunnites, he figured in Baghdad as an influential religious
leader. Ibn-Isfandiyar says of his fame in Baghdad, "it is
said that 1+00 riding-camela might daily be seen waiting at the
gate of his house in Baghdad, belonging to sons of the Oaliphs,
kings, ministers and amirs, besides some 30 mules each watched
jMOWnnffl--
by an Abyssinian groom, the owners of all these having come
cJh > *




Although the picture presented by Ibn-Isfandiyar might
be slightly exaggerated, it obviously points to the fact that
'fabarl was one of the few scholars surrounded by students from
every corner of the Islamic world. Some of these students could
easily win their way to eminence and success. We know, for
example, of Ahmad ibn-Kamllal-Qadi (260-350 A.H.) who went
as far as forming an independent school of his own; of ibn-
MujahiA^ho is famous as being the first one to formulate the
Seven Readings of the Qur'an; of a^-fabaranl^ (260-360)
who is well-known for his collection of the traditions of the
1. H. of fabaristan, 7i+.
2. For Afciraad ibn-Kasail see, Yaqut, Irshld, 2:16; Ibn-al-Jazarl,
ij ihaya, 1:98.
3. Ibid., 1:139-11+2.
1+. Suyufcl, y.al-raufassirin, 30.
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Prophet known as al-Ha 'ajiw and of Makhlad ibn-Ja'far al-
Baqarhl (d. 370 A.H.) who transmitted Tabarl's annals to later
^ uvpv'j.v— JOQ 'P \
generations.
The school of fabarl found a strong representative in
Ibrahim ibn-Muhammad ibn-Makhlad al-Baqarhiwho died a century
after Tabarl*s death (i.e. 1+10 A.H.). An even more influential
representative of Tabarl,s school in the fourth century of Islam
was Abu-l-Faraj al-Mu'afa ibn-Zakariya'an-Nahrawenl (d. 390).
He is known as al-Jarirl because of his sincere adherence to the
school of Mv.pammad ibn-Jarlr a^-Tabarl. He was reported to
have related many of the traditions which favoured the ShI'ites.
This attitude was very much deplored by the Sunnites. ^
Accusation of Shi'ism appears to continue in fabarl's followers.
Some of hia teachers, as we have seen, were also charged with
equal accusations.
The influentiality, fame and success of fabarl brought
him the rivalry, envy and hostility of other scholars. The
^anbalites continued to be a source of trouble for him. As late
as 309 A.H. i.e. just a year before his death, Jabarl was preparing
1. al-Khatlb, T. Baghdad, 13:176f.
2. Ibn-Taghrl BardI, an-Nujum, i+:2ij,5; Ibn-al-Jawzl, Muntajam, 7:29i|.
3. al-Khatlb, T. Baghdad, I3:230f; Ibn-Taghrl BardI, an kujum,
lj.:201fj Ibn-al-Anbarl, Nuaha, 226f; Ibn-al-Jazarl, Nihaya, 2:302.
i+. al-Khaj?Ib, T. Baghdad, 13:231.
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for a public discussion with them. Some say that the Hanbalites
(1)
even prevented people from meeting with him. Others claimed
that he was buried at night for fear of them.
£abarl had many enemies who made every effort to damage
his reputation as a genuine religious leader. The easiest way
to do this was to claim that he adopted heretical views. The
common people who lacked insight into the ideological struggles
did not usually question 3uch claims. /Great thinkers were—
normally the victims of accusation of heresy. Fakhr ad-Din ar-
RazI (d. 660) complained that in spite of his unfailing efforts
to defend the cause of the Sunnites, his enemies accused him of
heterodoxy.^ fabari was neither the first nor the last to be
charged with unorthodoxy. 'yyV ^
- ~
V_P ^
The views of people differed as far as the position of
Jabarl was concerned. Some maintained that he deserved every
kind of respect and admiration. Muhammad ibn-Khuzayraa, a
contemporary of fabarl, held that it would hardly be an exaggeration
to assert that there was nobody on earth who possessed more
adequate religious knowledge than fabarl.^ Ibn-al-Athlr
1. fabarl is not the only one to suffer from $anbalite violence.
Abu-'Abd-Allah al-'4ayrawanl (d. 512), for example, had to
meet equal difficulties, Ibn-al-Jazarl, Nihaya, 2:196.
2. I'tiqadat, 92f.
3. Ibn-al-' Imad, Shadharat, 2:260.
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maintained that he chose Tabarl as a source of historical
knowledge for two reasons: firstly because of his vast and
incomparable knowledge and secondly because of his truthful
belief, gihat i'tiqad.^ On the other hand a certain Ahmad
ibn-'All as-Sulaymanl stated that Tabari was one of those who
related traditions of their own making and ascribed them to
the prophet to find a better justification for their pre-conceived
conceptions. He accused him of being a Rafidite inventor of
(2)
prophetic traditions. '
The ideas developed by "J'abarl in his Tafslr and other
works are certainly unwelcomed by a number of people. He found
himself in conflict with two influential schools of thought.
The first school was represented by the Hanbalites and the other
by the gahiritea. Both of these schools proved to be too rigid to
tolerate the liberal ideas of Tabari such as those on analogy
and infallibility of the prophets. Analogy, infallibility and
several other concepts will be our concern at a later stage.
Abu-Bakr, son of Abu-Da'ud as-Siji3tani the author of
the Sunan and one of the six men of the glfrafo, was one of the
Muslim scholars in the Third century of Islam. He is famous as
the author of Kitab al-masahlf. Being a strong rival of
1. al-'AzawI, Historians of Iraq, 1:33-
2. Ehahabi, Mlzan al-I 'tidal, 3rd. division, i^98f.
3. This work is edited by A. Jeffery, Leiden, 1937.
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"Pabarl, he wrote a commentary on the Qur'an immediately after
the latter*s start on his Tafsir. He was deeply involved in
fabarl*s accusation of heresy. Ibn-al-JawzI tells us in his
(1) - T - -
Hunt a? am that it was Abu-Bakr ibn-Abx-Da'ud who presented
Tabarl's case to Na?r al-£iajib to take the required legal
-
vX-Vr
measures. It is curious that Arthur Jeffery made no reference
to this remarkable struggle between the two scholars in his
— v mm- \
introductory note about Abu-Bakr ibn-Abl-Da'ud. i. r.'




^abarl till his last days.^ One of the explanations given
for that long and bitter controversy is that fabarl made an
unpleasant remark about Ahmad Ibn-Hanbal when he denied him the
quality of a jurist. In the text concerning ^abarl's profession
of faith edited by D. Sourdel, Tabarl, however, speaks very
highly of Ahmad ibn-Hanbal. He appears to take an apologetic
attitude.^ Strangely enough Haji Khalifa^ speaks of
^abarl as belonging to the Ijanbalite school!
Al-Khatlb al-Baghdadl and other authors of biographies
inform us of the bitter conflict between ^abarl and the yanbalites
1. 6:172.
2. Ibn-al-JawzI, Huntagam, 6:159.
3. R.E.I., XXXVI: 198.
I4.. ICashf a?-?unun, 2:li±29.
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who took violent measures to stop the former*s intellectual
activities.^ Later Hanbalites, such as Ibn-Taymiyya and
ibn-al-' Iraid, recognized the greatness of Tabarl and admired his
mental abilities.^"'
^abari had also to prepare himself for difficulties
coming from the aide of the Zahirites. Yequt ar-Ruml^ tells
us that Tabari was a close associate of Da'ud ibn-'All al-
Asfahanl (d. 270), the founder of the ^ahrites* school, for a
considerable period of time. fabari, we are told, made use of
the vast knowledge acquired by Da'ud ibn-'All but at last he
had to break with him. He wrote a book entitled ar-Radd 'ala
dhl-l-asfar refuting the ideas formulated and elaborated by
Dl'ud ibn-'All.
The controversy initiated by Da*ud ibn-'All was taken
up again by his son Abu-Bakr (d. 297). Abu-Bakr ibn-Da'ud ibn-
'All followed and defended the religious views held by his father.
He composed a book entitled al-Inti§ar min Abl-Ja'far afc-'fabarl^
1.e. the refutation of fabari. The disciples of Jabari participated
in that controversy. One of them, we are told, wrote a book
defending £abari*s position and attacking his enemy i.e. Abu-Bakr
Baghdad, 2:I6I4.
2. See, for example, Ibn-al-'Imad, Shadharat, 2:260.
3« Ir3had, 6:14.50.
I4. Ibn-an-Hadlm, Flhrist, 305; Yaqut, Irshad, 6:1452.
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ibn-Da'ud ibn-'All al-Asfahanl.^
Al-^adl Abu-Ja'far at-Tanukhl (d. 318) known a3 ibn-
Buhlul and one of the judges consulted about the heresy of al-
Hallaj, was also a rival of Tabarl.^ However the material
• •
at our disposal does not show whether or not he was involved in
the question of the aocusation of fabarl with Shi'ism.
The enemies of Tabarl, some of whom we have just
referred to, had certainly much to do with the issue at hand,
namely his being accused with heterotopical inclinations. These
enemies presumably sought to darken/his name especially in the
eyes of the mobs who were easily moved and persuaded, and from
whom Tabarl suffered a lot.
Another factor, which might have added to the
difficulties of Tabarl, emerged out of confusion of names. Shams
ad-Din adh-Dhahabl suggested that it was not Abu-Ja'far Muhammad
ibn-Jarir at-Tabarl, the famous author of Tafslr and History,
who used to invent traditions attributed to the Prophet to
support the Rafidite's^) cause. It is, he continued, Abu-
Ja'far Muhammad ibn-Jarir ibn-Rusfcum at-r£abarl^ who took
exactly the same kunya and nlsba together with the first and
second name of our Tabarl. Abu-Ja'far Muhammad ibn-Jarir ibn-
• ♦
1. Ibn-an-Nadlm, Fihrist, 328f.
2. Ibn-al-JawzI, Muntazam, 6:232f; Margoliouth, Lectures, 1+5*
3. For these see: Ash'arl, Maqalat, l:3ff» W.M. Waot, The
Rafidites,oriens, 16:110ff.
I4.. Hlzan al-i'tidal, 3rd division, 1+98f.
Rustum at-Tabarl is well-known for his outspoken partiality
towards 'All's House. Ibn-Isfandiyar^ says of him: "He
was a fervent ShI'ite, and was a long while in attendance on
the eighth Imam, 'All ibn-Musa ar-Rida. His most famous works
are the Kitabu-l-mustarshid^ ^ and the Kitab Khu dhu-n-na'l [Book
of "Pluck off Thy Shoes"]".
Both of these men, our Tabarl and Ibn-Rustum at-fabarl,
should be distinguished from Abu-Ja'far Ahmad ibn-Muhammad ibn-
Rustum at-fabarl, the author of Gharib al-qur*an.
Also, Tabarl, at first a follower of ash-Shafi'I, waa
able to create an independent school of his own. This school
is known as al-Madhhab al-Jarlrl, named after his father's name.
His followers, such as Abul-Faraj al-Mu'afa ibn-Zakariya* an-
Nahrawanl to whom we referred earlier, took that name to
distinguish them from others. But the trouble of confusion of
names is still thez»e. Sulayman ibn-Jarlr, of the Zaydite
ShI'ite sub-division, formed a school which either took his name
or his father's name, Sulaymaniyya or Jarlrlyya.
Besides these two factors, the propaganda spread by
1. H. of Tabaristan, 79.
2. Thi3 is a work on the Imaraate, At-fahranl, Musaffa-l-maqal,
398. Both books deal with questions of interest for the
ShI'ites as we will see in the chapter of the Imamate and
that of Judicial differences.
3. Ibn-an-Nadim, Fihrlst, 89; Ibn-al-Jazarl, Nihiya, Itlll+f.
k. BaghdadI, Usui, 2S0f axid Farq, 22. Neither al-Ash'arl, liaqalat,
1:68 nor ShahrastanI, Mllal, l:21kf gave it the name of
Jarlriyya.
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his enemies and confusion of names, a third possible element
may be added. Every sect was anxious to make use of the
reputation of bright and respectful figures in the history
of Islam. Thus the Kharijites claimed Jabir^ ibn-Zayd among
12)
others; the Mu'tazilltes claimed al-^asan at BasrI and it is
not far-fetched to suggest that later Rafidites might have
claimed Tabari. This suggestion, however, is weakened by the
fact that he is not mentioned in the Shi'ite books I have
consulted.
A strong argument could be drawn from the fact that
some Shi'ite authors put it frankly that Tabari does not belong
to them. Muhammad ibn-al-Hasan ibn-'All at-TusI, a Shi'ite author• • • • *
who died in 460 A.H., tells us that we have to distinguish
between Abu-Ja'far Muhammad ibn-Jarlr ibn-Rustum at-Tabarl, to* • « 9
whom we have referred earlier, and Abu-Ja'far Muhammad ibn-Jarlr
at-Tabarl, the author of History. The former, he states, was
A Shi'ite while the latter was a Surmite or to quote hi3
expression, 'immiyyu-l-madhhab^i.e. he belongs to the school
of the common people.
'Alam al-Huda Muhsin al-Kashanl informs us in his notes
1. Ash'arl, Maqilit, 1:109.
2. BaghdSdl, Usui, 307.
3- Tusi, Pihrist, 28lf.
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about the Shl'ite books entitled Na$d al-iglafo that a distinction
between the two previously mentioned men should be drawn as
they represent two different trends of thought. He tells us
that he found a document written by §affiyyu-d-Dln Muhammad ibn-
Ma'ad pointing to the fact that Ibn-Ruatun at-fabarl belongs
to the Jmamite sect while the author of the History belongs to
the 'arama. Agini Buzurg at-^ahrinl drew the same distinction
(2)
between the two scholars.
The author of A'yan ash-shl'a does not mention our
^abarl among the commentators on the Our*an who belong to the
Shl'ite schools in spite of his violent desire to 3how that
most Muslim scholars held Shl'ite views. Not only did he
not mention Tabarl amongst that group of Shl'ite scholars, but
he put it plainly that a distinction must be made between the
Shl'ite scholar Abu-Ja'far Muhammad ibn-Jarir ibn-Rustum at-
fabarl and the Sunnite scholar Abu-Ja'far Muhammad ibn-Jarir
at-fabarl, the Historian and the Commentator on the 4ur*an.
Also it should be observed that many scholars, ancient
1. KashanI, Nad, al-Iflafr, 28lf.
2. Mugaffa-l-maqal, 397f.
3. To demonstrate this he quoted DhahabI who said that Shi'ism
prevailed in the age of the Followers to the extent that if
we exclude their narration, riwaya, most of the prophetic
traditions would eventually disappear, A'yan ash-Shi'a, 1 s i+3-
4. Ibid., 6:262f.
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and modern, do recognize Tabarl as one of the leaders of the
Sunnite schools taking no notice of the previous discussed
accusation of Shi'ism. Thus 'Abd-al-^ahir al-Baghdadl (d. 1*29),
the author of al-Farq bayn al-firaq and Usui ad-din, was proud
enough to include Tab®**! tiae Sunnite sphere as one of the
renowned scholars. ^ £ubhl Rajab al -Mahma § aan I ^ ^ regarded
fabarl's school as one of the extinct SunnI schools just as
that of Abu-'Arar al-Awza'I, for instance. Dr. 'All SamI an-
Nashshar in a critical remark on his sources for the study of
the history of Muslim thought, warns us against mixing the works
written by Sunnite scholars such as £abarl with those written
by ShI'ites such as al-Mas'udl (d. 3I4.6). ^ Commenting on his
SunnI historical sources for his study of Isina'Ilism, B. Lewis
says: "The earliest account we possess is that of the great
SunnI historian Abu-Ja'far Muhammad ibn-Jarlr a£~TabarI (d. 311)".^+'
Tabarl considered himself as one of the strict followers
of the path, sunna, of the Prophet. For him accusation of bid 'a
was an unpardonable insult. On his death bed he is reported to
have said: "I pardon all my enemies who insulted me with the
1. Farq, 365.
2. Falaafat at-tashri', 3W«
3. Kasha't al-fikr, 2:514.7.
i}.. Isma 'illam, 3. Tabarl died 310 and not 31
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exception of those who accused me of innovation."^ He even
refused to allow those who were believed to be anti-Sunnite
(2)
to visit him at his house.
Having come to this point of our discussion we have
to remember that the entire issue of the charge of Shi'ism and
heresy, ar-rafd wa-l-ilhad,^ against Tabarl should be viewed in
the light of his age. fabarl's ag®» the third century of Islam,
was marked with political and religious unrest in spite of its
fertility in the field of literature.^ To mention only a few
examples in 21+7 al-Mutaxvakkil was murdered and a period of
anarchy jfellowed. In 262+ Zanj parties were raiding within 17
miles from Baghdad. In 309 al-Hallaj was persecuted.
Tabarl was brought up in an atmosphere full of
controversy. Accusation of unorthodoxy continued to be only
a too easy matter. Abu-1-Hasan 'All ibn-'Umar ad-Daraqutnl
(d. 385 A.H.) was accused of Shi'ism simply because he committed
the poetry of as-3ayyid al-Himyarl, a famous ShI'ite poet, to
(5)
memory. ^' Those who accused him could not conceal the fact
that he used to learn by heart many poetical works attributed to
1. Yaqut, Irshad, 6:1+55 •
2. Subkl, T. ash-Shafi'iyya, 2:137f*
3. Ibn-al-Jawzl, Muntazam, 6:172.
1+. See, B. Lewis, Abbaslds, E.I., l:15ff.
5. Ibn-al-Athir, An sab, 1:1+01+.
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various Arab poets. A short commentary by somebody might
change the picture completely as far as the position of a
theologian is concerned. As-SuyutI reveals to us that he
continued to consider ar-Raghib al-Asfahanl, the author of the
famous Mufradat» as a Mu'tazilite until he saw a comment by
Fakhr ad-Din ar-RazI, maintain!"1* that he was one of the leaders
of the Sunnite school who could be compared to al-Ghazali.^^
Again, if a theologian held any of the co-called heretical views,
he would be ultimately accused of heterodoxy. Al-MawardI
(d. 450)a Shafi'ite scholar famous for his al-Ahkam as-
aulfraniyya, was accused of being a Mu'tazilite because he held
the view of free will.^ We will see in the last chapter
of this thesis how Tabarl's views on ablution opened the way
for his being accused of Shi'ism.
All points so far mentioned can be taken as external
evidence, as it were, for the groundlessness of the accusation of
Tabarl as holding the ShI'ite position. We must now proceed to
see if we can have any internal evidence in support of ths
supposition that Tabarl was not a ShI'ite. This we will do by
looking into his Tafsir and comparing the ideas developed there
to those maintained by the ShI'ifces to see if there are any
similarities or differences between them. The first question
to tackle in this respect is that of the Iraamate.
1. Tash, Miftah as-aa'ada, 1;ip3L5•
2. SuyutI, T. al-mufassirln, 25.
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CHAPTER II
The Doctrine of the Imamate^
On the death of the Prophet Muslims were confronted with
the difficult problem of choosing somebody to succeed him.
Muslim thinkers differed widely in their arguments and conclusions
as to who was entitled to the office of al-irnama al-kubra i.e. the
leadership of Muslim community both secularly and spiritually.
Three names were suggested, namely, Abu-Bakr ibn-Abl-Quhafa, 'All
ibn-Abl-Talib and al-'Abbas ibn-'Abd-al-Muttalib. The last
name seems to be introduced at a later stage to have a better
<r,p \
proof of the rights of the Abbasid dynasty.v The real con¬
troversy which divided Muslims into two major sects up to the
present day is connected with the names of the first two i.e.
Abu-Bakr and 'All. The essence of the dispute between the
ShI'ites and the Sunnites is thus political in the main.
Although some of the Sunnites endeavoured to prove that the
Prophet did nominate Abu-Bakr to succeed him by ordering that he
1. For the imamate sees Ibn-gaza, Figal, i^:87ff* ShahrastanI,
Mllal, 1:27 ff; RazI, al-Arba'In, 438 ff; Bazdawl, Usui,
178 ff; D.M. Donaldson, The Shi'a doctrine of the imamate,
M.W., XXI: 114.-23 and The Shi'lte religion, 1 ff.
2. See M.W. Watt, Rifigltes, 118.
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should load the prayer, the majority seem to hold the view that
the Prophet died making no mention of who would take over the
office of the Caliphate. The task of choosing somebody to
succeed the Prophet was left entirely to the decision of the
Muslim community. Thus Abu-Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthraan and 'All were
chosen one after the other. To acknowledge the authority of
these men in that order became one of the fundamental issues of
theology. To question the legitimacy of any of the four Caliphs
would be an unforglveable heresy. This recognition of the four
Caliphs is one of the important marks which distinguishes a
Sunnite from the rest of the heretical groups.^ f IH 1
- , - A'
The Shi ites, specially the Imamites, rejected the first
three Caliphs who, according to their belief, clung to illegal
power. Abhorttd historical figures mentioned in the Qur'an sikch
as Pharaoh and Haman stand for the tribes of Tayrn and 'AdI to which
the first two Caliphs belong."The Fatimids refused to
accept Traditions derived from the first three Caliphs or the
other Companions of the Prophet. They only regarded as authori¬
tative things which were said or done either by Muhammad himself,
or by members of his family. w/ This was true of almost all
the Shi'ites and more will be said in this respect when we cane
1. Tab®wl, Bayan, 12.
2. shabbir, ffaqq, 2:38.
3. M.W., L:31j for early ShI'ite traditionists see D.M. Donaldson,
The ShI'ite religion, 28^-289.
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to the discussion of the doctrine of the infallibility of the
imams.
The Sunnites, Murjites, ShI'ites and Kharijites, with the
exception of the Najadat sub-division, agreed on the question of
the affirmation and necessity of the imamate post.^ The
ShI'ites, however, stressed its importance more than any other
group. According to them the imamate is the very foundation
of Islam. It is a root, agl and not a branch, far* of the
(p)
religion. 7 The determination of such a vital matter as the
imamate by an assembly of the people is an absurdity as far as
the ShI'ites are concerned. Since it is an asl, it should be
determined by the Prophet himself. Again every Caliph must
designate his successor. No-one is to be established as an
imam without the designation or nass of his predecessor.^
There is a considerable difference between the Shi'ites
and the Sunnites concerning the assessment of the amount of
importance attached to the imamate. Considering it as a far *^
of the religion, the Sunnites maintained that it could be and
in fact was determined by the Muslim community. The ShI'ites
held that the Muslim community had nothing to do with it. It
was the Prophet himself who settled the question of the imamate
1. Ibn-^azm, Figal, J+:87.
2. Mashkur, Commentary on al-Q,mami maqalat, 15l4-f»
3. Majli^, Bihar, 10:1+51 •
i|.. RazI, Arba 'In, 1^56.
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on the oocasion of ghadir Khumra i.e. the Pond of Khumm.^
The tradition of ghadir Khumra plays a central role in
the Shi'its literature. This was the place where, it is held
the Prophet handed down the Caliphate to 'All Ibn-Abl-^alib
and instructed every individual Muslim to obey him. The
Prophet, it is assumed, took 'All by the hand and said,
"whoever I protect, 'All protects - man kuntu mawlahu fa
'Ali^ mawlahu.w ^ ^abari was one of those who held fast
to this prophetio tradition.The ShI'ites are so proud to
have among the transmitters and advocates of the tradition
of al-ghadir a weighty and respected intellectual figure like
Tabarl. ^
fabarl, thus, "maintained with some vehemence the tra¬
dition whereon the Shi'a base 'All's appointment to the
(C\
succession." He even went as far as compiling a vast
book entitled, Afradltn al-ghadir. Tabarl came to know that
some Muslim scholars disputed the authenticity of the
tradition of a1-ghadir. They argued that 'All was sent by
the Prophet on an expedition to Yemen; he never witnessed the
1. This is a place which lies between Mecca and Medina, Ibn-al
Athlr, Gharib al-hadith, 1:358.
2. See, for example, Nu'man, Da 'a'lm, l:20f; ShahrastanI,
Milal, 1:220.
3. Yaqut, Irshad, 6:1+55? Al-ArainI, Ghadir, 1:1+1# Margoliouth
Lectures, 108.
]+.. Tusi, Fihrlst, 281; Al-Amlni, Ghadir, 1:100.
5. Margoliouth, Lectures, 108.
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presence of the Prophet at the alleged place. To state that
the Prophet took the hand of 'All and said so and so is, there¬
fore, no more than a mere lie. fabarl was provoked by such
assertions and felt it his duty to write a book clarifying the
matter and removing doubts. He had a firm belief that the
Prophet did utter these words on the episode of ghadlr Khumm.
This, of course, had everything to do with his accusation of
It is true that Tabarl believed strongly in the tradition
of al-ghadlr. He had not the least doubt that the Prophet did
speak those words. This by itself was more than enough to
charge fabarl with Shi'ism in that controversial atmosphere he
found himself in. The traditionist Abu-'Abd-Allih al-Hakira,
the author of al-Mustadrak, admired both Abu-Bakr and 'Uraar
but he claimed that the Prophet appointed 'All to suceeed him.
This, of course, was a more daring view than that of fabarl
~~ '
~ ^
and because of it he was accused of Shi 'ism.
< 1,
Tabarl, as we will see later, did not accept the view
expressed by the ShI'ites and Abu-'Abd-Allah al-gakim but in
spite of this his accusation seems to spring from similar
j £
fountains. Even some modern writers appear to follow the *
same line of argument. Since he accepted, they argue, the
tradition of al-ghadlr, he must have been a ShI'ite sympathiser.
ShI'ite tendencies
1. Ibn-al-Jazarl, Nihaya, 2:185
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H. £oust pointed out that fabarl was the author of a work on
the episode of the Pond of Khumm, and in consequence he must
have had some secret sympathy with the ShI'ite movement.^
What is really important, however, is the significance
attached to the words ascribed to the Prophet. Muslims
reacted to them differently. Some of them swept away the
tradition altogether. They denied the very fact that the
/-J)
Prophet ever pronounced it.v ' The majority, including fabarl,
seemed to accept its authentic attribution to the Prophet.
11)
They, on the other hand, differed greatly on its interpretation.
The Rawafid, some of the Qadarites and some of the Mu'tazllites
base their argument defending 'All's right to succeed the
Prophet on this tradition. The tradition means for them that
'All is the legitimate representative of the Prophet.
Aqama maqama^u is the usual pattern of expressing this principal
concept. The ghl'ltes are, of course, the strongest and most
interested group in this tradition. Some of them even claimed
that the message of the Prophet was over since he entrusted
'All with the imamate on the occasion of the ghadlr. P*om that
day on, the Prophet himself should have followed the new
leader i.e. 'All.^ Others charged 'All himself with disbelief
I. D. Sourdel, R.E.I., XXXVI: 177.
2. Ibn-£azm, ffigal. Ipsli+8.
3. See, for instance, RazI, Arba'in, k50j Bazdawl, Uful, 181+.
4. Qumral, Maqalat, 83.
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because he did not fight out his just cause. '
Those of the Sunnites who accepted the tradition held,
on the other hand, that it aimed at nothing more than showing
the high position enjoyed by 'All in the eyes of the Prophet.
Its only function was to contribute to 'All's religious
prestige. To load the simple words of the Prophet with oom-
^ - - (
plicated and pre-conoeived doctrines would be a contemptuous */,• < „ ->
. .aw—"*1>, A
way of dealing with the holy Prophetic traditions. No
inference, they held, can ever be drawn from it that the
Prophet had designated 'All to succeed him.^ fabarl cer¬
tainly belongs to this group. He refused to label the
tradition as being falsely attributed to the Prophet. But he
was not prepared to misinterpret the words of the Prophet;
he was too pious to do so. Although he accepted the ghadlr
as a genuine Prophetic tradition, he refused to digest the
notion that the Prophet nominated 'All as his successor. In
his Tafsir he made 'All himself deny such a nomination.^)
It is true that fabarl was a fervent admirer of 'All ^
ibn-Abl-fallb . He wrote a book entitled Pada'il 'All or
the Merits of 'All. But to admire the merits of 'All does
1. Ibn-Khaldun, Lubib al-mufoaggal, 128.
2. RazI, Arba 'In, J+63.
3. 9:1*5.
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not necessarily mean that he should look down on the rest of
the Companions of the Prophet, not to mention the first
three Caliphs. Tabari was certainly not prepared to go that
far. He wrote a treatise addressed to the people of his
native oountry 'Jabaristan entitled at-TabsIr. He wrote that
treatise when he saw that the habit of cursing the first two
Caliphs, Abu-Bakr and 'Uraar, wa3 prevailing there.^ He
did all in his power to check that habit but at last, failing
to control it, he had to flee for his own life.^
The third Caliph, 'Uthman, who was abhored by the Shi'ites
for his edition of the Qur'anic text,^) was highly praised
by fabarl for the magnificent job he had done. This edition,
fabarl maintained, should be adhered to by every member of the
Muslim community. fabarl calls 'Uthman the prince of the
believers and the kind adviser of the community. "Then the
prince of the believers, being the kind adviser of the
community, an-nagifr ash-ahaflq, chose for them - out of charity -
that reading which should be practised by all."^ The murder
of 'Uthman, Tabarl relates, brought disaster upon Muslims. God
/ C)
sent down fear on them because of their terrible act. ■"
1. fabaristin was ruled by the Shi'ites for a considerable
period of time - Macdonald, Development, 36. For the House
of Sayyids who ruled Tabaristan see Ibn-Isfandiyar, H. of
Tabaristan, 47-58*
2. Yaqut, Irshad, 6:456; Margoliouth, Lectures, 108.




Indeed, on the question of the imaraate, Tabari keeps
the traditional Sunnite view defending the legitimacy of the
first four Caliphates whose respective merits correspond to
the chronological order of their reigns. The fact that he,
in his creed, gave the title of amir al-mu*minin, the prince
of the believers, to 'All ibn-Abl-Talib and not to the first
three Caliphs has little or no significance at all.^ In
his Tafslr, as we have just seen, he addressed 'Uthman by
exactly the same title. He openly expressed the view that
all of the first three Caliphs were more exalted than the
fourth i.e. 'All. Ibn-$azm relates, on the authority of yabarl,
through the chanel of his disciple A$mad ibnrsl-Fa^l ad-
Dinawarl,^ that 'A'iaha, the wife of the Prophet, had greater
merits than 'All.^
The association or Walaya with 'Ali and his Household
necessarily implies in the ShI'ite theology dissociation or
bara'a from other Muslims who do not belong to them.^ Half
of the Qur'an is said to have been revealed in connection with
'All and his House from one side and their enemies from the
other side.^ Tabari was not prepared to follow the
1. R.E.I., XXXVI:197.
2. For ad-Dlnawarl see, Humaydi, Jadhwat al-muqtabis, 131»
3- Figal, 1+:I3I4.-
I4. Goldziher, Vorleaungen, 216.
5. Ibn-Furat, Tafslr, 1.
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ShI'ites on this primary issue of association and dissoc¬
iation. In fact he charged the Rawifid, who rejected
Abu-Bakr and others, with disbelief. He refused to accept
their word on testimony or ahahada as he considered than
completely untrustworthy.^
Tabarl's commentary on the Qur'anic verses which deal,
or are held to deal, with the question of the imamate differs
considerably from those of the ShI'ltes. To pick up some
examples let us first have a look at the last two verses of the
chapter of al-Fatlha or the Opening of the Book. The verses
read as follows: "show us the straight path, the path of
those whom Thou hast favoured" (Q.l:5-6). fabarl put it
/
/ . yS)
crystal clear that the 'straight path* mentioned in these
verses is that of the Prophet, Abu-Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthman, 'All
and every pious man.^ It is worth mentioning that Tabarl
made it obvious that it was his conviction that Abu-Bakr,
'Uraar and 'Uthraan were the three immediate legitimate Caliphs
after the Prophet. It is, indeed, impossible to associate a
man with such a oonviotion with the ShI'ite movement whose
first objective was to vindicate the right of 'All to succeed
the Prophet.
The difference between Tabarl and the ShI'ites can best
1. Yaqut, Irshad, 6:454*
2. f.T, 1:56.
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be demonstrated by looking into a Shi 'ite commentary dwelling
upon the same verses mentioned above. Let this commentary
be that of Ibn-Furat, a traditioniat of the same generation
of Tabarl. For Ibn-Purat, 'the straight path* mentioned in
(Q.1:5-6) is the path of 'All and his followers. He claimed
that the privilege of being the only followers of the straight
path had been given to 'All and his associates by the Prophet
himself. ^
There is no doubt in the minds of the ShI'ites that 'All
and those who recognized his imamate, immediately after the
death of the prophet, are the only rightly guided people.
They commonly share this view throughout their history. Comm¬
enting on the same verses a recent Shi'ite author says, "this
guidance on the straight path is frequently spoken of as a
matter of grace to the Prophets. The right path in this sense
is spiritual attachment to the Prophets and imams; and thus it
is easy to understand how in the traditions the right path is
identified with our Lord 'All."^ The writer goes on to
assert in conclusion that "it is, therefore, clear that the
path referred to is the path of the infallible Prophet and
the infallible imams after him, and it is those who are meant
1. Ibn-Furat, Tafsir, 2.
2. M.W., XIX:38*
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with those favoured of God in this verse...
To break with the Shi 'ites on the doctrine of the imamate
is to break with them on the most crucial foundation upon which
almost all of their theology and history is built. Many of
the theological differences, as we shall see in the chapters
of Infallibility and Return, are closely or distantly related
to the problem of the imamate. For the Shi'ites the belief
-
in the doctrine of the imamate is an integral and absolutely
(2)
indispensable part of faith.v ' The belief in the unity of
God, the prophethood of Muhammad, the reality of Heaven and
Hell, Resurrection of the dead, the coming of the Hour together
with the belief in the imams comprise their faith. Every
individual believer is required to know, therefore, the imam
of his age and submit to his unquestionable authority. with¬
out this firm belief in the imams faith can by no means be
complete.^ The insistence of the ShI'ites on the necessity
of the association of the true believers with the imams can
never be overestimated. It led many ShI'ite extremists not
to perform their religious duties. Prayer, fasting, pilgrimage
and the rest of the religious obligations can be done away with
1. M.W., XIX:39.
2. The definition of 'faith* is one of controversial issues in
Islam see Ibn-^azm, Pigal, 2:lllf and 3:188ffj QastpalanI,
Irahad, l:85fJ Nlsiburl, Ragha'ib, l:129ff.
3* See, for example, Ibn-Furat, Tafslr, 32 and 91? Nu'man,
Da'a*im, 1:3 Ka?iml, Khaga'la ash-shl'a, 27.
if association with the imams is carried out.^
In ^abari's Tafsir we find no such emphasis on the
doctrine of the imemate as an article of faith. He held the
(2)
traditional view so far as the question of faith is concerned.
He insisted that neither belief in the heart nor utterance by
the tongue is sufficient to complete one's faith. The outward
actions and performances are of utmost importance for him. All
of the three, belief, utterance and actions comprise faith. If
any of these three elements proves to be lacking, faith itself
(JU\,I - \ •
is wanting.
The ShI'ites attempted to draw evidences from the Qur'an
to justify their views about the iraamate. We have seen their
interpretation of the verses of al-fatiha, and the unbridgeable
gulf separating fabarl's position from their own. A few other
examples will be given. The verse, "0 ye tfho believe ! obey God
and obey the messenger and those of you who are in authority"
(Q. IV:59) is interpreted by Muslim scholars in either of two x*ays
(a) "those of you who are in authority" refers to Muslim rulers,
(b) the phrase refers to Muslim savants and jurists because else¬
where the Qur'an says, "and if any tidings, whether of safety or
fear, come unto them, they noise it abroad, whereas if they had
referred it to the messenger and such of them as in authority,
those among them who are able to think out the matter would have
1. QudbbI, Maqalat, 51fJ see also B. Lewis, Isma 'Illam, 29.
2. See T.T, 1:90; 2:11, 58 and 225; 8:73-
known it." (Q. IV:83) Both of these views are represented in
Tabarl's Tafsir.^ The ShI'ites are very definite on this point.
(2)
It is the imams, no doubt, who are meantby the verse.v ' Tabari
favoured the first interpretation that the verse in question referred
to Muslim rulers. This Is because, he argued, the Prophet ordered
several times that they should be obeyed. fabarl seemed to hold the
traditional view that the rulers, whether they were themselves pious
or not, must be obeyed provided that they should not legislate
iiuin—thti ~
ungodly things, e.g. they can drink wine themselves but out of hand
they cannot be obeyed if they instructed others to drink it. The
rulers spoken about in fabari's Tafsir are presumably those chosen
by the Muslim community or, to be more precise, those who happened
to assume power over their opponents. Certainly, they are not
the infallible imams of the ShI'ites. They may be good or wicked,
(■3)
barr or fajir.XJ'
Another Qur'anic verse which the ShI'ites hold as evidence
that *Ali was the imam with whom believers should associate them¬
selves is this. "Your friend can be only God; and his messenger
and those who believe, who establish worship and pay the poor-due,
and bow down (in prayer)" (Q.V:55)* 'All* during his prayer,
is reported to have given a ring to a beggar. He was too charitable
1. 5:87-89.
2. See, for example, Ibn-Furat, Tafsir, 28; Nu'man, Da 'a'lm, 1J25ff.
3. y.T, 5:89.
to wait until his prayer was over. This verse is, therefore,
revealed on that occasion. The ShI'ites assert as true that the
verse also includes the descendents of 'All because they are the
only legitimate imams.^ Tabarl kept up the view that the
verse referred to the bulk of the believers who were described
by their Lord as performers of prayer and givers of alms. This,
however,did not prevent him for disclosing the views of others
who identified the verse with either 'Ubada ibn-a^-gamit or
'All ibn-Abl-Talib.
•
"This day have I perfected your religion for you and
completed My favour unto you, and have chosen for you as religion
al-Islam" (Q,.Vs3) is frequently quoted by the ShI'ites. The last
item, they say, of faith is the association with the imams. The
verse, they continue, is revealed on the occasion of ghadlr Khumra
to which we have referred earlier. Before the appointment of 'All
to the Caliphate, it would be next to impossible to proclaim the
completeness of religion. By the action of ghadlr Khumm Islam
had attained its maximum possible degree of perfection. No
religious duty after that of the attachment to the imams has been
imposed upon Muslims ever since. Jabarl took a completely
different stand as far as this verse is concerned. According to
him the verse should be understood in terms of the management of
1. Nu'raan, Da 'a*im, 1:20
2. f.T, 6:165.
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Muslims to enter Mecca mixing with none of the disbelievers.
This is not to imagine that no legislative verse is revealed
after that verse. On the contrary, it is a well-established
fact that the Our*an continued to be revealed throughout the
lifetime of the Prophet; in hi3 last days it became even more
frequent.^ ^
Another verse connected with the doctrine of the imamate
goes as follows "Thou art a warner only, and for every folk a
guide" (Q.XIII:7)« Ibn-'Abbas is reported to have said that the
Prophet pointed out to 'All ibn-Abl-Talib and saids "I am the
warner and you are the guide who will lead the people after my
departure." The ShI'ites claim that nobody except 'All ibn-Abl-
(2)
yalib is meant with the word 'guide1 mentioned in the verse.
fabari disagrees both with the report of Ibn-'Abbas and the view
of the ShI'ites. Following his procedure of exposing Qur'anic
terms to all possible meanings, he refused to confine the word
'guide* to 'All ibn-Abl-Tilib. For him the word 'guide' can
be applicable to God, Prophets or even ordinary religious leaders
(1)
capable of coping with the problems involved.vJ'
The verse, "is he (to be counted equal with them) who
relieth on a clear proof from his Lord, and a witness, shahld from
him reclteth it" (Q.XI:17) led to a great deal of controversy.
1. T.T, 6:1^5.
2. Ibn-Furat, Tafsir, 76.
3. y.T, 13:63f.
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Muslims differed vastly in its interpretation. The ShI'ites
claim that the first part of the verse points to the Prophet
whereas the second part deals with his son-in-law 'All ibn-Abl-
falib.^ Jabarl would not accept that 'All was meant by
the word 'witness* or shahid mentioned in the verse. It was the
angel Gabrail, as can be deduced from the last part of the verse,
who was meant by it. 'All himself was made by Tabari to deny
(?)
any sort of connection with this verse. '
Also, the Shl'ites argue that the question of who is
legally entitled to the leadership of the community cannot be
looked at apart from the matter of blood relationship with its
founder i.e. the Prophet. The verse, "and those who are akin
/i
are nearer one to another in the ordinance of Qod" (Q.VIII:75)
forms, therefore, a strong foundation for their argument that
'All and his descendants are legally entitled to carry out the
(1)
iraamate responsibilities. febari looks at the verse from a
different angle. He tells us that inheritance in the pre-Islamic
period was a subject of contract between two agreeable persons not
necessarily having blood tie. This custom, he adds, was abolished
by the verse concerned. The verse, as far as one could gather
from Tabarl's view as expressed in his Tafsir,^ has nothing to
1. Nu'man, Da 'a'im, l:2i|f.
2. f.T., 12jlOf.
3. Ibn-Purat, Tafsir, ij.9; Ibn-gazm, Flgal, i*:93*
4. 10:36.
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do with governmental or political affairs.
The ShI'ites were very eager to find representation for
their views about the imaraate in the Qur'an. They have even
interpolated some words in some passages of the Qur'an adding to
the reputation of 'All and his Family. Thus the verse "God is
the light of the heavens and the earth; The similitude of Hie
light is as a niche wherein is a lamp..." (Q. XXIV:35) is read
by them as follows: "God is the light of the heavens and the
earth; the similitude of the light of one who believes in Him
and love the people of the House of his Apostle is as a niche
wherein is a lamp....".^ The inventive character of such
a reading is too transparent to need a comment and "pabarl made no
mention of it. A more intelligent one is Ilyasln being changed
- - - - /p)
into Al yasln i.e. A1 Muhammad to which fabarl strongly objected. '
This, however, will be discussed more fully in the next chapter
which deals with the Infallibility of the imams.
A verse as general as "0 ye who believe! Be careful of
your duty to God, and be with the truthful" (Q.IX:119) is restricted
by the ShI'ites to 'All and his party to the exclusion of other
Muslims.^ For Tabarl the verse was a command to be with the
«
Prophet, Abu-Bakr, 'Umar and the rest of the Companions.^
1. A. Jeffery, Materials, 65.
2. y.T, 23:55f.
3. Ibn-Furat, Tafslr, 53J Nu'iaan, Da 'a* 1m, 1:27.
i+. ?.T, 11:^0.
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Muhammad ism-'All, known as al-Baqir and on© of the Twelve
imams,^ is reported to have said that the Prophet told 'All that
the verse "those who believe and do good works are the best of
created beings" (Q.XCVIII:?) refers to him and his supporters,
fabarl was not prepared to accept this tradition which, in his
view, was wrongly attributed to the Prophet. The verse, he
asserted, referred to every believer who has faith in God and his
(2)
Apostle and who acts in accordance with the Islamic teachings.v '
As-Suddl, the famous &il'ite commentator, held that the
verse "those who disbelieve spend their wealth in order that they
may debar man from the way of God" (Q.VIII:36) points to Abu-Sufyin
ibn-$arb, the father of Mu'awiya, in particular. Tabarl refused
to accept this. The verse should be open to Include every
disbeliever who spends his money to serve an ungodly aim (T.T,
9tli+9) • Restriction of general verses to a limited sense without
unshakeable evidence was thus utterly rejected by Tabarl.
Also, if the Qur'in is taken in its obvious sense, the
doctrine of the imamate, as explained by the ShI'ites, could hardly
be drawn out of it. The ShI'ites are, therefore driven to seek
1. These are: 'All ibn-Abl-falib, IJasan ibn-'All, Husayn ibn-'AlI,
'All ibn-al-Husayn ibn-'All, Muhammad Ibn- 'All ibn-al-3Jusayn,
Ja'far ibn-Mu^ammad ibn-'All, Muga al-Ka$im, 'All ibn-Musi
al-Kazim, Muhammad Ibn-'All ibn-Musa, 'All ibn-Muhammad ibn-'All
ibn-Musa, Hasan al- 'Askarl and Muhammad ibn-al-Hasan al-'Askarl,
the expected MahdI. The Seveners accepted the first six imams




out an inner sense of the verses of the Qur'an. For some of
them every form of worship has an inner and outer meaning.^
The verse, "When He made the slumber fall upon you as a reassurance
from Him and sent down water from the sky upon you, that thereby
He might purify you ..." (Q.VIII:11) should not be taken on its
face value. It has a deep inner meaning. The sky in the bafrin
stands for the Prophet while the water stands for 'All. It
follows from this interpretation that 'All is but a part of the
(2)
Prophet.v ' This Spiritual relationship with the Prophet is of
special importance when we come to the discussion of the infalli¬
bility of the imams and how the Mu^aramadan light is passed from
one imam to another.
The obvious sense of the Qur'an has also to be sacrificed
in "and when our clear revelations are recited unto them they
who look not for the meeting with us say: Bring a Qur'an other
than this or change it. Say: It Is not for me to change it of
my own accord." (Q.X: 16) According to a Shi'ite commentary the
verse Is talking about the request of the enemies of God (I.e.
anti-Shi'Ites) that the Prophet might pass the office of the
imaraate into the hands of somebody other than 'All ibn-Abi-^ilib.
Tabari was very systematic and persistent in rejecting
1. Nawbakhtl, Firaq, 63.
2. Ibn-Furat, Tafslr, 50.
3. Ibn-Furat, Tafsir, 62.
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the so-called inner meaning of the ^ur'an. The obvious meaning
should be adhered to whenever it is possible. Without a rational
necessity or an indication from the Prophet no inner sense of
the Qur'an is tolerated. The Our'an says: "By the fig and the
olive, by Mount Sinai and by this land made safe (Q.XCV:l-3).
All of these things mentioned in the verse, the ShI'ites claim, are
symbolic. The fig stands for 'All, the olive for al-Hasan, Mount
Sinai for al-Husayn and the land made safe for Muhammad ion-al-
hanafiyya.^ At-£abari evidently challenged this interpretation
when he insisted that the fig was the fruit we eat, the olive
was that from which oil was derived, Mount Sinai was the famous
mountain in Palestine and the land made safe was Mecca.^ He
was thus very anxious to give each word its exact connotation in
order to keep the Qur'an away from misinterpretation. He did
everything in his power to protect it from dangerous interpretations
dictated by various religious and political influences. An
example of such interpretation is this. The thousand months
mentioned in the verse "The Night of Power is better than a thousand
months" (Q. XGVII:3) are taken by some J^hi'ites to stand for the
reign of the Umayyids,their direct opponents. Tabarl rejected
this vehemently. For him these were absurd assertions, da*awl
ma'an^n batila, having no proof at all. Both reason and revelation





do not point to them. The verse, he remarks, simply means that
doing good work on the Night of Power was better than doing the
same work throughout the period of a thousand ordinary months.^
Tabarl thus seems to meet the extravagant allegations of
the Shi'ites made on behalf of their imams by formulating two
important principles:- (a) the general verses of the Qur'an must
be treated in accordance with thsir general character; no one
except God or his Prophet has the right of restricting them to any
particular meanings, (b) the verses of the Q,ur#an must be taken
in their obvious senses; all groundless inner senses should be
vigorously rejected.
The idea of the imamate crept from the domain of theology
and politics to that of jurisprudence. It is a well-known fact
that a Muslim is permitted to take forbidable foods such as pork,
for instance, if he fears death of hunger. This is based on the
verse He hath forbidden you only carrion, and blood, and'
v_
swineflesh, and that which hath been immolated to (the name of)
any other than God. But he who is driven by necessity, neither vl/,
craving nor transgressing, it is no sin for him" (Q. 11:173). For
the ShI'ites those who fail to acknowledge the authority of the
imam and obey his orders are not excusable in eating prohibited
(2)
foods even though they are to endanger their very lives.x '
1. ?.T, 30:143.
2. Nlslburl, Raghi*ib, 2:104.
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Tabarl rejected the view presented by the Shl'ites. He
pointed out that the phrase "neither craving nor transgressing"
should be understood in the light of the entire verse. The
phrase, he commented, deals with those who transgress the Law by
eating forbidable things knowing that they enjoy other means by
which they could possibly survive. fabari was no anarchist.
Defying the authority of the legitimate imam, he argued, was a ^
sin but it could not be cured by committing an even graver 3in
namely killing one's self.^
Tabari seemed to divert grossly from the ShI'ite teachings
on the imamate. nevertheless he was prepared to give them full
opportunity in his Tafalr to express their views in complete
freedom. He honestly presented their arguments but this did not
mean that he should not refute them. Indeed in most cases, as
we have seen, he does and sometimes in a bitter way e.g. these
are absurd assertions having no justification or foundation
either in reason or revelation.^
On the authority of his renowned teacher Muhammad ibn-
$umayd ar-RazI, whom we referred to in the previous chapter, and
other authorities with Shllte inclinations, Tabarl was ready to
put forward the arguments and reports which support the ShI'ites
case. A few examples may suffice here. The ShI'ltes claim that
1. y.T, 2:i+9f.
2. Ibid., 30:114.3.
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the right of 'All to succeed the Prophet is demonstrated by
the fact that the Prophet first commanded Abu-Bakr to recite
the Chapter of Immunity for the Arabs of Mecca. Later he shifted
the responsibility of the recitation from Abu-Bakr to 'All.
This was beoause he had been informed by God not to endow a man
who was not of his own family with such a favour.^ Such a
report certainly gives the ghl'ites every kind of pride and
12)
satisfaction. Tabari mentions it in detail.v ' It is signifi¬
cant, however, to notice that he made an attempt to demonstrate
the great position acquired by Abu-Bakr, e.g. he is the man who
accompanied the Prophet in his sacred journey from Mecca to Medina
and will be his sole companion on the Pool in the hereafter,
9afoibuhu 'all al-fraw<j.
When the verse "And whoso disputeth with thee concerning
him, after the knowledge whioh hath come unto thee, say (unto him):
come! We will summon our sons and your sons, and our women and
your women, and ourselves and yourselves and we will pray humbly
(to our Lord) and (solemnly) invoke the curse of God upon those
who lie." (Q.111:61) was revealed to the Prophet, he is reported
to have summoned 'All, his wife and his children. This is
another proof, the ShI'ites hold, that 'All represents an
(3)
inseparable part of the 'self* of the Prophet (ourselves).
No-one except 'All is gifted with such a privilege. It is, there-
1. Iu man, Da'a'lm, 1:23; M.W., XXI:1$.
2. ?.T, 10:l+lf.
3. Nu'raan, Da'a'lm, 1:22; Ibn-Furit, Tafsir, II4.. The Sunnites
maintain that the term (ourselves) include all the relatives of
the Prophet and does not refer to 'All alone, RazI, Arba'In, ij.76.
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fore, illogical to pass the imamate to any other than 'All.
The report itself was introduced by fabari but whether he
accepted the interpretation given to it by the ShI'ites or not
remains unclear.
It is thus true that we find references to the Shl*ite
docbrine of the imamate here and there in ^abarl's Tafslr. We
meet with al-Kumayt al-Asadl, the author of the well-known poetic
work al-Hashimiyyat, strongly advocating the Shi'ite claim to
the Caliphate. Abu-l-Aswad ad-Du'all, whom al-Jahi? considered
as a leader in Shi 'ism, is quoted by "fabarl as praising 'All
and giving him the title of al-wasl^ i.e. the one appointed by
the Prophet to take up responsibility after him. These are but
few examples out of many but we have to bear in mind that
commentators usually introduce poetry in order to elucidate the meaning of
the various Qur'anic verses concerned. Thus Pakhr ad-Din ar-
RazI (d. 606 A.H.), for example, presented two poetic lines
ascribed to JJassan ibn-Thabit, the poet of the Prophet, which
can be translated as follows: "I never expected that the Caliphate
would pass away from the hands of 'All who was the first to
perform prayer and the possessor of the most profound knowledge of
1. y.T, 3:191.
2. T.T, Zk'.Z-k'
3. Quoted at the commencement of Abu-l-Aswad ad-Du'all plwan edited
by 'Abd-l-Ilarlra ad-Dihbili, Baghdad, 1954-*
Jl. y.T, 1:27^.
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the Qui*'an and the sunna."^
These are two of the most important evidences, namely
historical background and religious knowledge, presented by the
ShI'ites to support their thesis that 'All has the legitimate
right to take over after the Prophet. Nevertheless no one
accused RazI of Shi'ism because he quoted pro-Shi'ite poetry. In
fact he seized every opportunity to refute them in his books.^
The introduction by fabari, therefore, of Shi'ite poetry defending
the imamate of 'All and his House is no proof that he had ShI'ite
propensity. ^
When Tabarl presented religious or political poetry praising
an idea or a person, he did not act as a propaganda machine. What
he was really interested in was the explanation of the meaning of
the Qur'anic verses rather than spreading the views expressed by
these poets. His position can best be appreciated when we come
to know that he introduced in his Tafsir both anti- and pro-Shi'ite
poetry. We find, for instance, Qays ar-Ruqayyat, the famous poet
of the Umayyid era, praising Banu-Umayya, the direct enemies*:
of 'All's supporters, for being able to master self-control and
( o\
contain their anger. x~"
It is to be admitted, however, that some pieces of
information which bear their obvious Shi 'ite marks on them find
1. Mafatlh al-ghayb, 1:281.
2. See, for example, al-Arba 'In, 1+39 ff.
3. T.T, 6:167.
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their way into Tabarl's Tafslr. Some of these are doubtful
Shl'ite legends which cannot be attested historically. They
are presumably invented to display the assumed miraculous nature
of their imams. An outstanding example was presented by as-Suddl
when he reported that on the day of the death of al-Huaayn ibn-
'All the sky changed into a red colour as an indication of sadness
and misery.^ Tabarl often maintained silence with regard to
information which had no direct implication on legal and practical
issues such as this one and that conveyed by the Jews concerning
ancient history.
Tabarl's Tafair is also full of views attributed to
ShI'ite imams^ such as Muhammad ibn-al-^anafiyya, 'All ihn-al-
Husayn, known as Zayn al-'Abidln, Zayd ibn-'All ibn-al-$usayn,
Muhammad ibn-'All ibn-al-Hussvn, known as al-Baqir and Ja'far
ibn-Muhammad ibn-'All known as as-§adiq and considered to be the
father of the Twelver's school of law and theology. The fact
that Tkbarl quoted and respected the views of all of these men who
acquired an exalted place in Shi'ism and its history is not
conclusive evidence for ShI'ite affection. Muslim Sunnite
scholars used to speak very highly of them.They only resent
the unbelievable exaggerations about their merits such as being
1.y.T, 25:66.
2. See, for example, 2:19; 2s213; 3:191; 6:165; 10:1+1;
11:1+6; 11:1*9; 11*:21*; 15:50; 30:11*6 etc.
3* See, for instance, Hawawl, Tahdhlb, 1:31*3; Ibn-al-Jazarl,
Nlhaya, 2:202 and 201*.
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infallible which are developed by their followers.
Tabarl represented some of these Shl'ite leaders as holding
the Sunnite views about the imaraate. Kuthayyir an-Nawwa', fabarl
relates, asked Abu-Ja'far Muhammad ibn- 'All whether he associated
himself with Abu-Bakr and 'Umar or not. Abu-Ja'far replied in
the affirmative adding that he would be utterly misguided if he
did otherwise. Then he went on to command the questioner to
honour them. If you do as I tell you, he said, nothing disastrous
will happen to you.^ Nonetheless this passing of information
of obvious Shl'ite character without sometimes the least comment
or objection from fabarl's side, made him run the risk of being
accused of Shi'ism by enemies who were always ready to give a




'The Doctrine of the Infallibility
The Shl'ites, especially the Twelvers, came to adopt a
strange view about their imams. The ShI'ite imams are said to
be essentially and absolutely Infallible. Both the Imamiyya and
the Batiniyya claimed infallibility even for the representatives
of the imams. Some extremists held the view that men who are
in charge of the safety and guard of imams must also be entirely
infallible.
The infallibility or 'igma is taken as an inner attribute
which nobody except God could notice and realize.^ This is
one of the strongest arguments presented by the ail'itos that an
imam should not be chosen by the people. Such a momentous isBue
as the imamate, which we have just been dealing with, can only
be determined by God who knows the abilities and qualities of his
creatures. The imams, we are told, are the "proofs", hujaj, of
God against his slaves, that is, men. The Prophets and the
imams are the mediators between God and Mankind. This is the
reason why they should be wholly infallible to set the appropriate
examples to be followed by Man.
1. Ghazall, Pada'ih al-ba^iniyya, lij.5.
2. Shabbir, Haqq, 1:181^.
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It is clear that the ShI'itea advocated the doctrine of
the infallibility of the prophets not for its own sake. In
teaching the infallibility of the prophets, the Shl'Ites were
in fact preparing the way for claiming the same thing for their
supernatural imams. The 'igma, as taught by the Shi'itea, can
be taken in two senses:- (a) protection against sin i.e. both
the prophets and imams are sinless and (b) protection against
ignorance and imperfection of memory.
Prophets and Sln3:
The question whether or not the Prophets were liable to
sin led to a wide range of difference of opinion among Muslims.
Jabarl, with some other jurists, theologians and traditionists,
took the view that Prophets were liable to small sins.^ Grave
sins were, however, impossible in their case. The view developed
by fabari and his colleagues was also held by the Mu 'tazilifces.^
Some of the Sunnites taught that the Prophets were entirely sinless.
Since we are instructed by God to imitate them and follow their
steps, it is inconceivable that they could commit sins whether
{ o)
light or grave.
Although some of the Sunnites held the doctrine of the
infallibility of the Prophets, I believe It might be fairly
demonstrated that the ShI'ites were the original advocates and
1. Qurtubl, Ahkam, 1:308.
2. RazI, Mafatih, 1:1^82.
3. Qurtubl, Ahkam, 1:308 ff.
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legitimate parents of the doctrine. The concept of the
Prophets infallibility helped them enormously to justify their
extravagant claims regarding the imams.^ They possess a much
deeper interest in this particular dogaa than the Sunnites. Not
a single ShI'ite, as far as I know, taught that the Prophets vrere
liable to sin.
As we have seen in the chapter of the imsmate, Muslims
whether Sunnites or otherwise, resort to the Qur'ira to justify
the propositions which they hold as true. The verses of the
Qur'an clearly teach that the prophets might sin. It was not
impossible for them to sin. fabarl was prepared to take the
Qur'in in its most obvious sense. He did not feel the need to
interpret the verses of the Qur'an in such a way that the Prophets
were represented as being totally free from sin and misconduct.
For him the word of the Qur'an was final; he accepted it what¬
ever the case might be. We can take the following examples from
the Qur'an which are relevant to our topic of discussion to
illustrate fabarl'a position:-
(I) "And (mention) Dhu n-nun (i.e. Jonah) when he went off in
anger and deemed that We had no power over him, lan naqdira 'alayhi
but he cried out in the darkness saying: there is no Ood save Thee.
1. See Majlisl, Bihar, 10:393 where he puts forward the ShI'ites
belief in Prophets* and imams* 'igma as explained by Muhammad
ibn-Babawayhi.
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Be thou glorified! Lo! I have been a wrong doer" (Q.XXI:87).
There are two points her® which commentators attempt to verify;
both of them serve as a source of controversy among them, (a) whom
did Jonah forskke? God or the people to whom he was sent, and
(b) what is the meaning of the phrase i>zanna an lan naqdira
'alayhi?
The Shi'ites and those who endeavoured to save the name
of the Prophet interpreted the verse to mean that he angrily
left his people and not God.^ They found it too much to hold
a view that a prophet, any prophet, might rebel against his
creator. By so doing the Shi'ites hoped to lighten the amount
of burden and blame laid on the shoulders of the Prophet. Tabarl,
who thought it necessary to take the verse in its straightforward
meaning, maintained that the Prophet forsook his God in resentment.
He argued that even if we accepted that he furiously abandoned his
people, this would also be a deadly mistake. God had already
instructed him to stay amongst them in order to convey His message
and the instructions of God must be carried out under all
circumstances.
yabarl was absolutely convinced that Jonah committed a sin
and repented from it by uttering the words "Be Thou glorified Lo!
1. Majlisi, Bihar, 1Lj.s388.
2. f.T. 17:55-58.
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I have been a wrong doer" (Q.XXI:87)* MajlisI, the famous
ShI'ite author of the vast work entitled Bihar al-anwar, took a
different attitude from Tabarl. For him the statement "I have
•
been a wrong doer" was but a sign of humility to God. The fact
that he made that statement does not necessarily imply that he
acted wrongly.^ Tabarl would not accept this kind of argument.
The Our'an describes how a severe punishment was inflicted upon
Jonah as a result of his deed. Had he not committed a sin,
fabarl argues, he would not have been punished in that way.
'fabarl goes on to seek other evidences from the Qur'an to
give strength to his view that Jonah made a grave mistake. God
instructed his prophet Muhammad not to follow the example of Jonah
"But wait thou for thy Lord's decree, and be not like him of the
fish (i.e. Jonah)" (Q.LXVIII:48). This in itself, ^abarl held,
was substantial evidence that Jonah had done something grave and
unlawful
(b) The phrase f-ganna an lan naqdira 'alayhl is interpreted
by some j&islim theologians to mean that Jonah thought that God
did not have power over him. Tabarl was not prepared to go as
far as that extreme. For him this view would ultimately give
rise to dangerous consequences. It inevitably involved that
Jonah, who was chosen for the office of prophecy, was absolutely
1. Bihar, lips 388
2. T.T, 17:56.
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ignorant about God's attributes. This in its turn would open
the way to infidelity and disbelief. fabari would not have
been happy to see a man appointed by God as a prophet turning
out to be an infidel.^ The verse should, therefore, be
interpreted to mean that Jonah thought that God would not inflict
limitations and hard measures on him, i.e. he seemed to mis¬
calculate the implications of his deed, that is, of forsaking
to)
his people.v '
(II) "Then have patience (0 Muhammad) LoI the promise of
God is true and ask forgiveness for thy sin" (Q.XL:55) - "So
know (0 Muhammad) that there is no God save Allah, and ask forgive¬
ness for thy sin and for believing men and believing women" (Q.XLVII:
19). These verses of the Qur-'aa. clearly show that Prophet
Muhammad was liable to sin. Tabarl warmly welcomed any Qur'anic
conception without hesitancy. Here, the Qui*an advises Prophet
Muhammad to ask God's forgiveness. This necessarily implies
/ -j)
that he had done something incorrect to be forgiven for.w/
fabari maintained that it was absolutely absurd to say, for instance,
0 God! forgive me for the sin I committed not!^
1. T.T, 17:57.
2. Majlisi accepts this interpretation, Bihar, 14:389.
3. Zamakhsharl, of the Mu'tazilite sect who permitted prophets?
sin, followed the same line of argument when he dealt with "God
forgive thee (0 Muhammad)! Mhy didst thou grant them permission
to leave before you could distinguish between those who told the
truth and those who told lies" (Q.IX:43)> Kaahshaf, 1:3%.
4. T.T, 26:39.
Those who sought to absolve the Prophet from the slightest
sign of sin fell into many absurdities and ridiculous assertions.
The Prophet, they held, was asking God's forgiveness not for his
own person. The appeal for God's forgiveness was presented by
the Prophet either for the individual members of his Muslim
community or for his parents Adam and EveJ^ They added that the
Prophet's sins, if any, had already been abolished by God when
he declares "We have given thee (0 MuJjammad) a signal victory that
God may forgive thee of thy sin that which is past and that which
is to come" (Q. XLVIII: 1-2).
Tabarl's answer to the last argument was ready. The verses
quoted by those who advocated the infallibility of the Prophet state
no more than a pranise that the Prophet's sin would be dissolved
and pardoned if he was found thankful for God's graces to him,
(2)
e.g. winning over his enemies. ' The reports that the Prophet
used to ask God's forgiveness a hundred times in a single
(^)
assembly, J even after the revealing of those verses, are
evident indications for Tabarl that the Prophet was exposed to
sin at any period of his life. No evidence can be drawn from
the Qpr'in that he was protected against it.




In the chapter of al-fath, which was sent down in
the tenth year of the hijra, i.e. the year in which the Prophet
died, the Prophet was again instructed to ask God's forgiveness
"then hymn the praise of thy Lord, and seek forgiveness of Him.
Lo! He is ever ready to show mercy" (Q.CX:3). This verse gave
fabarl an opportunity to repeat his arguments that sin was
conceivable in the case of the Prophet at any moment; no
protection against sin ever existed.^
The Prophet and forgetfulneaa;
The ShI'ites not only objected to the statement that the
Prophet could possibly sin but also to the statement that he
could forget something, particularly of that which had been
(2)
revealed to him throughout the period of his prophecy.N ' The
Imamites, with the exception of two or three scholars such as
Muhammad ibn-Babawayhl and his teacher Muhammad ibn-al-Hasan
ibn-al-Walid, swept away all the reports which conveyed that the
memory of the Prophet and their imams such as 'All and al-Baqir
( -3)
betrayed them on certain occasions. J'
Tabarl argued at length that the Prophet could, and in
fact did, forget some of what had once been revealed to him.^
1. T.T, 15:90.
2. See, for example, Shabbir, Haqq, 1:127; Kagimi, Khaya'ig, 14.
3. Shabbir, ffaqq, 1:124.
4- See, T.T, 1:361.
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He, however, attempted to lessen the sharphess and severity
SS"'
of that daring view by stating that the verses which the Prophet
forgot were those which had no immediate impact on human life.
Putting his views in a clear and straightforward manner, Tabari
went on to give examples of some of the verses of the Qur'an
which were said to be forgotten and done away with.
The verse "And if We willed We could withdraw that which
We have revealed unto thee" (Q. XVII: 66) is taken by some
interpreters to affirm and justify that the Prophet was not
liable to memory failure* Tabari commented, and rightly, that
the verse does not bear such connotation. It only states that
God possesses the unlimited and unquestioned power to take
away the Qur'an altogether from the heart of the Prophet.^
Out of mercy, however, He left the affirmed Qur'anic verses
as they were. fabarl claimed that God makes it remarkably clear
that He caused the Prophet to forget what He intended to thrust
11 narwT ,* •"1 • -
out or abrogate. This was an extremely bold view and fabarl
had his evidences for it. It had its roots and foundations in
the Qur'an itself. In ^abarl's eyes the following verses
justify his view:-
(I) "And remember thy Lord when thou forgettest, and
say: it may be that my Lord guideth me into a nearer way of
truth than this" (Q. XVIII:2ij.).
1. See, T.T, 1:361.
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(II) "We shall make thee recite (0 Muhammad) so that
thou shalt not forget, save that which God willeth" (Q.LXXXVII:
6-7).
Verse (I) supports the general theme that the Prophet
could possibly forget; his memory was not wholly perfect.
Verse (II) supports the view that the Prophet might forget some
of the verses revealed at a certain point of time. It is
interesting to notice that some of the Shi'ites introduced
Verse (II) incomplete omitting the words "save that
The intention behind this deliberate omission is obvious. If
the verse is recited incomplete *J'abarI,s argument will crumble.
fabarl rejected the view of those who held verse (II)
to mean that God would not will his Prophet to forget some of
the verses of the Qur'an. They claimed that the verse is
similar in meaning to that in the chapter of Hud "And those who
will be endowed with happiness, will remain in the Garden so
long as the heavens and the earth endure save for that which
thy Lord willeth" (Q.XI:108). They concluded that since God
promised to place the faithful in Paradise for ever, we are
assured that He will never will to have them out of it. For
them the same thing applies to the words "so that thou shall not
forget save that whioh God willeth".^ The most obvious sense
of the verse, Tabarl maintained, was that the Prophet would not
forget the verses of the Quran except those which God determined
1. KhalisI , Ifrya*, 59.
2. T.T, 30:8^f.
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to cause him to forget and Tabari has not the least heaviness
in his heart to accept it.
(Ill) "For whatever verse We cancel or cause to forget,
We bring a better or the like" ($. 11:106). To strengthen his
position, namely that the Prophet was liable to forget, Tabari
introduced two ancient readings:- In the first place we find
the verse read in the Godex of 'Abd-Allih ibn-Mas'ud as follows:
ma nunsika mln ayat*11^ i.e. whatever verse We cause you to
forget. Secondly Sa'd ibn-Abl-Waqqas is reported to have read
it - ma nansakh min ayatin aw tansaha^ i.e. whatever verse we
abrogate or you forget. This last reading of Sa'ad-ibn-Abl-
Waqqa§ essentially conveys the same meaning as that of Ibn-Mas'ud.
As-Suddl, representing the ShI'ites view, took the verb
naaiya - originally "forgot" - to mean taraka or "left-untouched".
According to this interpretation the meaning of the verse would
be: Whatever verse We abrogate or leave unabrogated, i.e.
affirmed, We bring the better or the like.^ fabarl held that
all three mentioned verses, (I), (II) and (III), were unveiled
implications that the Prophet was not endowed with the alleged
infallible memory.
Following his view to its logical conclusion, Tabarl was
1. f.T, 1:359; see, also, A. Jeffery, Materials, 27-
2. For the other readings of the verse see Goldziher, Rlchtungen, 214..
3. ?.T, 1:360.
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absolutely prepared to accept the story of the gharaniq or the
exalted females. The story goes that one day the Prophet was
practising his dawn prayer in the Ka'ba where there were a
number of the heads of the unbelievers. He began to recite
the Chapter of an-Najm or the Star. When he reached the verses:
"Have ye thought upon Al-Lat and al- 'Uzza and Hanat the third
idol besides" (^.LIII: 19-20), the Satan is said to have put into
his mouth the words: "These are the exalted females and verily
their intercession is to be hoped for."^
Tabarl introduced the story of al-gharanlq to elucidate
the meaning of the verses: "We have not sent an apostle or a
prophet before thee but when he recited, tamanna, Satan proposed
uwniyatihi. God abolisheth that which Satan proposeth and
then He establisheth His revelations. That He may make that
which the devil proposeth a temptation for those in whose
hearts is a disease i.e. doubt and those whose hearts are
hardened". (Q.XXII: 52-53)• The term tamanna is one of the
difficult terms in the Qur'in which were subject to many contro¬
versial interpretations. Tabarl, seeing the term used in
connection with abrogation and affirmation, thought it convenient
to give it the meaning of "reading". Ibn-Hazra, sweeping the
whole thing aside as mere fabrication of story tellers, inter-
1. T.t, 17:119-121
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preted the word to mean "wishes" e.g. the Prophet wished the
belief of his uncle Abu-Talib.^
The question of the gharanlq led to a hot controversy
among Muslims. Not a single ShI'ite seems to accept the story.
MajlisI described it as riwayat al-'amma^ i.e. the report of
the common, presumably the Sunnites. The story, he claimed,
was not of the type of al-mutawatir or unquestioned narrations
to which we have to submit without further investigation or
hesitation.^ Some of the Shi'ites are too violent and sharp
in rejecting the story of al-gharanlq. 'Abd-Allah Shabbir
charged anyone who accepted it with disbelief.^
For Tabarl the story was especially designed by God as
a test or fitna for those who live in doubts about the truthful¬
ness of the Prophet. This test which is mentioned in the verse
concerned, would obviously have no place if we are reluctant to
accept the story as true. fabarl also argued that had it not
been for God's mercy on the Prophet, he would have made the
compromise asked for by the unbelievers of Mecca.^ The Qur'an,
he added,states this most clearly: "And if we had not made thee






wholly firm thou mightest almost have inclined unto them a
little." (Q.XVII:73).7 k U
^
Prom what has been said one would hope that it is olear
that Tabari had no faith in either of the two aspects of the
infallibility of the Prophets - protection against sin and
memory failure or defect - mainly propagated by the Shi'ites.
Now we will proceed to examine the position of Tabari as far
as the infallibility of ahl-al-bayt i.e. the Household of the
Prophet is concerned.
The term ahl-al-bayt is introduced once in the Qur*an,
"God's wish is to remove unoleanness or rija far from you 0
Polk of the Household, and cleanse you with a thorough cleansing"
(Q.XXXII:33). The members of the Household of the Prophet came
to acquire a special place of significance especially in the eyes
of the Shi'ites. Elimination of the element of ahl-al-bayt
ultimately amounts to the closing down of the door of knowledge.
All observant Muslims, for example, perform the duty of the prayer}
but the only one who performs it in its true and authentic sense
is the ShI'ite. This is because, the Shi'ites explain, he
comes to know its particulars through the channel of the infallible
members of the family of the Prophet. These, we are told, are
- (2)
the keepers of the Shari'a and law. '
1. Mkiir, also, considers the verse to refer to the gharaniq story
described, Sell, Historical development of the Qur'an, 26.
2. Ka$iml, Khaga'lg, 55.
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To define who belongs to the household of the Prophet
and who are those meant by the ^ur'anic verse is, therefore, a
matter of crucial importance. Tabarl presented in his Tafsir
two views as regards ahl-al-bayt: (a) These are:- 'All,
$asan, Husayn and Fatima the daughter of the Prophet. The Prophet,
we are informed, covered 'All, his two eons Hasan aid Husayn and
their mother Fatima with his own garment and pointed out that
God's words referred to them in particular. Umm-Salama, the
wife of the Prophet, appealed to him to consider her as a
member of that honoured group. The Prophet denied her admittance
(2)
and added that she was but one of his good wives.v ' (b) the
term ahl-al-bayt referred to the wives of the Prophet in particular,
fabarl tried to avoid giving his own personal view on this
sensitive and disputable issue. Nevertheless he seemed to favour
(a) to which he devoted two pages of his work; for (b) he
spared but two lines.
The Shi'ites, who found much pleasure in Tabari's
narration of al-ghadlr which we have discussed in the chapter
of the iraamate, are also pleased with fabarl's narration of the
tradition of ahl-al-kisa* i.e. those covered by the garment of
1. 22: 5-7.




the Prophet.^ Both of these traditions play a central
part In the writings of the ShI'ites. We have to remember
/
constantly that fabari had no prejudices, whatsoever, against
ahl-al-bayt, but we have to remember equally that he afforded
no partiality towards them. He was entirely prepared to
allow them what he thought to be their legal rights but at the
same time he objected violently to extravagant claims advocated
by enthusiastic ShI'ites.
The ShI'ites attempted to seek representation of ahl-al-
bayt eitha* by inserting them in verae3 which had nothing to do
with them or by twisting the obvious meaning of texts to serve
their own purposes. To the Qur'anic verse "God preferred Adam,
Noah, the Family of Abraham and the Family of 'Imran above all
his creatures" (Q. 111:33)# they added "and the Family of Muhammad
Also the Our*an says: "peace be unto Ilyasln i.e. Elias"
(Q.XXXVII: 130). Ilyasln, here is read by then as Al Yasln i.e.
Al Muhammad or the Family of Muhammad.^)
!pabarl rejected the peculiar reading of Al Yasln on the
grounds that peace is said to be unto the persons of the Prophets
mentioned in the Sura and not unt-o. their Families. Muhammad
1. Shabbir, gaqq, 1:276.
2. Ibn-Furat, Tafslr, 18.
3. T.T, 23:55f.
7k
ws3 certainly not an exception. Ilyasln stands, according
to Tabarl*s view, for Ilyas (Elias) being treated in the same
way as Idrasln i.e. Idrls. 'Abd-Allah-ibn-Salam, the well-known
converted Jew and Companion of the Prophet, is reported to have
read it "peace be unto Idrasln" claiming that Idrls equals
Elias. Tabari took this reading attributed to 'Abd-Allah-ibn-
Salam as strong evidence against the ShI'ite reading A1 Yasln
which he strongly rejected.
Now let us enter into some details about Tabarl*s stand-
points as far as ahl-al-bayfc and dhawi-I-qurba i.e. near kins¬
men are concerned. Here are some of the examples of verses
which deal with the issue examined by Tabarl:
(I) "And know that whatever ye take as spoils of war,
a fifth thereof is for God, and for the messenger and dhawl-1-
qurba and orphans and the needy and the wayfarer" (Q.VIII: I4.I).
The first question to be asked is what is meant by the term
dhawl-1-qurba in this connection? Three answers are given to
this question in Tabarl,s Tafsxr;^
(a) These are the various members of the tribe of Quraysh.
(b) The term stands for the one who succeeds the Prophet
in the leadership of the community, that is, the imam.
(c) Not all the members of the tribe of Quraysh are
included in this term.
1. lOtiiYf.
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The term should be limited to the clan of Hashim and Banu-'Abd-
al-Muttalib. The fifth is not legitimized to anyone outside
that clan.
fabarl was prepared to accept this last interpretation (c).
Here we find him in agreement with the Shi 'ites who, of course,
welcomed and favoured the view that the term dhawl —1-qurba must
be confined to Hashim and Ban$-'Abd-al-Muttalib. To the dis¬
appointment of the ShI'itea, however, Tabarl argued that the
share of Banu-'Abd-al-Muttalib and Hashim should be cancelled
immediately after the death of the Prophet. Thi3 was because
the Prophet himself is reported to have said: "We Prophets have
no heirs; what we leave behind us should be distributed as a
charity - ma taraknahu gadaqa.^
The ShI'ites, as one can anticipate* disapproved of the
opinion expressed by Tabari that the share of Banu- 'Abd-al-i^uttalib
and Hishira was to be crossed out after the Prophet's death. They
questioned the authenticity of the Prophetic tradition upon which
— (P) —
fabari depended.v ' They rebuked 'Umar ibn-al-Kha£tab, their
traditional enemy, because he prevented, relying on the same
(
tradition, ahl-al-bayt from receiving their lawful share.
1. T.T, 28: 21|f.
2. See, for instance, Shabbir, Haqq, lsli^lff.
3. Ibid., 1:255.
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The ShI'ites, represented by 'All ibn-al-Husayn known
as Zayn al-'Abidln and 'Abd-Allah ibn-Muhammad ibn-'AlI,
claimed that the orphans and the needy, referred to in the
verse, are those of the Family of the Prophet. Tabarl
could not accept this arbitrary restriction. He maintained
that these were the orphans and the needy of the Muslim community
at large.
^ I8lll=
(II) "Give the kinsman his due, and the needy and the
wayfarer" (Q.XVII;24). In this verse fabarl was even reluctant
12)
to confine dha-I-qurba to the relatives of the Prophet.1 ' For
him the term should be taken in its broadest sense to cover
every individual relative from either father or mother. He
again quoted the ShI'ites view but refuted it vigorously.
(III) Say (0 Muhammad); I ask you no fee save watching
loving kindness for kinship, ilia—rl-mawaddata fi—'l-qurba"
(Q.XLII:23). Tabarl, rejecting the view of the ShI'ites
represented by 'All ibn-al-Husayn who limited the verse to the
Family of the Prophet, commented that the qurba in that
connection was the relationship of the Prophet to the tribe
of Quraysh.Tabarl, arguing from a linguistic point of
view, held that had it been otherwise, the preposition fl^ would
1. T.T, 10:6.• *
2. Ibid., 15:50.
3* T.T, 25:13-15• Bukharl related that 5a 'Id ibn-Jubayr, who
referred the verse to the Family of the Prophet In particular,
was set right by Ibn- 'Abbas who took the same view as that of
Tabari, Sahlh, 3; 326.
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have no place. The interpretation given to the verse by
the ShI'ites differs uncompromisingly from that given by
fabarl. For them the message of Muhammad has only one cost.
This cost is undoubtedly the association of the believers in
(1)
his message with the members of his family.
Tremendous importance is, therefore, attached to the
question of belonging to the House of the Prophet. It is
vital not only as a financial and social element but also as
a political and, more important, theological one. The
infallibility of the imams, who must belong to ahl-al-bayt in
the ShI'ite theory, is a continuation of the infallibility of
the Prophet himself. Each imam passes over the post of the
imamate to his successor together with the light of the Prophet
(2)
or an-nur al-Muhammad! ~ and the quality of the infallibility.
MajlisI tells us that three conditions are to be
satisfied by an imam before he can be recognized as a legitimate
imam:- (a) he should be absolutely infallible, (b) he must
be appointed by his forerunner, and (o) he should be able to
(
perform miraculous deeds impossible for ordinary men. Being
infallible he will not be subject to challenge from any member
of the community. Thus it is related that a Shi'ibe named
1. MajlisI, Bihar, 10:393f.
2. E. Sell, The faith of Islam, 97.
3. Bihar, 10:lj.51. It is not our intention to discuss (b) and
(c) here as they are out of the scope of this work.
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Zurara asked one of the imams to state his evidence for his
view from the Qur'an; later ShI'ites felt it necessary to find
out an explanation for the behaviour of Zurara. Since no
objection to the iinara,s view is thinkable Zurara*s aim must have
been to learn the evidence from his master. His aim cannot
have been to embarrass the imam or reduce him to perplexity by
demanding such evidence. ^^
Tabarl, and the Sunnites^2^ in general, had no faith in
the doctrine of the infall5.bility of the imams. In his Tafsir,
he rejected the views of some of the most prominent imams such
as 'All ibn-Abl-Tilib. The latter held that the verse "And for
those with child, their period shall be till they bring forth
their burden" (Q.LXV:!^) should be confined to the case of the
divorced women. fabarl challenged this view claiming that
the verse should be extended to cover widows as well as divorced
(3)
women,
The ShI'ites, as anticipated, made an attempt to find
support for their doctrine of infallibility in the Qur'in. The
following verse is said to be a foundation for it:^ "And
(remember) when his Lord tried Abraham with commands, and he
fulfilled them, He said; I have appointed thee a leader, imam.
1. Shabbir, ?aqq, 2:328.
2. See, for example, Ibn-Taymiyya, Raf' al-malam, 1^.0.
3. J.T, 28:8^f.
4. KhalisI, Ihya', 59; E. Sell, The faith of Islam, 95.
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for mankind. And Abraham said: And of ray offspring also?
He aaid: My covenant includeth not wrongdoers, zllimln"
•i\if _ -
(Q. II: 12lj.). yabari agreed with the Shl'ites that a zalira
cannot be appointed as an imam. He, however, gave the terra a
special meaning. For him the zalim equals the unbeliever. The
verse, therefore, only indicates that an unbeliever is dis¬
qualified as a candidate for the post of the imamate.^' Tabarl
seemed to fail to see any sort of relation between this verse
and the ghl'ite doctrine of Infallibility.
The faith of the ShI'ites in the infallibility of their
imams is as strong as their faith in that of the Prophet
himself. They equally deny, for example, memory failure to
the Imams. 'All ibn-Abl-'Jalib, for Instance, is said to
have possessed a mysterious gigantic memory. He never heard
(2)
a saying from the Prophet that passed away from his memory.
'All is alleged to be supplied with that power of memorization
on the appeal of the Prophet to endow him with that advantage.
Commenting on the verse "That We make it a memorial for you,
and that remembering ears (that heard the story) might remember"
(Q.LXIX:12), Tabarl passed over these traditions assigned to the
(3)
Prophet without the least comment from his side. J
1. T.T, 1:398.
2. MajlisI, Bihar, 35:326ff.
3. ?.T, 29:30.
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Having the privilege of being the immediate successor
of the Prophet, as the Shi'ites teach, 'All almost enjoyed equal
respect. The knowledge he possessed is unparalleled. Tabarl
was accused of teaching a tradition to the effect that on the
death of the Prophet, his soul crystallised into the hands of
'1)'All who swallowed it.x 'When he reported to Ka?r al-^ajib,
he was said to have had objection to the wording of the tradition.
This might be, at any rate, a symbol!zation of the knowledge
inherited from the Prophet by 'All and after him by various
members of his Family. The knowledge possessed by ahl-al-bayt
is held to be more miraculous than the splitting of the moon
(?)
and the other miracles ascribed to the Prophet.N
The phrase ahl-al-bayt al-ma'sumun is one of the most
popular expressions in ShI'ite writings and literature. Both
the Sunnites and the Shi'ites took the Prophetic traditions
and sayings to be the second source of law and knowledge, only
second to the qur'an. The only difference is that the Shi'ites
accept, as we have seen before, only those traditions whose
chain of authority goes back to the infallible family of the
Prophet.'-^ Needlesa^jto say, Tabarl accepted traditions related
even by ordinary women such as Fatima bint-Qays. Mu'awiya
1. Ibn-al-JawzI, Muntasam, 6:17«2. I am afraid that this might
be another false accusation of our scholar.
2. Kashif al-ghita', al-Firdaws al-a'la, 18.
3. See, for instance, Mahmas§ani, Falsafat at-tashri*. 36.
1^. T.f, 28:86.
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ibn-Abl-Sufyan, who took the most antagonistic attitude towards
ahl-al-bayt, is the only authority in Tabarl's Tafair; to assert
that the verse (Q.XVIII:110) is the last verse ever revealed.
The notion of infallibility penetrates deep into the
ShI'ite system of thought. It colours their individual views
about principles which acquire a place of significance in Muslim
intellectual history. We will discuss two of these principles,
12)
namely consensus and analogy, ' to see (a) how far they are
coloured with the doctrine of the infallibility and (b) how far
Tabarl diverges from the line pursued by the ShI'ites.
The Principle of Gonaenaus:
This is one of the most important principles which enjoy
wide conceim among Muslims.^' The Shl*ites adhere to the
principle of consensus as far as the existence and the authority
of the infallible imams is recognized and appealed to. It is a
source of knowledge and truth only because it eventually includes
the saying of the infallible imam. Al-ittlfaq al-mushtamil 'ala
qawl al-ma'sum is the usual way of expressing this fundamental
1. 16:28.
2. These principles and the like are usually confined to the
study of law. Ibn-Hazm, however, thought it necessary to
extend the application of the principles in which he believed
from the study of law to that of dogmatic theology, E.B.,12:33.
3. Ash-Shafi'I, for example, read the Qur'an 300 times to find an
evidence that consensus or ijma* is a proof or hujja, Nisaburl,
Hagha'ib, 5:175.
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idea.^ Therefore, we should anticipate that the only
evidence of value on matters of religion, with regard to
consensus, is their own agreement. This is obviously because
they are the only substantial group that hold the 'lgma doctrine
and every generation must have its frujja i.e. an infallible
iralm whether hidden or apparent.
The mere agreement of Muslim scholars on particular
aspects of the ahari'a has little or no value at all in the
Shl'ites* consideration. In fact they throw every shadow of
doubt on the ijma' principle if it is only taken to mean the
general agreement of people. The multitude has no signifi¬
cance as far as truth is concerned. The great masses of
people enjoy no good reputation in the Qur'an:^ "And if
thou obevedst most of those on earth they would mislead thee
far from God's way (Q.VI:117). Tabsri argued that this was
so because the vast majority of people were disbelievers at the
time the verse was revealed.'-5' The outshot of his argument
- u
was to state that the situation alters when the masses come to yCy
accept Islam as their sole religion.
Tabari showed himself completely faithful to the principle
1. Mashkur, Comm. on Qumml map., 145J A'yan aah-shl'a, 2nd division
308f; Majlisi, Bihar, 10:443; Razi, Arba 'In, 441: MahmassanI,
Falsafat at-tashrl', 38; Shabbir, ?aqq, 2:48.
2. Shabbir, Haqq, 1:286.
3. T.T, 8:8.
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of consensus which was a topic of controversy among Muslims.^
He never doubted the principle -which he considered to be one
of the sources of religious knowledge. Commenting on the
verse "And whosoever cannot find (such gifts), then a fast of
m
three days while on the pilgrimage, and of seven when ye have
returned is required" (Q.II:1Q6), he pointed out that that
means when you return to your native countries and not when
you return from Mlna to Mecca. He added: "if I am asked
what is my evidence that the meaning of the verse is what I have
put forward, ray answer will be the unanimous agreement of ahl-al-
*llm i.e. Muslim savants.
In various places in his TafsirTabarl expressed the
view that it i3 not permissible to question the authority of the
Muslim scholars when they come to agree on a certain issue.
Any individual view which is incompatible with the general agree¬
ment of ahl-at-1 a *wll, those who satisfy the necessary require¬
ments for the interpretation of the Qpr'an, should be declared
as erroneous.^ He clearly distinguished between two things:
1. -Some of the Mu 'tazilitea, such as an-Nazzam, claimed that
the whole Muslim community could agree on what is false,
ShahrastanI, Mllal, l:72j BaghdadI, Usui, llf; Muhain,
Ibn-Khaldun philosophy of history, 137» The Zahirites
limited the i.jma' to that of the Companions of the Prophet,
BaghdadI, Ugul, 20.
2. See, for example, 30:89.
3. Ibid., 2:20.
8i+
(a) hu j ja i.e. authority having the right to give a verdict on
disputable issues, and (b) ra'y or personal opinion. The learned
agreement is binding, unlike the individual stands which belong
to (b) , and, therefore, can by no means be challenged by (a).^
fabari thus showed every sign of deferential esteem for popular
views held by the great majority of Muslims.
This unconditional faith in the principle of i jma ' brought
Tabarl and us great disadvantages. Indeed it helped in preserving
the faith of the masses for the longest possible period but it
denied us the fruits of personal independent judgements. f'abarl,
for example, claimed that the best place to execute Ood*s
commands is Mecca or the baram of Abraham i.e. he seemed to
suggest that any offence should receive its penalty no matter
where it had been conducted 01* where the criminal took refuge.
The great majority of Muslims, however, are reluctant to punish
a criminal who enters the Ka'ba so long as he is there. Tabarl
had to give up his profound view simply because the salaf did
(2)
not sympathize with it.
On one occasion, fabarl admitted that al-Hasan al-Ba^rl's
view was more likely than the others. Nonetheless he was
unwilling to accept it. This was because the other views were
held by a greater number of scholars whose knowledge of the Book
was more profound and adequate than that of al-gasan's. J To me




the fact that the number was greater has nothing to do with
the question of the validity of a statement. If, for argument
sake, we accept that their knowledge of the Book was more
intensive, this does not mean or show that their commentaries
on each individual verse must be ultimately more reliable.
To be fair to 'fabari, however, one should mention that
he did not always cling to the views of the majority of Muslim
scholars. An outstanding example of his departure from them
is this: all the authorities he quoted, including eminent
soholars such as al-$asan al~Ba§rI, held that the term sufeha*
introduced in (Q.IV:5) should be restricted to women and
children. Tabari, accusing them of corrupting language,
maintained with vehemence that the term was to be taken in its
general and absolute sense. It applied to anyone who happens
to be unwise regardless of his sex or age. ^
The Principle of Analogy:
This, again, is a controversial issue. A sizeable group
of people questioned this principle. Among these are: The
Sumaniyya,^ some of the Mu'tazilltes such as Ja'far ibn~Mubbashir,
1. T.T, U.:153.
2. BaghdadI, Farq, 270; W.M. Watt, Logical basis of early kalam,
I.Q., 6:10.
3. Khayya^, Intipar, 68.
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the Zahirites,^ and some of the Shl'itea.^ The only group
that matters here is, of course, the last one as the other
ones lie beyond the scope of this thesis. The ShI'ites divided
into two groups as far as qlyas and ra'y are concerned. Some
of them forbade it completely while others allowed it. The
Imaraiyya themselves split into two groups:(a) Akhbariyyun
or the narrators and (b) the Ufuliyyun or those who concerned
themselves with the x'oots of religion and law.
Those belonging to the group of the Akhbiriyyun rejected
analogy altogether. Muhammad ibn-al-Hasan ibn- 'AlI-at-TusI tells
us in his Fihrist^ that many felt that the books of a famous
ShI'ite author named .Muhammad ibn-al-Junayd should be abandoned.
The reason for the abandonment of these books, he said, was the
fact that their author held the view that the principle of
analogy should be permitted in the study of law. The
Usuliyyun, however, accepted it as an instrument for knowledge.
The Akhbariyyun seem to be more consistent and faithful
to the doctrine of the infallibility of the imams than the
Uguliyyun. As a matter of fact both of than agree that the
1. Ibn-an-Nadlm, Fihrist, 305; Ibn-al-Athlr, Ansab, 2:99f;
Ibn-Khaldun, Ifuqaddima, 372; Shahrastani, Milal, 2:1^5;
Macdonald, Development, 103f.




imams are, by definition, infallible. The logical consequence
of this doctrine is to abandon reason and follow the instructions
of the imams whose knowledge is complete and perfect. The fact
that the doctrine of the infallibility should naturally lead to
._ •> ,u>. v_ ...
intellectual decay seems to be self-evident. Some Muslim
scholars noticed long ago the close relationship that exists
between the doctrine of the infallibility and blind following or
imitation. ^ ^
v/^
fabari waged an open war on the idea of imitation or
taqlld. For him ignorance was no excuse. Every rational
being has to speculate for himself and use his faculty of
reasoning. Those who held that Qod would not punish wrongdoers
who were ignorant of the fact that they were doing wrong, were
bitterly criticized by him. The verse "They chose the devils
for protecting friends instead of God and deem that they are
rightly guided" (Q. VII:30), is a clear indication that ignoranee
12)
will not absolve from responsibility. Only three classes of
people are recognized by Tabarl as being justifiable in
protesting against punishment: (a) children who are not mature
enough to bear responsibilities, (b) those suffering from mental
illness which deprives them from rational thinking, and (c) those
who had not the experience of a revealed message.^





The Mu'tazilites claimed that only those who are
capable of knowing God through rational investigation are
entitled to the description of being believers.^ Tabarl
was absolutely prepared to accept the view expressed by the
Mu 'tazilites.^ Ibn-Haam related that 'J'abarl maintained that
by the age of seven every human being, whether male or female,
should be taught how to use his mental powers to prove the
existence of God and learn his different attributes. Even
Ibn-IIazm, who attacked the notion of taalid fiercely, would
" 1 *
not accept this. He argued that those under the age of maturity
are not expected to bear such a task.For Tabarl, therefore,
the only way to true faith was rational argumentation, or
al-istidlal al-'aqll. Blind following of the imams would not do.
Tabari strongly believed that anything of human use
could and should be arrived at by either of two ways, namely
revelation and reasoning. A nags or a text either from the
Our*an or the Sunna might be wanting on certain occasions but
an inference or a hint, dalala is always available. It Just
awaits the efforts of Muslim scholars to discover and utilize
1. Goldziher, Vorleaungen, 117.
2. Ibn-Hazm, Figal, 3t35.
3* lb id., I4.S 35ff • Although Ibn-Hazm criticized fabarl for his
view, he paid hira tokens of respect which he denied to al-
Ash'arl and his followers who held similar views, Fisal,
He is ready to report traditions wholly based cms fabari's
authority, Fisal, I4.SI3I4..
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it.^ Whenever a nagg is present we are bound to submit to
it but where the Qur'an and the Sunna furnished no rule,
analogical reasoning should be applied to supply what was
lacking.^
Tabarl appealed to analogy not only in the sphere of
religion and law but also in linguistic discussions. He
asserted, for example, that analogically speaking anhira
oan be taken as a plural form of nahar or daylight, although
the Arabs treated the word as daw* or light and never bothered
( o\
to give it a plural form.
The knowledge that Tabarl sought was certainly ma'rifa
yaqlnlyya. ^ This is attainable either by reason, 'acO, or'
by revelation and traditions, khabar. The khabar is either
received from God or His prophet. If both of these two sources
fail us, then it does us no harm to be ignorant about the
question at hand. We have to forget all about it. The
following example may serve as an illustration of Tabarl*s
attitude. Several views are quoted as regards the question
"who built the Ka'ba?" Tabarl commented that we do not
acquire concrete and comprehensive knowledge as far as the
1. T.T, lt28ff.
2. Ibid., 5:191+.
3* Ibid., 2:37; Another example will be found in 5:197*
i+. Ibid., 30:11+.
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question is concerned. The only source of such ancient
historical knowledge is God, i.e. the Q^r'an and His Prophet,
i.e. the Sunna which is widely conveyed,an-naql al-mustafid.
Since no guidance is contained in these two sources and we
cannot use analogical argument to draw conclusions, we
cannot say which of the previous mentioned views is more
intelligible. Analogical argumentation is not applicable as
analogy meant for Tabarl reduction of disputable branches to
their original sources which enjoy general consent.^
The four principles: Qur'an, Sunna, Consensus and
Analogy, formulated by ash-Shafi'I in hie famous Risala,
are accepted by fabarl as ways of knowledge. He defended
qiyaa with the same vigour we have seen in dealing with the
principle of i.jma'. Those who swept away the principle of
analogy attempted to seek traditions deploring it ascribed to
pious Muslims such as al-Hasan sl-Basrl and Ibn-slrln. Both
these men are claimed to have said that the first to use
analogy was Iblls when He said: "I am better than Adam. Thou
createdst me of fire, whilst him. Thou didst create of clay"
(Q,. XXXVIII: 76 ). yabarl pointed out that both scholars meant
1. ?.T, 6:70.
2. For ash-3hafi'1*3 views on qiyas which resemble Tabarl*s
views in many respects see, Hisala, 65ff.
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.(1)
wrong analogy, al-qlyaa al-Khata* , and not analogy as such.
Analogy paved the way for rational thinking and
reflection. This in its turn led to differences of opinion
among Muslims. It is because of that the ShI'ites created and
(2)
developed their doctrine of the infallible imams.v The
function of these infallible iraarus is to guide people in the
right direction. The ShI'ites felt it imperative to obey the
imam and follow his example. Without him knowledge is simply
impossible.^ The truth taught by the infallible imam is r,
, Jf v V£- ' c r-s V
<*-4) ~ fM '
one and there can be no trifling with it even in details.
One could hardly see any justification for the Imamiyya diff¬
erences on religious matters since their source is one and the
same, namely the infallible Imam.
Needless to say, Tabarl allowec. differences of opinion
on the various branches of law. Indeed he compiled a book on
the differences of Muslim jurists and gave it the name,
"Ikhtilaf al-fuqaha*".^ Differences on religious matters are
Inconceivable for a sizeable group of the Shi'ites. The
Batiniyyar who resemble the Imamiyya in several aspects of their
1. T.T, 8:89.
2. Shabbir, Haqq, 1:130.
3. KazimI, Khasa'is, 27.• * t i ,, It, 9 1
U-. Macdonald, Development, 116.
5. Part of this work was edited by F. Kern in Cairo, 1902, another
portion by J. Schacht In Leiden, 1933*
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teaohings, also objected to the doctrine of varying or
ikhtilaf. Muslim scholars found it necessary to defend
the liberty to have diversity against their attacks.^
Clearly, the intention of this chapter was to demon¬
strate that I'abarl broke with the ShI'ites on one of their
fundamental teaohings. He disapproved of the doctrine of
the infallibility with regard to the Prophets, not to mention
the imams. Sin and memory failure are both possible in their
oase. The principle of consensus has its value as a way to
religious knowledge and no reference to the infallible imam
in this respect is ever made.^ All the consequences of the
doctrine of the infallibility such as rejection of analogy
and freedom to diversity should have no existence as far as
yabarl's position is concerned.
1. e.g. Ghazall, Pa^a'ih al-Batiniyya, 100. Later the ikhtilaf
grew up as one of the important soienoes in which a jurist must
be instructed, Ibtf-Khaldun, Maqaddima, 381. Ghazall attached
no importance to *ilm al-ikhtilaf which, in his view, should
be totally ignored, ihys', 1:35*
2. The doctrine of infallibility is, in fact, elaborated as a
substitute for the principle of the consensus of the community.
See Alfred Guillaume, Islam, 117.
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CHAPTER IV
The octrine of the Return
Although Shi 'iam first emerged as a political movement
defending the right of *AlI-ibn-AbI~Talib to succeed the Prophet,
later it elaborated a scheme of theological ind legal thinking.
Many of its theological views, as we have seen in the previous
chapter of infallibility, are related to the main issue of the
imaraate which form the core of difference between the two
greatest Muslim sects, that is to say, the Sunnites and the
ShI'ites. We have discussed so far two controversial problems,
namely the imamate and the infallibility of the Prophets and the
imams, to compare between the ideas developed by Tabarl and those
held by the ShI'ites. Such a study will certainly enable us
to view Tabarl's situation positively and objectively.
To take our study a step farther, another theological
problem will be examined here. This problem is known as the
(1)
theory of the return or nagariyyat ar-raj'a. The return of
the dead is one of the strange ideas brought by the Shi'ites
into the history of Muslim thought. But to be specific, we
1. An independent work on the subject entitled ash-^fai'a wa- r-
raj 'a is composed by Muhammad Ri$a an-NajafI, Najaf, 1955*
9k
have to remember that the doctrine of the return enjoys no
unanimous agreement among the Shi'ites. Al-Khayyat,^ a well-
$
known member of the Mu tazilite school, claimed that only the
• I
Imamiyya or The Twelvers Six'ite sub-division advooate the ^"
rp\
raj 'a. An-iiawbakhtl in Firaq ash-Shl'a^' informs us that some
of the Shi'ites are undecided about it.
j
The Shi'ites who hold the doctrine of the return claim
that their hidden imams, who vanished at various intervals during
their long disrupted history, will re-appear in public life. ^
rO-J)
The purpose of this re-appearance is to inflict vengeance on their
enemies. Thus what they failed to achieve in their miserable
past will be achieved in the foreseeable or unforeseeable future.
The success of the enemies of ahl-al-bayt to persecute and do them
every wrong is, therefore, not the end of the matter. The
ShI'ite imams and their truthful followers will undoubtedly attain
the final victory over their opponents.
According to the Shi'ites people are divided into three
distinct categories. In the first place there are those who
are endowed with strong and absolute faith. In the second place
we find those who possess no faith at all. Thirdly and lastly
we have the group of doubters whose faith is shaky. Not all
the people will have the wonderful chance of returning from their
1. Intisar, 96.
2. 37? see also Tritton, Muslim Theology, 28
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graves before the Day of Judgement. Only the first and
the second group will have the advantage of experiencing such
a remarkable event. The doubters are deprived of it. They
will be postponed till the Day of Resurrection; their case will
be considered then.^ When the war between the first and
the second group is over, the result being the complete
destruction of the Shl'ites' enemies, all of them will die again.
The first, second and third groups will, however, be summoned
again for the final questioning on the Last Day.
The doctrine of the return, as explained above, became
one of the primary principles held by many Shl'ites. 'Abd-Allah-
4
_
Shabbir (d. 121^2 A.H.), a Shi ite author of the Imamiyya sect,
claimed that the belief in the raj 'a is obligatory. No doubt
principle should be excommunicated.^ 1 i '
/
about it can be tolerated. Anyone who questions this major
'I
We have seen in the previous chapter how the Shl'ites
took verse (Q. 11:1214.) as evidence for their doctrine of the
infallibility of the imams. Here again they made an effort of
a similar character. They thought it best to appeal to the
authority of the Qur'an to see whether they could draw evidences
supporting their doctrine of the return. By so doing they
hoped that it might win acceptance or at least be1looked at with





The verses of the Qur'an upon which the Shl'ite3 attempt
to base their doctrine of the ra„1 'a are by no means few. Ten
of these verses will be examined in this chapter to see if
|abari agrees or disagrees with the interpretation given to
them by advocates of the theological dogna of the return:-
(I) "How disbelieve ye in God when ye were dead and
He gave life to you. Then He will give you death, then life
again, and then unto him you will return". (Q.II:28).
(II) "They say: Our Lord! Twice hast Thou made us
die, and twice hast thou made us live" (Q.XL:11).
(Ill) "And He It is who gave you life, then He cause
you to die, and then will give you life again" (Q.XXII:66).
(IV) "And there is a ban upon any community which we
have destroyed: that they shall not return" (Q.XXI:95)»
(V) "And remind them of the Day when We shall gather
out of every nation a host of those who denied our revelations
and they will be set in array" (Q.XXVII: 83).
(VI) "And they swear by God their most binding oaths
(that) God will not raise up him who dieth" (Q. XVI:38).
(VII) "He who hath given thee the Qur'an for a law will
surely bring thee 11a ma'ad" (Q. XXVIII: 86) .0u
(VIII) "Who know that they will have to meet their Lord,
and that unto him they are returning" (Q.II:i+6).
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(IX) "Say: the angel of death, who hath charge concerning
you, will gather you and afterward unto your Lord ye will
be returned"(q.XXXII:11).
(X) "And verily We make them taste the lower punishment
before the greater, that haply they may return" (Q.XXXII:21).
The ShI'itea were labouring in vain as far as Tabarl
was concerned. Por him none of these ten verses of the Qur'an
could be taken as a foundation for the doctrine of the return.
To have a closer and more specific look let ua go to ^abari's
Tafslr and see his remarks on each of these verses separately.
He commented that verses (I) and (II) convey essentially the
same meaning. The method of Tabarl in elucidating the meaning
of the various verses of the 4ur*an was to expose them to
different ways of interpretation. Several trends of thought
are represented in his Tafsir. Opposing views are gathered to¬
gether and some of than are preferred to others. Reasons are
in most cases given to strengthen the favoured views and weaken
the rejected ones.
Following the above described method, Tabari presented
three ways of interpretation for (I) and (II)
(a) The first death of Man mentioned is a metaphorical
one. Man according to this Interpretation is said to be
inert or khamil, unimportant and totally ignorant of what is
1. T.T, l:lij.2-li|6; 2ij.:28f.
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running around him at the first stage; then God created in him
life, the power of knowing and the various human faculties and
activities; at the appointed time this productive life will
terminate - the second natural death - and finally Man's life
will be restarted again at the Day of Judgement. To illustrate
that 'death* can bear that metaphorical sense of khamil or without
inherent power of action, ^abari gives a poetic line by Nukhayla
as-Sa'dl. ^
(b) Man dies the natural death, then he is raised up in
his grave and questioned, then dies for the second time and is
finally raised at the account call.
(o) God created human beings out of the back of Adam.
He took the covenant known as al-mithaq from them that they
should believe in Him and then caused them to die. Then He
re-created them in the wombs of their mothers; again He gave
them death at their appointed times and finally He will recall
them at the day of Resurrection.
The first interpretation of the verses 'a' was accepted
and defended by Tabari. Both the second and third interpretations
(b) and (c) were rejected by him. (b) was rejected on the
grounds that God delivers his message to Man that he might
repent. This is the only rational explanation for man being
1. Zamakhsharl acknowledges this metaphorical sense and gives the
verse almost the same connotation as does fabarl, Kashsnaf,
1:50.
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addressed by his creator. No such chance is available in the
grave. fabari refused to accept (c) because according to it
death and life are admitted thrice. The obvious sense of the
ver3e, aahlr at-ta'wll,to which we have to surrender points to
the fact that there are but two lives. As we can see, there¬
fore, Tabari left no room whatsoever for the assumption that
the dead will return to life before the call of the Hour.
Not one of the interpretations (a), (b) and (c) ever refers
to it.
Jabir al-Ja 'fl was one of the early ShI'ites who
believed in the doctrine of the return and he was accused by
the Sunnitas of telling lies.^ Tabari referred to him in his
Tafalr when dealing with the question of ar-raj 'a. Jabir al-
Ja'fi seems to be one of the disciples of the great ShI'ite
leader Abu-Ja'far Muhammad ibn-'All known as al-Baqir to whom
we referred earlier. Commenting on (IV), |abarl related that
Jabir al-Ja'fl aaked Abu-Ja'far Muhammad ibn-'All about the
raj 'a. Abu-Ja'far did no more than recite the verse in question.
Nevertheless the denial of the doctrine of the return was
- (2)
categorically put into his mouth by Tabari.
1. Ibn-Hajar, Tahdhlb at-tahdhlb, 9:179.
2. T.T, 17:62.
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The answer of Abu-Ja'far Muhammad ibn-'All to the
question of Jabir al-Ja'fl aa related by Tabarl did not explicitly
reject the doctrine of the return. It was Tabarl whow *
intentionally made him object to it. He presumably wanted to
show the Shi'ites that even their eminent religious figures
swept ax*ay such a conviction.
Tabari gave the word halak mentioned in the verse an
inner connotation. The word originally meant death. It,
however, meant for Tabarl the sealing of the unbelievers hearts,
because of their wrong^ doing, so that they would never 'return*
to Ood. Refusal to 'return* to God amounts to the same thing as
(2)
refusal to repent.v ' The interpretation given to the verse
by Tabari avoids any reference to the doctrine of the return.
This is one of the few cases in which Tabarl sacrificed the
obvious or the external meaning of the verses of the Qur'an.
When the Arabic word halak is givai that inner sense, there is
hardly any sort of connection beti*een the verse and the ShI'ite
doctrine of raj'a.
Verse (V) is one of the most Important Qur'anio verses
upon which the ShI'ites base their argument for the possibility
of the return of the dead before the Day of Judgement^ ^ They
maintain that unless we acknowledge the doctrine of the return
1. It is to be noticed that Tabarl never absolves human beings
from responsibility as far as the question of sin is concerned.
2. f.T, 17:62.
3. See, for example, A.A.A. Fyzee, A Shi'ite creed, 63.
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an obvious contradiction will unavoidably appear between
f»y
verse (V) and verse (Q.XVIII:I4.7) which runs as follows:
"We gather them together so as to leave not one of them
behind. They add that since the various verses of the
Qur'an are in complete harmony with one another, we have to
admit the existence of two different resurrections. The
first resurrection takes place before the Day of Judgement.
On this occasion only part of the people will assemble; this
part comprises those whose faith is complete and steady and
those who are absolutely faithless. To this resurrection, the
ShI'ites maintain,we give the name raj 'a.
The second resurrection, the ShI'ites follow up their
argument, is of a different nature from the previous one. It
only occurs at the Day of Judgement where all and every
individual being will be called upon to present his account for
settlement. This i3 the reason why the Qur'in speaks on one ^
/P
occasion of "gathering out of every nation a host" (Q.XXVII: 83.)
and on another of "gathering them together so as to leave not
one of them behind" (Q.XVIII:i}7) •
Tabarl presented a completely different point of view from
that expressed by the ShI'ites. The meaning of the verse is as
simple as it could ever be. The first host or fawj mentioned
1. For this argument see Shabbir, Haqq, 2:1).; Kaziml, Xhasi'is, 503»
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In the verse will be detained for the coming of the last host
of the disbelievers. When the first and the last host
gather together, all of them will be cast into fire.vi^ The
Jk— [i _■ .■ ■ j ' !ZT~
verse, therefore, has nothing to do with the question of the
raj *a and its meaning is evident without complicating matters.
Some Shi'it© extremists treated (VI) as referring to
'All ibn-Abl-Talib in particular. He is alleged to be lifted
up alive to the clouds and he would descend one day and kill
his enemies. According to their interpretation, the
doctrine of the return has its representation in the descent
of 'All from the clouds to take revenge from his opponents.
Tabarl had, as it might be anticipated, no faith in such a legend.
Ibn-'Abbas, who Is claimed by the ShI'ites, is represented in
yabari's Tafslr as rejecting the fable solemnly. He ironically?-^
commented that had It come to their knowledge that 'All was still
alive, they would have abstained from marrying his wives and
distributing his wealth.^
Verse (VII) Is a topic of much controversy among ^r'in's
commentators. Three ways of interpreting it are presented by
fabari.^ (a) The phrase 11a ma 'ad equals 11a 'ada i.e. habit
1. f.T, 20:11.
2. Ibn-fclazm, Fiaal, 2:114; Ibn-Khaldun, Lubab al-raufragpal, 128;
RazI, I 'tlqadat. 53.
3. T.T, 14:66.
4. Ibid., 20: 72-74.
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and not 'awd or return. According to this interpretation
God is foretelling his messenger that he is going to die. '
Death is the ultimate end of every human life. The mortality
■ j.'j/'Mamtai'jwMB.— ^ ---J/
... V-"^ 0 —-
of human beings is thus the 'ida or the natural fact of life.
(b) The expression is an indication from God that the Prophet
will have the opportunity to return to his native country Mecca.
The verse, therefore, refers to the victorious campaign led by
the Prophet and his Companions known as the Opening of Mecca or
Fath Mecca. (c) Ila ma 'ad is a promise that the Prophet will
enter paradise or rather re-enter it a3 he had already done so
during the Kight Journey. Tabarl favoured (a) and (b). Again
it is to be noticed that he spared no place for the Shi1ites
doctrine of the return. For them the verse is conclusive evidence
that the Prophet will return to life before resurrection.^
!£abarl took (VIII) to be a warning from God to the dis¬
believers. If they do not return to God and repent they will
suffer two forms of punishment inflicted at different intervals.
The first form of punishment will be imposed in this life. The
Qur'anic terminology calls this al-'adhab al-adna. The second
punishment is, however, postponed until the Day of Judgement.
The Qur'an calls this al- 'adhab al-akbar. The disbeliever*s
misfortunes, hunger and their death by the sword of the Muslims
1. Shabbir, Haqq, 2:6.
10k
belong to the first type of punishment* Tabarl even refused,
to accept that al-'adhab al-adna will be suffered in the grave.
It is inflicted in this ordinary life.^ The ShI'ites are
quite definite that the verse refers to their doctrine of the
.(2) , „
return. 'Abd-Allah Saabbir maintains that al- adhab al-adna
stands for the torment imposed upon disbelievers in the period
of the return.
Indoed, for fabari there was at least one evident faot
upon which both believers and disbelievers agreed: None of
the dead will 'return' to this life; although the believers,
of course, believe that they will return on the day of re-
(
surreotion.
The Return of the Mahdl, SufyanI and Jesus Qhriet
The ShI'ites were and still are eagerly waiting the
coming of Ku^i&mmad ibn-al-gasan al-'Askarl known as the Hahdl
in spite of the fact that more than one thousand, one hundred
years has elapsed since his mysterious disappearance in about
260 A.H.^ He is said to disappear twice: one continued for
about 68 years and is known as al-ghayba ag-gu^ra and the other




i|. See KhalisI, Islam, 25; Macdonald, Development, 80.
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by God to reappear.^
- (2)
Muhanmmd ibn-al~5aaan» who is also known as gafoib az--zaman, '
occupies a prominent place in Shi'ite thinking. The very
existence and maintenance of the universe entirely depends on him.
In spite of the importance attached to the idea of the Mahdi,
fabarl made no reference to it in his Tafalr except once.
Commenting on the verse "And who doth greater wrong than he who
forbiddeth the approach to the sanctuaries of God lest his name
should be mentioned therein, and striveth for their ruin? As
for such, it was never meant that they should enter them except
^ ^
r- * '
in fear. Their;- in the world is ignominy and theirs in the >b(
|cs/ j' <H->
Hereafter is an awful doom" (Q.XItllii), be related on the ^
\^ y*\ s^ ^ c'
authority of as-Suddl, the famous Shi'ite commentator, that the
- (1)
ignominy mentioned in the verse will be inflicted by the Mahdi. J
Unfortunately, Tabarl was silent on this sensitive issue.
He did not say whether or not he accepted the view. Even if
he had held the belief in the Mahdi, this would not have proved
his association with the ShI'ites. In spite of the fact that
the Shi'ites are more occupied or even obsessed with the idea of
the Mahdi, the Sunnites, or at least many of them, advocated a
1. KhalisI, Ihya*, 1:99; Shabbir, Haqq, 1:309.
2. For the other nicknames see, Khallsl, Ihya', 1:99.
3. This will happen by the time he captures Constantinople!, T.T,
1:377.
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similar conception.^1' A tradition attributed to the
Prophet about the Mahdl is to be found in the collections of
Traditions of at-Tirmidhi.^
Not only the Mahdl but also a SufyanI had a place in
^abarl's Tafslr. This SufyanI, it is related on the authority
V\>
of the Prophet, will wage war on Banu-1- 'Abbas, confiscate their
properties and kill a great many of them. The Umayyids, who
were the traditional rivals of 3anu-Hashim throughout their
histoiy, found encouragement in this legend of Sufyani.
The name itself suggests how the prevailing political conditions
coloured peopled theological convictions.
The legend of the SufyanI goes on to maintain that at the
end of his career, the SufyanI will be absolutely defeated in
spite of his triumph described above. The ShI'ites have no
doubt about this. For them the coming out of the SufyanI Is
one of the signs of the Hour.^ He seems to take the same
position of ad-Dajjal - the abhored figure who will be
slaughtered either by the Mahdl or Jesus Christ.
The tradition of the Sufyani attributed to the Prophet,
1. The idea of the Mahdl finds fertile soil in many minds. One
of the distinctive doctrines of the Qadianls, for example,is
that "belief in Mlrza Ghulam Ahmad al-Qadianl as the Messiah,
Mahdl, is an article of faith. Faith is incomplete without it",
A. Oulllaume, Islam, 127.
2. gafrlfr, 9:7iff.
3. See B. Lewis, Abbasids, S. I., 1:17.




which is an obvious fabulous story, finds its representation
in the Tafsir of Tabari. Dealing with the verse "Couldst thou
but see when they are terrified with no escape, and are seized
scf
from near at hand" (Q.XXXIV:51)» fabari asked the question when
does this terrifying experience take place? Three answers are^
given and the Sufyanl,s time is one of them. These ares-
(a) during the lifetime of the Prophet. Following
this interpretation, the versa is a clear prediction
of the disastrous situation prepared for the dis¬
believers who will be utterly damaged by the Prophet
and his Companions.
(b) at the end of the world for which the presence of the
SufyanI is an evident indication.
(c) by the time they (the disbelievers) get out of their
tombs in great terror.
fabarl sometimes appeared to be completely uncritical
about the information he obtained from the different sources.
The content of the SufyanI tradition which seems to belong to
the MarwanI period was never criticized by him. Nevertheless
he refused to associate the verse in question with it. This
was based on the grounds that no reference was made to SufyanI
in that connection. The fact that Tabarl saw no relation between
1. T.T, 22:64.
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the tradition of the Sufyani and the verse he was struggling
to explain did not show his doubt about the very existence
of that mysterious character. Indeed it is difficult to tell
whether he really believes in the coming of the Sufyani or not.
(c) is also rejected because the verse describes the conditions
of the persistent disbelievers at the time of the Prophet and
not after it.
The material at our disposal Is too slender to support
a judgement whether or not Tabarl had a belief in either of the
two wonderful characters; the Mahdl or the Sufyani. Whether
they will return to this world or not remains uncertain as far
as Tabari'a theological position is concerned. We are in a
better position to determine his views about the return of Jesus
Christ. The fact that he had a firm belief in the descent of
Jesus Christ from heaven is beyond doubt. He explicitly advo¬
cated this article of belief on several occasions in his Tafslr.^
The descent of Jesus will certainly occur but when is a
different question. It is one of the mutashabih verses of the
Qur'an. No one knows the definite time of the coming out of
Jesus save God, ista'thra^ Allahu bi *ilmlh^.
1. See, for example, 6:12-li4.j ij.: 183-185
2. Ibid., 1:30.
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Jaharl tells us that the question of the return of
Jesus Christ to this world before the Day of Judgement is
categorically embodied in the authentic traditions attributed
to the Prophet. It is not, however, so openly admitted in the
v}ur'an. Prophetic sayings dealing with the issue at hand are
quoted by him. Even the minute physical features of Jesus
Christ are most vividly described in these Prophetic traditions.^
Jesus will kill the false messiah, known as ad-Dajjal, destroy
the Cross and slaughter the Pig^J2^ For the ShI'ites the
emphasis is made on the Mahdl rather than Jesus. It is he who
will kill ad-Dajjal.(3)
<31 '7 3-
Jesus, fabari related, will impose the tribute known in
the Islamic terminology as the jizya on the disbelievers. He
will annihilate all religions with the exception of the
Hanlfiyya, the religion of Abraham. There is, as it might
be immediately noticed, an obvious contradiction in this tradition
related by Tabarl. Since nothing but the Hanlfiyya are going to
be spared, the imposing of the jizya by Jesus on disbelievers is
completely out of question. Jabarl took no notice of this
ridiculous contradiction.^
1. T.T, 6:11+.
2. Cf. BaghdadI, Farq, 3k3> Bazdawl, Usui, 21+JL}..
3. KhalisI, Ihya», 1:65.
Ij.. "p.T, 6:12.
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The doctrine of the return of Jesus Christ at some
point of time in the future has its representation, Tabarl
claimed, in the Qur'an also. The verse "there is not one
of the people of the Scripture but will believe in him
before his death" (Q.IV:159) is one of the few Qur'inic verses
which has something to do with the question we are tackling.
The point is to whom does this *him* and *his* refer.
11}
Different interpretations* ' are given as usuals-
(a) Both refer to Jesus Christ. The meaning of the
verse will be, therefore, that all the people of the
Book who will be present at the desoent of Jesus
Christ are going to believe in him before his death.
Tabarl, who accepted this point of view, commented
that a particular group of ahl-al-kltab are meant by
this verse and not all of them.
(b) 'him* refers to Jesus while 'his* refers to the
kitabl. Holders of this view support their position
by adhering to the reading of Ubayy ibn-Ka'b - qabla
mawtihim in plural instead of qabla mawtlhi in singular.
Qabla mawtihl is, however, the more popular reading.
(c) 'him* refers to Prophet Muhammad and 'his* to the
1. T.T, 6:12-llj..
Ill
people of the Book. According to this inter¬
pretation every individual Christian or Jew will
believe in the prophecy of Muhammad before his
final departure. Tabarl rejected this interpretation
on the grounds that no reference whatsoever is made to
Prophet Muhammad either before or after £he verse in
view. For him the general theme of the verses was
the Jews and Christ; this particular vera© should,
therefore, be looked at in the light of other verses
connected with it.
Another verse subject to different interpretations
by the holders of the doctrine of the return of Jesus Christ is
this: "(And remember) when God said: 0 Jesus! Lo! I am
gathering thee mutawaff Ika and causing thee to ascent on rae",
(Q.111:55). What is meant by the verb mutawaffika? Some
Muslim commentators are, in my view, doing violence to language
and grammar to distort the obvious meaning of the verb - causing
you to die - in order to suit their pre-conceived doctrine.
Even fabarl, who made every effort to keep the Qur'in away from
misrepresentation, seemed to follow the popular doctrine at the
expense of the obvious sense of the verb. Thus mutawaffika
meant for him taking you alive , qabi^uka hayyan.
1. y.T, 4:183-185
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Others held that the verb must have its original sense
but should be understood in the light of the traditional teaching
i.e. causing you to die after your return to this world! For
another group, including al-Hasan al-Basrl, mutawafflka meant
causing you to sleep. Both of these interpretations are
rejected by yabarl although the outcome is the same, namely
Jesus Christ is lifted up to heaven alive.^ All this aims,
of course, at preparing the way for the doctrine of his re-coming.
While the Sunnites emphasize the descent of Jesus, the
ShI'ites emphasize the coming of the MahdI. Some of the Sunnites,
as we have seen in Chapter X, even made an attempt to eliminate
the Mahdl maintaining that Jesus is the only person to come to
the rescue of humanity at the end of the world. The Shi'ites,
as a matter of fact, recognize both the Mahdl and Christ, but the
role played by Jesus in their theology is incredibly inferior to
that played by the Mahdl. Thus the Mahdl will lead Jesus in
(2)
prayer. ' He and not Jesu3 will get rid of ad-Dajjal as we
have remarked before. Gabriel and Michael will do him homage
between the corner and the station. ^
— *VZ-> cjU, VV
1. Cf. ai-'lzz ibn-'Abd-aa-Salam, al-Fawa*id, 56.
2. Ibn-Furat, Tafalr, I4I4.} Shabbir, Haqq, 2:10.
3. Tritton, M. Theology, 25.
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The Sunnites who claim that there is no Mahdl other than
Christ to whom alone people should look for salvation are bitterly
criticized by the Shi'ites.^ If we eliminate the Mahdl from
the picture, a tremendous portion of ShI'ite literature will
eventually vanish.
One would instantly notice that the concept of Christ
and the Mahdl are essentially similar in most respects. Both
of them will impose justice and peace. Both will kill the anti-
Christ known as ad-Dajjal. Legends are formed round their names.
For Tabarl Jesus will bring justice and peace to the suffering
world to the extent that lions are reared with camels and
children play withsiakes.^ For the ShI'ites the dwelling of
birds with snaises in one hole is one of the characteristics of -3
Oi UL
— ( Jy
!, the peaceful age of the Mahdi. This rosy world created by
-7 Lf /v^ J\ -r-sr^- , >/""3
the vivid imagination of Muslims led some of the scholars such
-^T' (k)
as Goldziher to maintain the view that the idea was invented by
wishful trhinking to escape the misfortunes of the present by living
in a false, prosperous and peaceful future.
1. Ka^imi, Khasa'ig, 493.
2. T.T, 6:14.
3. Quraml, Maqalat, 31•
4» Vorlesungen, 56.
Ill*
The fact that foreign elements, such as the Persians,
Christians and Jews, played a considerable part in inventing,
encouraging and propagating the doctrine of the return seems to
be^ certain. 'Abd-Allah ibn-Saba', a converted Jew, was the
first to teach the return of 'All ibn-Abl-falib ^^ after his
death. Ka'b al-Afctbar and Wahb ibn-Munabbih of the Yemen are the
two Champions of the Prophetic traditions concerning the descent
of Jesus Christ contained in Tabarl's Tafslr/Kuthayyir
'Azza, the poet with outspoken ShI'ite tendencies in the Umayyad
era, made it abundantly clear in one of his lines that it is
Ka'b al-Ahbar who informed them that Muhammad ibn-al-Hnnafiyya
is the expected MahdI.^
It is to be admitted, however, that the real difference
between the Sunnites and the Shi'ites does not concern the iiahdl#
SufyanI or Jesus Christ. The heart of difference Is whether
the dead believers and disbelievers will return to this world
before the Day of Judgement. fabari, as we have seen, stood
firmly against the ShI'ite teachings in this respect. No one
in his senses, he held, would tolerate such an absurdity, namely
the rise of the dead before Resurrection. ^ Thus the doctrine
of the return as taught by the Shl'ites vras strongly condemned by him.
1. Goldziher, Vorlesungon, 228; Tritton, M. Theology, 22; B. Lewis,
Israa 'II ism, 21+ff. Mas signon, however, takes a different point
of view of Mahdism, Ibid, 25.
2. ^uraral, Maqalat, 20.
3. 1+: 183-185.




The Doctrine of Abrogation.
Abrogation, generally known as naakh,^ raf' or mahw, is
one of the doctrines which acquired a special position of importance
in the history of Islam. Fakhr ad-D~n ar-Razi claims that the
prophethood of Muhammad cannot be proved or justified in the
(21
principle of abrogation is to te eliminated from the picture. '
Each sect viewed the conception cf abrogation in the
light of its own theological teachings. The Mu'tazilites held
the fact that some verses of the Qur'an are abrogated to be one
of the clearest evidences for the validity of the doctrine of the
creation of the Qur'an.^ Both Zamakhsharl in his ICashshaf^
- (c)
and Khayyat in IntlgarNthought it necessary to link up the
principle of abrogation with their wider concept of ma^la^a i.e.
it is necessary that Cod should .chose what is best for his
creatures.
For the Shi 'ites the principle of abrogation should be looked
1. For the various meanings of naskh see: T.T» l:358j Rszl,
Mafitlh, l:ij.32ffj Niaaburl, Ragha'ib, 1:332; A. Jeffery, Islam*
66f.
2. Ma fat I]?, 1:^33.




at In the light of the doctrine of infallibility of the Imams
which we have discussed in Chapter III. Abrogation, they
maintain, is one of the justifications for the existence of the
infallible Imams who are supposed to demonstrate to the community
the abrogated and the affirmed verses of the Qur'an. Without
the idea of the infallible Imams such a knowledge is completely
impossible. Since the knowledge of abrogation comes from the
infallible Imams, no trifling over the issue is permitted.^
Some of the Shi'itea, namely the Rawafid advocated the
view that the question of abrogation of the verses of the Qur'an
is entirely left to the decision of their infallible leaders.
Their word is final in this respect and the masses of the people
(?)
are to accept the outcome of their binding decrees. ' This is
no more than a nonsensical rambling speech as far as Tabarl*s
position, which will be examitied soon, is concerned.
The Sufis, or ahl-al-lshara, as they are sometimes called,
take a different point of view as regards the point at issue.
For them abrogation stands for the movement of the £ufl worshipper,
generally known as as-sallk. from one spiritual condition to
(
another. J'
1. Shabbir, Haqq, l:182f.
2. Ash'arl, Maqilat, 2:611. The Yazldiyya of the Ibadites, a
Kharijite sub-division, claimed that in the last days the
religious law of Islam will be abrogated, Baghdad!, Farq, 13f.
3. Nlsaburl, Ragna * lb. 1:356.
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Tabarl held that no-one except the Prophet had the
right to determine whether or not a verse of the ^ur'an is
abrogated. It is the Muslim community, through traditions
received from the Prophet, and not the infallible Imams who
can decide on the question of abrogation. fabarl stressed
the view that abrogation is a matter of narration or riwaya.
Intellectual speculation has nothing to do with it. The famous
mental activity of ijtihad is inapplicable here.
Most Muslim scholars are of the view that the share of
al-mu^dLlafatu qulubuhuxa mentioned in the verse "the alms aro
only for the poor and the needy and those who collect them
and those whose hearts are to be reconciled ... etc." (Q.IX:16)
is abrogated by Abu-Bakr and/or 'Umar, the first two Caliphs.
Tabari was not prepared to associate himself with this point
of view. ^ He maintained that no one is endowed with the
authority of cancelling or abrogating what God has established.
fabari repeatedly asserted that abrogation is the work ana
right; of God and the creatures, whether imams or ordinary men
(2)
have nothing to do with it. '
The principle of abrogation is closely related to the
doctrine of the infallibility of the Prophets upon which we
1. T.T, 10:99f.
2. e.g. T.T, 2:19lp
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dwelt in Chapter III. As I have remarked before, Tabari
defended the view that Prophet Muharomad,s memory could be and
in fact was, defective in certain respects. He accepted the
view that both the text and the prescription of a verse can
be abrogated. Abu-Musa-1-Ash*ar£ is reported to have said that
the Prophet and his companions used to consider, "Did man possess
two valleys full of money, he would surely desire a third beside.
Naught will fill man's belly, save the dust. Qod forgives one
who repents" as a verse of the Qur'an.^ Holding such views
as this and that of the gharanlq to which we referred before
will lead to sheer disbelief in the eyes of the ShI'ites.
The Shi'ites objected violently to the previously mentioned
'*
1 I1 *f>'Wfw1 - —- ~
type of abrogation. Nevertheless, they, or at least a good
many of them, are prepared to extend the principle of abrogation
and its application far and wide. They adhere, for example,
to the doctrine of al-badf which we will examine later. Here
it is sufficient to observe that it is an excessive application
of the doctrine of abrogation.
Muslims adopted three different attitudes as far as the
principle of abrogation is concerned. Some of them rejected
the conception altogether. Ubayy ibn-Ka'b, the famous Companion
1. 1:361. Some fond of 3uch stories related that the
Prophet and his Companions used to learn a chapter by heart
In the evening and by the next morning they forgot all about
it. This is added to the miraculous events of the Prophet,
Nisaburi, Ragha'lb, 1:356.
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of the Prophet, belonged to this group. Rejecting the
principle, he is reported to have said, "I will never abandon
any of what I heard, la ada'u shay— aami 'tuhu".^ ^'Umar ibn-
al-Khaptab admitted that Ubayy ibn-Ka'b had the most extensive
knowledge of the Qur'an. Despite this fact, he was reluctant
to accept his views because of his denial of abrogation.^
The view held by Ubayy ibn-Ka 'b was later taken up
enthusiastically by Abu-Muslim al-A3fahani (d. 322 A.H.) of the
Mu'tazilite school*For him no abrogation could be
admitted as far as the verses of the ^ur'an are concerned.
Abrogation mentioned in the Qur'an should be interpreted in
either of two ways: (a) the reference to abrogation must be
directed to the laws prescribed in the ancient books such as the
Old Testament, (b) the naskh stands for the transmission of
information from the preserved Tablet, al-lawh si-mahfug, to
the various holy books such as Old Testament, Old Testament
and the ^ur^an. The total denial of abrogation is wholly
based on the Qur'anic verse, "Falsehood oannot come at it from
before it or behind it. It Is a revelation from the Wiser,
the praise worthy" (Q.XLI:42).
1. iiastalanl, Irshad, 7il3*
2. Bukharl, gafrlfo, 3:196f.
3. RazI, Mafatlh, 1:435; Baghdad!, Usui, 227; Hlsiburl, RaghaTib,
1;353~355» as-£alih, Mabahith, 262.
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The group of Ubayy ibn-Ka'b, who seems to be the father
of the denial of the notion of abrogation, and Abu-Muslim
al-Asfahanl is directly opposed by a substantial group belonging
to the Shi'ite school of thought. This group asserts that the
principle of abrogation could be extended not only to cover the
field of lavr - commandments and prohibitions - but informative
statement, al-akhbar, as well.^ Indeed, abrogation is used
by some Muslim thinkers in a very wide sense. They maintain,
for example that things existing in the Universe at a definite
(2)
point of time abrogate the former existing ones.
The third and last group is of the view that abrogation
is essentially restricted to the realm of law which marks
commanded and prohibited things, al-amr wa-n-nahy. The first
and the second group seem to be on two opposite scales, the
firm denial of the theory of abrogation as a whole and the
undue extension of its application. Tabari, together with
the overwhelming majority of Sunnites and Mu'tazalites, thought
it necessary to seek an intermediary position between the two
extremes. This they can achieve by advocating a third moderate
view different from that held by the first and the second group.
For Tabari and others the Qur'in referred to the notion
1. Aah'ari, Maqalat, 2: l4-78f; Qurtubl, Ahkam, 2:57; Khayyat,
Intigar, 93# Mashkur, Comm. Qumml Maqalat, 210f.
2. Nisaburl, Ragha'ib, 1:356.
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of abrogation in very clear and emphatic language. There
is no point, they thought, in sweeping away what the Our*an
had openly acknowledged on a number of occasions. The
following verses of the Qur'an are said to make up the basis
of the argument for the authenticity of abrogation:^
(I) "Such of Our revelations (verses) as We abrogate or
cause to be forgotten, We bring (in place) one better or
the like thereof. Knowest thou not that God is able to do
all things"? (Q. II:'l06)
(II) "God effaceth what He will and establisheth (what He
- (?)
will), and with Him is the source of ordinance, urnm al-kitab"v
(Q.XIII: 39)
(III) "And when We put a revelation in place of (another)
revelation - and God knoweth best what He revealeth - they say:
LoJ thou art but an inventor. Most of ^hem know not. Say:
the holy spirit, ruh al-quds, hath revealed it from thy Lord
with truth" (Q.XVI:101f)[vo
f
1. See also, R. Bell, Introduction to the qur'an, 98; A. Jeffery,
Islam, 66.
2. uram al-kitab, literally the mother of the Book,occurred more
than once in the Qur'an. It is interpreted by fabari to mean
the origin of the book, T.T, 3:105; 13:101. Some took it to
mean the Preserved Tablet, as-Salih, Mabihith, 260. Others• • • A .
claimed that the verse has nothing to do with abrogation. It
meant for them, "God abolishes the sin (on repentance) and
establishes the repentance", al-Maturldl, Sharh al-flqh
al-akbar, 11.
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(IV) "Never sent We a messenger or a Prophet before thee but
when he recited, tarnanna, (the message) Sa\»an proposed
(opposition)in respect of that which he recited thereof. But
God abolisheth that which Satan proposet'h. Then &od establisheth
His revelations. God is knower wise" (Q.XXII:52)
(V) "We shall make thee recite (0 Muhammad) so that thou shall
not forget, save that which God willeth. He indeed knoweth
the disclosed and that which one conceals" (Q.LXXXVII:6-8)
The view expressed by the Shl'ites that the principle of
abrogation can embrace the domain of informative statements
was regularly attacked by Tabarl. He constantly and continuously
denied that abrogation is so flexible as to include the field
(1)
of al-akhbar.v Statements specially constructed to convey
information about the past, present or future can by no means
be abrogated. To declare a former khabar pronounced by the
Prophet as null and void means for him nothing less than telling
absurd and ridiculous lies. This is oertainly impossible in
the case of God and his living word, the Qur'an.
Tabarl obviously had in mind the Shl'ite doctrine of
ct
al-blda*, which will be readily discussed, when he repeatedly
claimed that no informative pronouncement declared by God at
1. See, for example, T.T, 1:358; 30:8.
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one stage could conceivably be cancelled or crossed out at
a later stage. The confinement of the theory of abrogation
in Tabarl's view to the sphere of law is a theological necessity.
If abrogation is extended so far as to embrace al-akhbar, it will
ultimately culminate in God's ignorance and dishonesty.
The doctrine of al-bada':
.(!]
Al-bada' is derived from the arable word badav ' meaning
"appeared to be". Thus bada ll means it appeared to me and
bada Li-Allah means it appeared to God. The Shi'ltes developed
(2)
a serious doctrinex ' about God as being subject to various
things appearing to him every now and then. His mind and
decrees are not always unchangeable. In fact they are in a
state of perpetual flux.
"God occasionally put down something on the tablets of
mahw and lthbat i.e. those liable for both negation and
confirmation. Some of the fortunate angels may have had
the chance to experience what was going on and through the
mediation of these angels some Prophets or apostles received
information about these things which could be out of existence
at any moment. The messenger then tells his community about
1. See a§»-§alih's footnote 3# Mabai,iith, 271.
2. For this doctrine see, Shabbir, Haqq, 1:101-105;
ShahrastanI, Milal, l:197f.
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the things he obtained information about from the angel.
Thus things are liable not to be in complete harmony with
what the Prophet has said. Information received from the
Prophet is altered and something else came up into existence.
In short one can say that al-bada* in the domain of creation,
*alam at-takwin, holds the same position as that of abrogation
in the domain of law, *alara at-tashrl ^
The ^hl'ites maintained that there is hardly any difference
between the notion of al-bada* and abrogation. Since it is
utterly conceivable, as all Muslims agree with the exception of
a few such as the Mu'tazilite scholar Abu-Muslim al-Aafahanl,
to abrogate an injunction received from God, there is no reason
why an informative statement cannot be treated in the same
manner. Al-Murtada * a ShI'ite scholar of Mu'tazilite tenden¬
cies, held that the concept of abrogation and that of al-bada'
are essentially the same even from a linguistic point of view.* '
Two tablets are recognized by the ShI'ite school of
theology, (a) al-lawh al-raahfuz or the preserved tablet where
no alteration or change is thinkable and (b) lawh ai-mahw wa-1-
ithbat or th6 tablet of effacement and establishment which is
in continuous and restless movement.^
1. Mashkur, Comm. ^uraml maqilat, 210f.
2. Shabblr, Haqq, 1:103.
3. Ibid, 1: lOlpf*.
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Again, the ShI'ite resorted to the Qur'Sn to seek
support for their doctrine of al-bida'. Their efforts in
this respect are not frustrated. The doctrine of al-bida*
is said to have its representation in this versei "Every day
He is occupied with an important affair" (£i.LV:29). The
Shl'ites maintained that the verse indicated in abundantly
clear language that the process of creation is in no respect
over. During the process of continuous evolution allowance
is given for affirmation and negation by the creator. Al-bada'
is, therefore, far from being impossible to imagine or conceive
by a rational being.
An example given by 'Abd-Allah Shabbir of how informative
statements are altered or abrogated is this; It is written on
the tablet of negation and affirmation that the age of a
certain person will terminate at the age of forty. This is
not an altogether final statement. God has absolute freedom
to change it according to circumstances. The person whose
age is said to end at forty may do a good or a bad deed which
will result in either increase or decrease in the number of these
years. A Prophet or even a designated imam, wasi, who refers
to that changeable tablet Is thus liable to get the wrong
information. The people, however, have to submit to their
word. They are not free to have the least doubts about the




The imams of those who accepted the dootrine of al-
bida' took every advantage of it. v&ienever they tell their
followers of something which proves to be untrue they appeal
to that magical doctrine. It gives them an easy way out to
say the words: "bada li-Allah flhi" i.e. it appeared to God
(2)
that He should change his mind in that particular situation.
The Kaysaniyya, adherents of Muhammad ibn-al-Hanafiyya,
and al-Mukhtariyya, followers of al-Mukhtar ibn-'Ubayd ath-
Thaqafl who advocated the same cause, all agreed upon the
/
doctrine of al-bada'.v Although the doctrine of al-bada'
is peculiar^ to the Shi'a, we have to remember that not all
of them stuck to it. Sulayman ibn-Jarir, to whom we referred
when dealing with the difficulty of confusion of names,
criticized the principle fiercely. It is a well-known fact
that he belongs to the Saydite sect which constitutes a large
portion of moderate Shl'ite3 who agree with the Sunnites on
(c)
many religious points.
1. Shabbir, gaqq, 1:104.
2. Ibn-Khaldun, Lubata al-muhaggal, I34.
3. ShahrastinI, Mllal, 1:197? BaghdadI, Farq, 38 and 50ff;
Bazdawl, Ugul, 248.
4- Tritton, M. Theology, 31»
5. B. Lewis, Isma'Ilism, 30.
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The doctrine of abrogation gave birth to difficulties
in the field of jurisprudence e.g. which of which is abrogated.
"The number of abrogated verses have been variously estimated
by commentators as from five to five hundred?"^^ Abrogation
is thus considered one of the biggest questions of usul al-fiqh,
roots of law.^ Tabarl tells us in his Tafair^ that he
discussed it in detail in his book entitled al-Bayan 'an usul.
al-ahkam. The doctrine of al-bada* in its turn brought about
grave theological difficulties. The primary problem in this
connection is that of God's knowledge.
God's Knowledge;
Two important figures in the history of Shi'ite theology
claimed that knowledge of things before they actually happen
is impossible even in the case of God. These are the
theologians Hisham ibn-ai-Hakara and Muhammad ibn-an-Nu'man,
better known among the Sunnites as Shaytan at-Taq.^ God's
knowledge, they teach, is an attribute of Him which cannot be
described as eternal or originated; this is because an
attribute cannot be described or defined.
1. E.B., 13:lp83f.
2. Ash'arl, Maqalat, 2:lj.78.
3. 1:381.
1^.. The Shi'itea used to call him mu'mln at-Taq i.e. the believer
of a^-^aq instead of Shaytan at-Taq, the devil of at-Taq,
Nawbakhtl, Firaq, 66.
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It is clear that the view expressed by Hisham ibn-al-
Hakam and Muhammad ibn-sn-Nu 'min is in complete accordance
with the ShI'ite doctrine of al-bada*. According to their
teaching God possesses no accurate knowledge of things until
they are brought into actual existence. No pre-knowledge of
things is ever possible. Things, therefore, might appear
contrary to what He already perceived. This is called al-bada'
fl-l- 'ilm.^ The idea caressed by these theologians is
by no means new. Both Ibn-gazm^ and Shahrastanl^ tell us
that it is borrowed from Jahm ibn-gafumn..
For Tabarl God's knowledge of things is supreme and
conclusive. There is no question about this central fact.
He knows every individual unit, big or small*^ The following
verse of the Qur'in is drawn as an illustration of this primary
conception "He is the knower of the unseen. Not an atom's
weiglit, or less than that or greater, escapeth Him in the
heavens or in the earth but it is in a clear record" (Q.XXXIV:3).
Some Muslim scholars, who were dominated by Greek
philosophy and culture, argued that God has only universals,




U* See, for instance, $.T, 3:6; 22:37f. Many contemporary
ShI'ites, such as Khalisl, would certainly agree with this,
Ihya*, 1:34*
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kulllyyit, within his comprehension and not particulars,
.juz'Iyyat. ^ The view expressed by Tabarl concerning the
knowledge of God is in direct opposition to both the Sii'ites
and the so-called Muslim philosophers.
The Shi'ites who thought that God has no pre-knowledge
of things felt it necessary to make an attempt to find repre¬
sentation for their view in the ^r*an. The verse "And
verily We shall try you till we know those of you who strive
hard (for the cause of God) and the steadfast, and till We
test your record" (Q.XLVIII:J1) is taken as evidence that no
prior knowledge of things is conceivable.
Tabarl believed that such verses of the Qur'an whose
external meaning seams to suggest or indicate that God lacks
knowledge of things before they exist must be interpreted other¬
wise. Thus when God says: "And We appointed the qibla which
ye formerly observed only that We might know him who followeth
the messenger, from him who turneth on his heels, i.e. who
refuseth to follow" (Q. II: llj.3), the expression should be directed
to refer to the Prophet and the believers. It is the prophet
and his followers who have no pre-knowledge of things and not
(2)
God whose knowledge is absolute.v '
1. Of. W.M. Watt, I.Q., VI:8.
2. T.T, 2:8.
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The Jews held that abrogation necessarily implies
telling lies and making false statements on one occasion or
another. They waged a sweeping attack on the principle of
abrogation to which they wholly objected.^ No discrimination
between an-naskh, abrogation, and al-bada*, the state of changing
God's mind on certain informative statements, is ever made by them.
Tabarl, together with a substantial number of Muslims sought to
counteract the attack led by the Jews by distinguishing between
two kinds of statements. In the first pLace we find state¬
ments dealing with the "do" and "undo". To abrogate statements
of this kind has nothing to do with the notion of falsehood.
In the second place we find statements which deal with
information. To abrogate statements of this type necessarily
Involves contradiction. By definition, one of them must be
false. If, for example, we say Hell exists and later we
abrogate this statement by declaring that Hell does not exist,
we must be wrong in either of these statements. Tabarl and many
Muslim scholars are in accord with the Jews as far as statements
of this style are concerned. To admit abrogation in such
cases is the same as asserting that God is a liar.
The distinction between informative and legal statements
1. Razi, I'tiqadat, 82.
2. Qurfcubl, Ahkim, 2:57*
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was very clear in Tabarl's mind. Numerous verses of the gur'an
were held by him to be affirmative, mufrkam, muthbat, ghayr
mansukh, for this one simple reason namely that they belong to
statements of informative character. The verse "La! hell
lurketh in ambush, a home for the rebellious, they will abide
therein for ages" (Q.LXXVIII:21-23) is held by some commentators
of the Qur'in to be abrogated by a verse that follows in the
same chapter "so taste (of that which ye have earned). No
increase do We give you save torment" (Q.LXX3TIII: 30). Tabarl
ruled out abrogation in this particular case because the first
verse conveys an informative material and hence impossible to
(2)
abrogate. v '
Al-IIasan al-Basri is reported to have denied the coming
down of the Table when Jesus Christ requested God to bring it
forth. For Tabarl, the phrase, "I send it down for you"
(Q.V:115) is an informative statement and, therefore, it must
be fulfilled. Admitting that it could be otherwise amounts
to the same as holding that God does not keep his promise.
Tabarl lived in an age when it was only too easy to
say this verse is abrogated, that verse is abrogated. Identi¬
fying himself with the group which held abrogation to be an
1. The term "muhkam" as used in the Qur'an is the opposite of
both mansukh or abrogated and mutashabih or not distinct.




article of jurisprudence, sharl'a, or law and not an article
of theology, he felt the pressing need of laying down certain
rules to govern the application of that judicial activity.
Pour principles are formulated by him:- (a) Abrogation applies
to the sphere of law; informative statements are utterly
excluded. (b) The abrogating cancels and hence contradicts^
the abrogated in every respect. (c) The two verses must
necessarily be dealing with the same issue, revealed at different
times and having contrasting connotation.^^ (d) If two groups
of scholars dispute over a verse whether it is abrogated or not,
it is more reasonable to back those who deny abrogation. It
is absolutely unlawful to hold the view that a verse is abrogated
without having indubitable evidence.^
The determination whether or not a verse is abrogated is
thus of tremendous importance. This is because it has direct
bearing on practical issues of life which is to be designed in
accordance with Islamic law. The question of abrogation could,
1. Ibn-Khaldun accepts this condition for abrogation when
he says that if two statements revealed at different times
are so uncompromisingly opposing to each other, the latter
abrogates the former, Muqaddima, 368. An-Nlsaburl believes
that contradiction is inconceivable in God's book. Abrogation
does not belong to this phenomenon because two contradictory
statements must essentially be conducted at one and the same
time, Ragha*ib, 1:22.
2. T.T, 2:269.
3. Ibid., 2:66; 5:36.
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and in fact did, lead to considerable differences among various
sects of Islam. Some of the extremists, ghulat, belonging to
the Shi'ite sect used this same principle of abrogation to free
themselves from the burden of well-known Islamic prohibitions
such as wine, dead animals, pork ^ ... etc. They argued that
the verse, "There shall be no sin (imputed) unto those who
believe and do good works for what they may have eaten" (Q.V:93)
abrogates "It is forbidden unto you to take for food Carrion,
blood, swine-flesh ... etc." (Q.V:3)»
fabarl claimed that the first verse quoted by the
ShI'ite extremists was revealed when Muslims inquired about the
future of those who died before the prohibition of items numer-
(2)
ated in the second verse.v ' If we follow the assertions of
Tabarl we will undoubtedly come to the conclusion that the first
verse was revealed before the second one and, therefore, it can
by no means abrogate it.
Prom what has been said It would seem clear that fabarl
placed himself in direct opposition to the Shi'ite doctrine of
al-bada*. He confined the conception of abrogation to the
sphere of law. No abrogation is to be admitted if a verse of
the Qur'an proves to be of informative quality. The knowledge
1. Qumml, Haqalat, ql: Ash'arl, Maqalat, 1:6.
2. T'T, 7:22.
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possessed by Sod is not limited by space or time; He equally
knows the future and the present. In his approach to the
problem of abrogation, Tabarl showed himself as a moderate
thinker turning away from extremes. He refused to accept
the complete denial and negation of the theory of abrogation




The Doctrine of the Vision of Cod.
Another problem which we need to investigate in addition
to those of the Imamate, Infallibility, Return and abrogation,
is that of the vision of Cod. Like the doctrine of the return,
this is a purely theological question. It has more to do with
Mu'tazilite theology than with the ShI'ites. Nevertheless the
ShI'ites have something to contribute to the problem at hand.
ShI'ite writers dwelt upon the question of whether or not God
will reveal Himself to his creatures and tried to find out
solutions for it. Abu-l^hammad al-Hasan ibn-Musa an-Nawbakhti,
to whom the book of Firaq ash- Shi 'a^^ is attributed and one of
the contemporaries of Tabari, discussed the problem from a
ShI'ite point of view in an independent work entitled ar-Badd ^
'ala man qal bi-r-ru*ya 11-1-Bari* 'azza wa- jalla.(2)
Although the question whether God is visible or invisible
is now out of date having no place except in history, it continued
to be a living theological problem for centuries after Tabari.
1. The authorship of Nawbakhtl is rejected by some scholars,
B. Lewis, Isrna 'Ilisrn, li4.f.
2. Hibat-Allah al-Husaynl notes Nawbakhtl, Firaq, yt.
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Ash-ShawkinI, the author of the celebrated work Nayl al-awtar,
who died as late as 1255 A.H. wrote a book entitled Risalat al- v"
bughya fl masa'lat ar-ru'ya. It is striking that even some
modern Shi'ite writers are still engaged with the problem.^
It is of real significance for us to examine the
position of fabarl on this particular problem. His views will
throw much light on whether or not he has inclinations towards
Shi'ite teachings. If we succeed in proving the case that
Tabari held almost contradicting views to the well-established
and well-authorized Shi'ite doctrines, no justification for his
Shi'ism seems to exist.
The doctrine of the vision of God ha3 its origin not only
in the Qur'an but also in the traditions of the Prophet.
"According to commentators the doctrine itself cannot be doubted,
because it is based on the Qur*"an and Sunna. Details, however,
are quite uncertain mutashabih; it is accordingly based on
Scripture, not on reason - thabit bi-n-nass la bi-1-'aql. As
the uncertainty concerns the descriptive part of the doctrine
12)
only, its integral acceptance is obligatory."v
Fakhr ad-Din ar-RazI maintained that his position as
far as ru'ya is concerned was exactly the same as that of Abu-
Mansur al-Maturldl of Samarqand. For them the ru'ya is based
1. e.g. Khalisi, Islam, 7.
2. Wensinck, M. creed, 229.
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on the obvious sense of the Qur'an and Kadltta and not on
reason.^*' For fahawl the doctrine of the vision of God
should be accepted by Muslims without description or com¬
parison. It belongs to the Mutaahabih to which we have to
submit without seeking any interpretation, tark at~ta'wll wa-
luzuxn at-taslim.^ The view of ^abari ran nearly on the
same lines. This, however, did not prevent him from seeking
rational arguments for the acceptance of the doctrine as we
shall see later.
The Sunn ites, together with the vast majority of the
anthroporaorphists held the view that the believers would,
(1)
beyond doubt, see God in the Hereafter. ^ Some of them
such as an-Mawawi, the Shafi'ite scholar well-known for his
extensive commentary on the §afcilh Muslim and his authorship
of Tahdhlb al-aami', took the view that it is even possible
to see God in this world, not to mention the world to come.^
This was obviously to allow for the seeing of God by Prophet
Muhammad on the famous event of the mi 'raj to which we will
refer later.
1. RazI, Arba 'In, 198.
2. Bayan, I4..
3. For this long controversy see T.T, 7:l83ff; Ash'arl,
Maqalat, l:213ff where nineteen different points of view
are stated; Ibn-Hazm, Plsal, 3:2ff; RazI, Arba 'In, l87ff.
I4.. Gomm. on Muslim, 2:91 and 2:105.
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On the other hand, the Mu'tazilites, the overwhelming
majority of ShI'ites and the Kharijites are of the opinion
that it is absolutely impossible go see God either in this
world or in the world to come. The ShI'ites are greatly
influenced by the theological school of the Mu 'tazilites.
ShahrastanI, for example, informs us that Zayd ibn-'All, the
head of the Zaydite ShI'ite sub-division, is a disciple of
(p\
Vasil ibn-'Ata*. The close relationship between the two
schools of thought could be demonstrated by the fact that
they both agreed on important theological ideas. To mention
a few examples, they agreed that the attributes of God are not
qualities added to His essence; that the Qur'an ls^ created
(C 1
and that God could not be seen.
The Imaraites unanimously agreed that God could never be
seen. The Imam Ja'far as-^adlq is reported to have said that
God is too great to be seen by the human eye. Seeing by the
1. Ash'arl, Haqalit, 1:216} For some of the Shi'ite arguments
against the doctrine see, A.A.A. Fyzee, A Shi'ite creed, 28.
2. Milal, 1:32.
3. Macdonald, Development, 159.
1|. Ash'arl, Maqalat, 2:582} A.A.A. Fyzee, A ShI'ite creed, 85«
5. A. Arain, Duha, 3i269. Although they agreed on these points,
they differed on the question of free will and predestination.
The Mu'tazilites held the view of tafwld. The Sil'ites held
an intermediate position between jabr and tafwld. They related
a tradition attributed to Ja'far as-Sadiq, la jabr wa-la tafwlfl
wa-»lakin amrUn bayn amrayn. This also reminds us of the
Mu'tazilite principle of al-manzila. Tabarl advocated the
doctrine of acquisition,y.T, 9:127} 13}105.
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heart Is however not impossible. A aan stood up and asked
'All ibn-Abl-Talib: 0 commander of the believers have you
seen your Lord?" 'All answered: "It is not for me to worship
a Lord whom I saw not." The man asked him further: "How did
you see HIM? Describe Him for us" 'All pointed out then, that
it was the heart that saw Him and not the eyes.^
All parties, however, looked forward, as they constantly
did and not unexpectedly, to the Qur'an to supply them with the
necessary weapons required in defending their various ideas. The
following verses of the Qur'an are usually presented in
justification of the theory of the vision of God:
(I) "They indeed are losers who deny their meeting with God"
(Q, VI: 31) i "But We suffer those who look for the meeting
(p\
with Us to wander blindly on in their contumacy" (Q.X:12).
(II) "Those who do good shall receive a most excellent reward,
al-husna, and a superabundant addition, ziyada. Neither
dust nor ignominy cometh near their faces" (Q.X:27).
1. For this paragraph see, Shabbir, Haqq, l:51-53* The
Mu'tazilites also agreed that God could not be seen by the
eyes but they differed as to whether He could be seen by the
hearts, Ash'arl, Magallt, 1:216.
2. Every similar verse which deals with the meeting of God with
His creatures is drawn as an evidence in this respect. Also
there are innumerable traditions ascribed to the Prophet
conveying similar meanings, see, for example, T.T, 12:13;
25:86; 29:23; Bukharl, Sahlh, 3:226; 3:260f.
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(III) "That day with (the believer's) faces be resplendent
looking, nazira, towards their Lord" (Q.LXXV: 22f),
(IV) "There they have all that they desire, and there ia more
with Us" (Q.L:35)•
(V) "Kay, but surely on that day they will be covered from
their Lord" (Q.LXXXIII: 15).
Pour interprstations are presented in fabarl's Tafsir^^
for (II): (a) The superabundant addition mentioned in the verse
is the constant looking at the face of God while al-husna stands
for paradise. (b) al-husna means for every good work there is an
equal reward while the zlyada is the compound reward for every
individual work. This view is held by Ibn-'Abbas and al-lasan
al-Bssri. (o) The zlyada is the pleasure and forgiveness bestowed
by God on His honoured creatures. This is the view of Mujahid
Ibn-Jabr, the famous Follower, who is well-known for his rational
_ , | I,,, | —,f— -r , . - .. . i~ ■ —• ' .>Miir a •■!»■. ■ »■ i i ~_.v
interpretation of the Qur'an. He entirely denied the doctrine
of the vision of God. (d) al-husna is the paradise where the
believers are going to abide in the next world; the ziyada is
1. 11: 66-69.
2. See, also, Bukharl, gahlh, 3:258. Ibn-j^azm maintains that
an excuse, such as ignorance about the prophetic sayings which
gave rise to the doctrine, should be sought for Mujahid!
Pi^al, 3:2.
m
what they are granted in this world. Tabarl held that all of
the four interpretations are possible interpretations enjoying
equal merits. The verse, therefore, should not be restricted
to any of thera. God revealed the verse in such a way that it
conveys all these meanings and no one had the right to restrict
what is made general by Him.^
Verse (III) is the strongest proof that God will be seen
12) ~~
in the next world.* ' Constant reference is made to it through¬
out the chapter on ru'ya by al-Ash'arl in his book entitled
al-Luma'. Two ways of interpretation are given by Tabarl for
the term nazira: (a) nagIra means looking at God. This view
is ascribed to Ibn-'Omar, al-gasan al-Basrl and 'Atiyya al-'Awfl.
(b) nazira means waiting for the rewards and bounties of God.
This is the view of Mujahid to whom we have referred earlier.
For him God will not be seen by His creatures whatever their
position might be. All those who rejected the doctrine of the
vision of God clung to this intarpretation.^ For Tabarl (a)
was more likely than (b). This is because (a) is supported by
1. Ghazill took the ziyada to mean looking at the face of God.
For him this is the greatest pLeasure held out for the believers.
Any other kind of luxury in paradise is shared by rational and
irrational beings, Thya*, J+:465. RizI also drew an evidence
for the seeing of God from this verse, Arbajin, 210.
2. See, T.T, 29:103f; Ash'ari, lbana, 56-58J Ibn-Qutayba,
Ikhtilaf, 32fj RizI, Arba'In, 208ff.
3. See, for instance, Zaraakhsharl, Kashshaf, 2:309.
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the prophetic tradition which maintains that the highest rank
of the inhabitants of pai'adise is that of those who look into
the face of God twice a day, both morning and evening.
Al-QadI 'Abd-al--Jabbar, the famous Mu'tazilite commentator
and the author of Tanzih al-qur'an, claimed that the word nazira
does not mean looking at_ their Lord in the sense of (seeing Him)
but looking t£ their Lord (for reward without seeing Him). This
verse, he adds, is similar to another verse of the Qur'an "and
ask al-qarya" (Q. 12:82). al-qarya here, of course, applies to
the inhabitants of the town and not the town itself. ^
Commentators resorted there and elsewhere to the niceties
of the Arabic language in order to find out support for their
pre-conceived theological ideas. Al-Ash'arl^ and al-Baghdadl
argued that the preposition ila (towards) cannot be used with the
verb nagara when it means (expected). The Sunnites held that
God is not speaking in the verse about looking for rewards. He
only means the looking which is seeing.
The Mu'tazilites and those who rejected the doctrine
answered that the Sunnite argument is sound when we are dealing
with persons, i.e. waiting for somebody to come but not when we





are dealing with notions such as help, reward — etc. ' Al-
Jubba'I, the famous mu'tazilite scholar, even went further.
He claimed that ila is the singular of ala* or bounties, i.e.
the believers are looking forward to possess their Lord's
bounties and rewards.
The mazid mentioned in verse (IV) is interpreted to mean
looking at God. Some Commentators added that this will take
(■})
place on a Friday.
Those who commented on (V) differed^ among themselves
as regards the question (from what are the disbelievers covered?).
Those who challenged the doctrine of the vision of God held
that the disbelievers are covered from the graces and honour
(5)
of their Lord. Others claimed that they are covered from
the vision or ru'ya of their Lord. Al-Hasan al-Bagrl is
reported to have said that when the veil is taken off, the
believers will gaze at their Lord every day both in the evening
as well as in the morning. Tabari could see no contradiction
1. Nlaaburl, Ragha'ib, 29:103f.
2. Ibn-Hazra, Fisal, 3:3*
3. T.T, 26:97fJ Ibn-al-Qayyim, Zad al-ma'ad, l:98f; llOf.
1+. f.T, 30:55.
5. See, for example, A.A.A. Fyzee, A Shi'ite creed, 28.
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between these two views. This is so because the disbelievers
are covered from both sense?, i.e. God's graces and the vision
of Him. Elsewhere in his Tafsir,^ he argued that since the
disbelievers ^re said to be veiled from their Lord, it follows
that the bellevera should be unveiled from Him. Therefore, to
say that the believers would see God is not an absurd claim.
Prom what has been said, it appears that the holders of
the doctrine of the vision of God made every effort to draw
evidences from the verses of the Qur'an. They also quoted
several prophetic traditions to prove their case. The following
are some, out of many, of the traditions frequently quoted:
(I) "sone of the Companions asked the Prophet: Shall we
see our Lord on the Day of Judgement? The Prophet
answered: "Your Lord will be visible to your eyes as
the moon is seen in a night of full moon or the sun in
a cloudless day".^^
(II) "In paradise of Bden nothing will prevent people from
seeing their Lord except the veil of glory on His face."VJ/
(III) On the day of Resurrection the believer will be so
close to His Lord that He touches him (in one way or
another) and asks him about his sins. The believer
will confess all the sins mentioned by His Lord. The
1. 7:185.
2. T.T, 7:183; Ghazall, Ihya', i+sl+l+ii.
3. Bukharl, Sahlh, 3:314-5.
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Lord will then say: "I have kept these sins secret
during your lifetime and I will abolish them today.
The following verses of the ^ur'an are often quoted by
those who swept away the notion of the visibility of God:-
(I) "And when ye said: 0 MosesI We will not believe in thee
till we see God plainly: and as a result the lightning seized
you" (Q. 11:55) •
(II) "The people of the Scripture ask of thee thou shouldst
cause an (actual) Book to descend upon them from heaven. They
asked a greater thing of Moses when they said: show us God
plainly. The storm of lightning seized them for their wicked¬
ness." (Q.IV:153)•
(III) "Vision comprehendeth Him not, but He oomprehendeth (all)
vision. He is the subtle, the Aware" (Q.VIslQU).
(IV) "And when Moses came to Our appointment and His Lord
had spoken unto him he said: My Lord! Show me (Thyself) that
I may gaze upon Thee. He said: Thou wilt not see Me but
gaze upon the Mountain! if it stand still in itspLace, then
thou wilt see Me. And when his Lord revealed (His) glory to
the mountain He sent it crashing down, and Moses fell down senseless.
1. T.T, 3:92; 12:13; Chazall, Ihya*, l|.:i|ij.3
lii.6
And when he woke he saidt glory unto Theei I turn unto Thee
repentant, I am the first of believers" (Q.VII:lij.3) *
(V) "It was not for any human being that God should speak to
him unless (it be) by revelation or from behind a veil or
(that) He sendeth a messenger to reveal what He will by His
leave Lo* He is Exalted, wise" (q.XLII:50).
Vex'se (III) Is really the strongest evidence to which the
opponents of vision stick. Tabarl differentiated between the
two notions:^ (a) ru'ya or vision and (b) idrak or compre¬
hension mentioned in the verse. For him the believers would
see God in the future. There was no doubt about this in his
wind. This is not, however, the same as saying that their
eyes or sight would "surround" Him. Being infinite, He would
not be "surrounded" by the sight of his creatures. (b) is
impossible and indeed unthinkable. Both the Qur'an and the
Sunna deny it. The statement that He will be seen but not
"surrounded" by human sight is similar in Tabarl's view to the
statement that He is known but at the same time He is absolute
or unlimited.
Tabarl argued that since God told us explicitly that the
believers will see Him (Q.LXXV:22f), the verse "Vision compre-
hendeth (surrounds) Him not ..." (Q.VIslOlj.) should not be taken
1. T.T, 7:183. The same distinction is also drawn by Ibn-Hazm,
• •
Fisal, 3:3 and RazI* Arba'In, 213ff.
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in its absolute sense. If it is going to be taken in its
absolute sense, an obvious contradiction does occur between the
two verses. We know, he added, that the Book of God is
consistent. It peimits of no contradiction. The two verses
in question do belong to the informative^ type which falls
beyond the sphere of abrogation. Therefore, he concludes, the
verse: "Vision comprehendeth Him not ..." should be restricted
(2)
to one of the following four meanings: '
(a) The disbelievers will neither see Him in this world nor
in the world to come but the believers will certainly do so.
(b) It is possible to see Him but He will by no means be surrounded
by the creatures' eyes.
(o) He will not be seen in this world but He will allow us to see
Him in the Hereafter. Shabbir, of the Imamite sect, argues
that there 1b no proof that this will turn out to be so.
I o)
For him this is no more than a nonsensical assertion.
(d) "Vision Goraprehendeth Him not, but He comprehendeth vision"
simply means that the eyes of His creatures will not see or
1. See the previous chapter on abrogation where Tabarl states that
abrogation as far as informative statements are concerned,





comprehend Him in the same way or in the same standard that
Heosees or comprehends them.
Some of those who objected to the notion of restriction
of the verse to these four meanings held that God will create
a sixth sense by which He will be seen.^ For Tabarl, at any
rate, this is not a well-defined verse. It does not belong to
the type of muhkam. He criticized those who rejected the doctrine
of the vision of God because they did not rely upon a well-defined
verse of the Qur'an. Their efforts are direoted towards the
mutashabih. The verse "That day with (the believers') faces
be resplendent looking towards their Lord" (Q.LXXV:22f) is a
"well-defined" verse as far as fabari was concerned. But the
problem is: who is to determine which verse is muhkam and which
verse is mutashlbih? The Mu'tazilites, the ShI'ites and indeed
everyone who denies the doctrine will give any of the two verses
exactly the opposite description given to them by Tabarl and his
colleagues.
Again, the two parties, those who taught the doctrine of
the vision of God and those who denied it, took different
attitudes towards the verse "And when Moses came to Our appointment
... etc." (Q.VII: 11*3) • Both parties tried to strengthen their
1. T.T, 7:185* This view is advocated by pirar ibn-'Amr and
Abu-Yahya al-Fard, ShahrastanI, Milal, 1:115; Ibn-Hazm
says that God will be seen by a power extra than that originally
put into the human eye, Fisal, 3:2.
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own position and weaken the position of their oponents by clinging
to the same verse. Al-BaghdadI, for example, olaims that the
verse is a clear proof that the ru'ya is possible.^ "Thou
wilt not see Me" means "Thou wilt not see Me in this world"J
An-Nawawl believes that the vision of God is even possible in
this world. He takes the request of Moses to see Him as
evidence for his view. Since Moses,is a Prophet, he, by-
definition, knows what is possible and what is impossible. He is
too wise to present an impossible request.^ Although Moses
is reported in the Qur'an to have said "My Lord show me (Thy
self) that I may gaze upon Thee" (Q.VII:143)» Zarnakhsharl claims
that it was not the desire of Moses to see Him but that of Moses1
followers or companions.^^
This verse dealing with the request of Moses to see his
Lord led to the further problem whether Muhammad saw his Lord
on the occasion of the mi *ra.1 or not. 'A'isha, the wife of
the Prophet, is reported to have said: "do not believe anyone
who tells you that Muhammad saw his Lord."^ As-Suddl, the
famous ShI'ifce commentator to whom we referred before, also
1. Ujjul, 99.
2. C omm. on Muslim, 2:91.
3. Kashshaf, l:348f.
4. f.T, 7:184; 27:27; Bukharl, Sahlh, 3:339f.
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denied Muhammad's seeing of God.^ Ibn-'Abbas the most out¬
standing mufassir among the Companions of the Prophet, claimed
that he did see Him.^
The crucial verse^ in this respect is "The heart lied
not (in seeing) what it saw. Will ye then dispute with him
concerning what he seeth? And verily he saw him yet another
time" (Q.LIII:11-13). The ShI'ites argued that "The heart
lied not (in seeing) what it saw" is a clear proof that he did
not 3ee Him by his eyes.
Tabarl observed that those who denied the doctrine of the
vision of God fell into confusion and perplexity. This is
because they reduced the matter to their own minds. They are
neither dependent upon a well-defined verse of the Qur'an nor
upon a prophetic tradition whether authentic or non-authentic.
Some of them explained away the traditions received from the
Prophet in connection with the matter; others doubted their
very existence. This i3 why they are baffled and led astray.^
Nonetheless fabarl was entirely prepared to enter into rational
discussions about the concept.
1. T.T, 7:181*..
2. Ibid., 27:28.
3. For the various interpretations of the verse see, T.T, 27:2l+ff.
1*.. Ibn-Purat, Tafsir, 31; Shabbir, ffaqq, 1:53*
5. T.T, 7:181+ and 186.
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The main argument of those who reject the doctrine of
the vision of God is that God i3 not a finite object. He is
beyond the limitations of time and space. To see something
there must be a distance between the seer and the object seen.
Both the Mu'tazilites and the Shi'ites resort to this kind of
argument.^ The advocates of the doctrine claimed that this
is not necessarily so. In fact "there will be no distance
(2}
between Ilim and his creatures". v '
Tabarl agreed that God is unlimited. Anthropomorphism
was far from his thought. An anthropomorphic interpretation of
the word "hand", for example, was sometimes explained ar-jay
by him. Vjfaen God says: "The Jews say: God's hand is
fettered ..." (Q.V:6l4.), the fettering of the hand here stands
for the act of being mean. In spite of the fact that Tabarl
rejected anthropomorphism, he supported the doctrine of the vision
of God strongly. He began his argument by putting a question to
those who swept away the doctrine. "Have you ever known of a
rational being, other than God, who is both separable and in¬
separable from you?" If they answered affirmatively, they
1. See, for example, Zamakhsharl, Sash3haf, 1:307 and 3I4.8;
yKaziml, Khasa'is, 11.
2. Wensinck, M. creed, 193f.
3« f.T, 6:171. See also Tabarl's commentary on, "God will neither
speak to them nor look upon them on the Day of Resurrection"
(Q.Ill:77) T.T, 3:208.
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would be bound to show us that being which obviously does not
exist. If they answered negatively, which is the proper and
expected answer, a further question would be put forward
You knew Kim as being both separable and inseparable from you,
why is this knowledge not impossible? What is the difference
between vision and knowledge in God's case? We know Him in spite
of the fact that He is unlimited and we will see HLra despite
His unqualified nature. Similarly those who claimed that all the
objects we see are coloured, God is not coloured .*. God cannot
be seen are answered in the same way.^
In the foregoing pages we have been trying to follow up
fabarl's position on the theological problem of the vision of God.
He was mainly dependent on the Qur'an and the traditions ascribed
to the Prophet. In addition ha attempted to make some effort to
refute the arguments brought forward by the theologians who
challenged the doctrine. He did not refrain from using the
same methods as the theologians known as the mutakalliroun in
order to achieve his objective. Throughout his work he showed
himself an opponent to those who rejected the doctrine of the
vision of God. Among those he opposed, as we have seen, were
the ShI'ite groups of whom he was alleged to be a member.
1. T.T, 7:185^. The same argument is used by Hasir ad-Din Ahmad
ibn-Muhammad ibn-Mansur, a MalikI jurist who died 683 A.H, in





We have seen so far how Tabarl broke with the Shi'ites
on some important theological issues such as the doctrine of
infallibility and that of the return. Now we will set about
to examine how near or remote he was from the Shi'ites in the
field of jurisprudence. Two points of fiqh are going to be
discussed. The first point concerns the social law of Muslims
with regard to marriage. The second point deals with a definite
aspect of wudu* or corporal ablutions carried out in preparation
for prayer. In the first place we are going to deal with a
certain type of marriage known as nikah al-mut 'a or temporary
marriage; in the second plaoe we will tackle the question of
al-mash 'ala-l-khuffayn or the wiping of the sandals.
Temporary Marriage: ^
It is a well-known fact that the Qur'in limits the number
of free women who can be taken as legal wives at the same time by
1. For Temporary Marriage sees T.T, 5:6-10; Qastalani, Irahad,
Nawawl, Comm. on Muslim, 6:118-131; Nlsaburl,
Ragha'lb, 5:18ff; KhalisI, Islam, 2ij.9ff; Heffining, mut 'a,
E.I., 111:77^-776; M. Jir-Allah, al-Washl'a, 120ff.
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& single man to four.^ The Shi'itelf^however, advocated the
view that a man is permitted to enter into a state of temporary
marriage with an unlimited number of women, free or unfree,
Muslim or non-Muslim. There is no divoroe in such a marriage.
*
It eventually disappears by the termination of the fixed period.
An end, however, may be put to it by mutual agreement. The
two parties do not Inherit from each other unless it is stated
beforehand in the contract.
The Sunnites could hardly see any difference between
adultery and the temporary marriage legalized by the Shi'ites.
Even Ja'far ibn-Mu£ammad, the famous Shi'it© imim known as
a^-gadiq, Is represented in their writings as having said that
mut'a is equivalent to adultery.^ The Shi'ites distinguished
between mut'a and adultery in many ways, e.g. the children of the
mut 'a relationships are legitimate and are entitled to every
right of legitimate childrensuch as maintenance and inheritance.^
The Shi'ites distinguished between two kinds of marriage:
(a) permanent marriage or al-'aqd ad-da'im, and (b) temporary
(c\
marriage or al-'aqd al-munqati^ For them temporary marriage
1. The only reference to this is to be found In (Q.IV:3)»
2. The Twelvers are the real advocates of this view. The Fatimida
condemn the mut'a, Nu'raan, 3)a 'a'lm, 2:226.
3. See, for instance, Qas^alani, Irshad, 8:42.
4. KhalisI, Islam, 250.
5. Ibid., 236.
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is proved both by the Qur'an and the traditions of the Prophet
as related by the various members of the House of the Prophet.
Even the Sunnites, as we will see later, admit that teiaporary
marriage was allowed by the Prophet on oertain occasions.^
The difference between the two groups is that the latter claimed
that temporary marriage was allowed by the Prophet for a time
and was abrogated afterwards; the former denied that it was
abrogated.
The ShI'ites claimed that it was 'Umar ibn-al-Khattab,
and not the Prophet, who abolished the practice of the mut'a.
'All ibn-Abl-Talib is reported to have said that had it not
been for the work done by 'Umar, namely the prohibition of the
mut 'a, none except the miserable would have committed adultery,
ma zana ilia shaqiyyun.^
The crucial verse of the Qur'an to whioh the Shi'ites
appealed as evidence for the legality of temporary marriage is
that of the chapter of the Women which goes as follows: "...
Lawful unto you are all beyond those mentioned, so that ye seek
with your wealth in honest wedlock, not debauchery. And those
of whom ye seek content fa-ma-stamta 'turn bl-hl min-hunna (by
1. If we examine the custom of temporary marriage, we find
that it was practised in Arabia before the coming of Islam.
See Heffining, mut'a, E.I., III: 77k>
2. ?.T, 5:9; Nlsaburl, Ragha'ib, 5:17.
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marrying them), give unto them their portions as a duty. And
there is no sin for you in what ye do by mutual agreement after
the duty hath been done" (Q.IV:24).
Ubayy ibn-Ka'b, Ibn~'Abbas and Sa'Id ibn-Jubayr are
reported to have read this verse differently. After the phrase
fa-ma-stamta 'turn bi-bi mln-hunna, they added three other words,
namely ila ajal^" musamma^ i.e. up to a limited period of time.
This reading attributed to two or three Companions of the Prophet
and a celebrated Follower, is, of course, in complete agreement
with the ShI'ite view. It might well be one of their own
inventions. Most of the controversy over the issue is due to
this verse whose meaning is not clear to many minds.u'
Tabarl attacked the idea of temporary marriage very
fiercely. The term "istimtamentioned in the verse meant for
him no more than the usual marriage with all its conditions and
regulations. He seems to be very much concerned with the issue.
In his Tafslr^ he disclosed to us that he had stated clearly
in his various books that temporary marriage was absolutely
prohibited in Islam.
1. f.T, 5:9. Nawawl attributed the reading to Ibn-Mas'ud,
Comm. on Muslim, 6:118. See, also, Goldziher, Rlchtungen,
13; A. Jeffery, Materials, 36.




Tabari maintained that the reading ascribed to
Ubayy ibn-iia'b arid others 3hould be rejected vigorously.
This reading, he claimed, was totally foreign to Muslim
Codices or Magahlf.^ No-one is permitted to add anything
4 Tk
to the Book of God. Thus the reading "ila ajal muaamma"
wa3 denounced by 'Jabarl. He pronounced it as being a
peculiar reading, qlra'a shadhdha.^
Certain rules were put by Tabari to safeguard against
erroneous readings. Among these is the one that a reading
should enjoy the general acceptance and recognition of the
Muslim community. Vie have seen how faithful and loyal Tabari
was to the general consent and agreement of Muslims when we
were discussing the principle of ijma'. This appears to be
exceptionally necessary for the purpose of preserving the
Qur'in from distortion whether by the ShI'ites or otherwise.
Rejecting the ShI'ite reading, Tabari was ready to wage
a destructive war against the notion of temporary marriage.
Two interpretations are presented by him for the verse in
question. The first view was represented in his fa fair 4>y
1. Tabari thought it necessary to lay down certain rules which
should be observed with Qur'anic readings, e.g. (a) fame and
popularity, (b) conformity with Arabic grammatical and
linguistic rules, (c) agreement with the script of the Codex
or rasm al-ma§fraf. If he wa3 asked which raasbaf should we
consider, he would positively refer to rule (a).
2. Peculiar readings have no implications on actual, practical
matters. The Hanifite school is an exception to this rule,
M. Shaltut, al-Islam, 498.
3. 5:8.
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al-Haaan al-Basrl and Mujahid ibn-Jabr. For both of them
the Istimta ' is equivalent to nikah or marriage. Oddly enough
the second view which is presented as an alternative for the
first one is again represented by the same Mujahid ibn-Jabr.
The real representative of the second view, however,
is as-Suddl the Elder, the famous ShI'ite commentator whom
we have met more than once. As-Suddi claims that the istimta'
means pleasure in its broad sense. For him the verse does
not refer to the usual marriage with its witnesses,^' dowry,
etc. It refers to another kind of marriage where the marital
relationship is not so close, vital and permanent. This, he
claims, is what we call nikah al-mut'a where no inheritance ise
established between the two couples. Tabarl described the
view of as-Suddl as being meaningless.^
The main argument presented by Tabari againat the concept
of mut'a is that sexual intercourse between men and women is
only allowed in two cases (a) legal marriage, and (b) the
possession of the right hand or women captives of war. This
argument is criticized by some Muslim scholars as we will see
later.
In defending the idea of nikaii si-mut'a, the Shi'ites
1. Under the Shi'a law "the presence of witnesses is not




mentioned another verae from the same chapter of the Women.
This is "God would make the burden light for you, for man
is created weak" (Q.IV:28). The Shi'ites argued that this
lightening of the human burden is the permissibility of
nikah al-mut'ai1^ Some of the ShI'ite extreme sects, namely
al-Khattabiyya, followers of Abu-l-Khattab of the tribe of Asad
(d. 138 A.H.), used the same verse to escape any kind of
(p)
religious obligation or duty such as prayer, fasting, etc.v '
Por Tabarl the verse had nothing to do with nikah al-mut'a«
The extremist's view does not, of oourse, deserve any discussion
or consideration. The meaning of the verse in Tabari's mind
was as clear as it could be. It only asserts that those who
cannot afford to marry free women are allowed to marry non-free
ones.'-" 'The verse, therefore, should be looked at in the
light of the foregoing verses, namely "And whoso is not able
to afford to marry free believing women, let them merry from
the believing maids whom your right hands possess .... etc."
(Q.IV.-25).
In addition to the Qur'an, the ShI'ites resorted to their
own peculiar traditions attributed to the Prophet and their
1. Goldziher, Vorlesungen, 238.
2. Ciummi, Kaqalat, 63; Nawbakhtl, Piraq, 38.
3. T.T, 3:l8f.
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infallible imams. For them the sunna of the Prophet did
encourage Muslims to adopt the phenomenon of nikah al-mut'a.
"When a man washes himself after having sexual intercourse as
a result of temporary marriage, every drop of water used
(1)
removes a sin committed by him".v ' "God prohibited wine but
instead He permitted temporary marriage".^
Great importance is attached to the question of temporary
marriage by the ShI'ites. One of their imams, probably
Ja'far as-gadiq, mentioned the doctrine of the return side by side
with that of mut 'a. He is reported to have said "whoever
questions the doctrine of the return and disapproves of temporary
marriage is not to be associated with us".^) ShI'ites thus
viewed the question of temporary marriage not only as a minor
issue of judicial difference with the Sunnites but as a question
of primary importance and far-reaching consequences.^ It is,
in short, one of the pillars of their school of law.
Al-BaghdadI^ and Ibn-Bat^a^^ made it clear that the
1. Khalisi, Islam, 252.
•2. Ibid., 252.
3. Shabbir, Haqq, 2:lp; KazimI, Khasi'is, 5^2; Mashkur, Comra.
Qummi maq., 187; M. Jar-Allah, WashI 'a, 125.
I4.. "The Imaraites even go so far as to say: The believer is only





prohibition of nikah al-mut 'a is one of the fundamental points
upon which the Sunnites agreed. All Muslim scholars seem to
agree that it was allowed by the Prophet in the early days of
Islam. Ibn-Mas'ud tells us that they used to accompany the
Prophet in his wars when he permitted them to contract
marriages for a limited period of time. It is significant
tha ibn-Mas'ud mentions no abrogation.^ An-Nlsaburi^
set forth to prove that temporary marriage was approved by the
Prophet for a time.
Tabarl, together with Sunnite scholars, claimed that the
mut'a was abrogated during the lifetime of the Prophet.^ ^ The
3hi 'itea admit of no abrogation. 'Imrati ibn-HasIn, one of the
Companions of the Prophet, is represented to have said: "The
permission of nlkabt al -mut'a is revealed in the Qur'an. No
verse has been revealed afterwards to abrogate it. The
Prophet encouraged us to perform it. He never asked us to
refrain from it until he died. Then a man, obviously referring
to 'Umar ibn-al-Kha$$ab, came and prevented people from
practising it, relying on no authority except his own personal view1!^
1. Shafi'I, Utnm, 7:161.
Hagha'ib, 5:l8ff; see, also, Qastalanl, Irahid, 8:Nawawl,
Comm. on Muslim, 6:118.
3. T.T, 5:9.
ij.. Nlsaburl, Ragha* ib, 5:17*
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Although the Sunnites agreed unanimously on the question
of the prohibition of rau-/a, they differed greatly as to when
was it allowed and when was it prohibited. The campaigns of
Xhaybar, Mecca and Tabuk are all mentioned in this respect.^
On one of these occasions the Prophet is reported to have 3aid:
"In the past I gave you permission to conduct temporary marriages}
God prohibits this kind of marriage from now onwards. Whoever
happens to have temporary wives should release them without
(2)
making any deduction from the sum he gave over to them". '
The airmltes also based their argument on the ^ur'an and
the traditions received from the Prophet. It is related that
al-Ma'mun, son of Harun ar-Rashld, was about to proclaim the
legality of temporary marriage but Yaijya ibn-Aktham, the Chief
Judge at the time, convinced him by narrating traditions from
the Prophet, on the authority of Ibn-Shihab az-Zuhrl, demon¬
strating the illegality of mut 'a.^
The verse: "And those who preserve their chastity: save
with their wives and those whom their right hands possess, for
thus they are not blameworthy; But whoso seeketh more than that,
1. To remove the discrepancy found in these narrations, some
scholars claimed that both the permission and the prohibition
were repeated several times on several occasions, Nawawl,
Comm. on Muslim, 6:121; Nislburl, Ragha'lb, 5Jl8f.
2. Nawawl, Comm. on Muslim, 6:127.
3. KhalisI, Islam, 255; A. Araln, puhi, 3:136.
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those are they who are tranagresaors" (Q.LXX:29-31) is used
by ash-Shafi'as evidence for the prohibition of nikah al-
mut'a. Tabarl, who formerly belonged to the school of ash-
1
- - ■ 1 *
Shafi'I, used the same verse to serve the same purpose.^
Al~Khayyat,of the Mu'tazilite school, held the same verse in
refutation of the Rawaf'id whom he attacked severely for their
approval of mut'a.Zamakhsharl remarks, and rightly,
that such an inference is a weak one .^ This is because those
who acknowledge the lawfulness of mut 'a consider men and women
brought into it as legal husbands and wives. In other words,
they are not included in the category of the transgressors
mentioned in the verse.
In addition to the Our*an and the traditions of the Prophet,
the Sunnites depended on the interpretation of some of the
Companions to these two sources. Tabarl, for instance, in his
argument against the idea of temporary marriage, appealed to
the authority of a Companion of the Prophet, namely Sabra
al-Juhanl, to strengthen his position. Sabra reported that
the Prophet instructed them to seek content of women, istamta'u
rain hadhihi-n-nisa'. Sabra went on to say that at the time the
1. Ifcizani on the margin of Shlfi'I, Umm, 7:256.
2. T.T, 5:10.
3. Intisar, 68. The Mu'tazilites regard nikaft al-mut 'a as an
immoral practice, R. Roberts, The Social law of the qur*an,
7. They even do not recognize the lawfulness of polygamy,
Ameer 'All, Muhammadan law, 100.
1+. Kashshaf, 2:69.
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term "istimta*" meant for us no less than marriage in its
appropriate sense.^
It seems clear that the Sunnites, including Tabarl, dis¬
approved of temporary marriage. We have seen how Shafi'I
rejected it. He even maintained the view that whoever
practices mut'a after knowledge of it3 prohibition, should be
(2) —
atoned. His disciple as-3uyutl says? "Marriage when treated
as a contract is a permanent relationship based on mutual consent
on the part of a man and a woman between whom there is no bar
to a lawful union".vJ> For the followers of Malik "a marriage
which is contracted for a certain time only, mut 'a, shall be
annulled by judicial decree, whether cohabitation has taken
place or not. No repudiation is necessary. The marriage is
void."^ Zufar ibn-al-Hudhayl, one of the disciples of
Abu-Hanlfa, had a slightly different view from that of Malik
and other Muslim scholars. He undoubtedly recognized the
illegality of temporary raarriage but he held that whenever
temporary raarriage came into existence, it should be changed
into a permanent legal raarriage instead of being dissolved.
1. T.T, 5:9.
2. Oram, 7:^19.
3. Quoted by Ameer 'All, Muhararaadan law, 97.
4. F.H. Ruxton, Hal Ik I law, 96.
5. Nawawl, Gomra. on Muslim, 6:122; Heffining, Mut'a, E.I.,111:775.
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One point remains to be discussed and that is the
question of marital relationships, whether temporary or
permanent, with non-Muslims. Islam distinguishes between
two classes of non-Muslims: (a) idolaters and (b) ahl-al-kitab
or people of the Book. Both the Sunnites and the ShI'ites are
in agreement as far as (a) is concerned. The Qur'in is clear
on the point that no marital relationships should be formed with
them. "Wed not idolatresses till they believe; for loj a
believing bondwoman is better than an idolatress though she
please you; and give not your daughters in marriage to
idolaters till they believe, for lol a believing 3lave is
better than an idolater though he please you" (Q.IIs221).^
The Sunnites and some of the ShI'ites adopted two con¬
flicting attitudes towards (b). The verse: "This day are
(all) good things made lawful for you. The food of those
who received the Scripture is lawful for you, and your food is
lawful for them. And so are the virtuous women of the believers
and the virtuous women of those who received the Scripture
before you (lawful for you) when ye give them their marriage
portions and live with them in honour, not in fornication nor
taking them as secret concubines" (Q.V:5) was taken by Tabarl
1. Zamakhshari related that Ibn-'Umax* refused to accept inter¬
marriages with ahl-al-kltab depending on this verse,
Kashshaf, 1:21|7. The verse, however, has nothing to do with
them, see T.T, 2:212f.
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and the Sunnites In ita broadest sense. The verse is an
obvious indication that legal marriages could be established
with ahl-al-kitab. Tabari could not agree with the view,
assigned wrongly in his opinion to 'Umar ibn-al-Khafc$ib, that
a Muslim cannot get married to a Christian or a Jewish woman.
He added that such a claim is against the opinion of the over¬
whelming majority of Muslims and this opinion is supported both
by the Qur'an and the traditions of the Prophet.
The ShI'ites adopted the most intolerant attitude in
this respect. They would even be reluctant to eat any food
(2)
prepared by a Christian or a Jew. They claimed that the
previous mentioned versa (Q.V:5) has been abrogated by another
/ -5)
verse,namely "0 ye who believe! when believing women come
unto you as fugitives, examine them. God is best aware of
their belief. Then, if ye know them for true believers,
send them not back unto the unbelievers, nor are the unbelievers
lawful for them. And give the unbelievers that which they
have spent (upon them). And it i3 no sin for you to marry when
ye have given them their due. And hold not to the ties the
unbelieving women" (Q.LX:10).
1. T.T, 2:212f.
2. Goldziher, Vorlesungen, 2l±5f.
3. A. Amln, Duha, 3:260.
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The commandment "wa-la tumslku bl-'Iaam al-kawafir" is
taken by the ShI'ites as evidence that it is not legal to
establish marriages with Christians or Jews. The verse, how¬
ever, is a clear reference to the Arab Pagans. Tabari pointed
out that the word "Kawaflr" is the plural of the word "kafIra".
He added that the verse prohibits marriages with the idolatresses^
i.e. he treated it in the same way as he did when commenting on
"Wed not idolatresses..." (Q.11:221). Some of the Akhbariyyun,
to whom we referred when we were dealing with the principle of
analogy and its relevance to the doctrine of infallibility,
think that only a temporary marriage, mut 'a, can be contracted
12)
with a Scriptural!at woman. '
To bring this discussion to a conclusion, we can 3ay that
Tabari was strongly opposed to temporary marriage in spite of
its prominence in Shi'ite law. Again, we noticed that he was
far more tolerant than the ShI'ites on the question of marriages
with ahl-al-kitab.
A ritual difference:
Another striking difference between the Sunnitea and the
Shi'ites is in respect of part of the ablution, wudu*, namely
HI—I ■!* II I
1. T.T,
2. Ameer 'All, Muhammadan law, 101.
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whether to wash or merely to wipe up the feet. Here we have
to differentiate between two conditions: (a) when the feet
are covarad, i.e. when one wears, for example, shoes or
sandals and (b) when the feet are bare, uncovered or exposed.
In the first oase what is technically known as al-maah *ala-
1-khuffavn.^' is sufficient for the Sunnites under certain
conditions.
Minor as was this question, it developed into a real
serious issue of controversy among the various sects of Islam.
He have 3een, at the beginning of this thesis, how a Shi'its
author devoted an independent monograph to the affair.^
Long chapters are written in various books dealing with fiqh.
It is not only mentioned in books dealing with what we call
furu' or branches of religion; it is mentioned in books of
usul or roots of religion.
All the Sunnites seem to agree that it is lawful to wipe
the sandals in preparation for prayer. A Muslim is permitted
to practice al-masfo *ala-l-khyffayn both at home and abroad.
For Abu-Hanlfa and his followers the moistening of shoes is
obligatory for those who are at home during a day and a night,
1. For this see, T.T, 6:71ff» Nlsiburl, Ragha'ib,6:6?ff;
Shawkanl, Nayl al-awtar, I:176ff; Ibn-Qudiraa, al-Mughni,
l:281ff; Mu'raan, Da'a'ira, l:131ff.
2. Reference to Muhammad ibn-Jarlr ibn-Rustum at-Tabarl.
His work i3 entitled Khudhu-n-na *1 or "pluck off thy shoes".
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for travellers three days and nights. This is founded on
a tradition in this sense. Whoever rejects this would be
in danger of being accused of disbelief, since this tradition
is nearly equivalent to an absolutely reliable report.^
For Malik there was no question about the legality of
(2)
al-mash. He, however, rejected the limit of time. v Some
Muslim jurists maintained that whoever 3hould be at home, would
- (3)
not have the right to wipe the sandals. Ash-Shafi'i
challenged this view holding that the wiping is permissible in
all conditions.
Ahmad ibn-^anbal is reported to have said that he had
no doubt whatsoever that a Muslim is allowed to wipe his
sandals. This is because, he maintains, more than forty
authentic traditions are received from the Prophet in this
respect. ^ Al-Ash'arl says: "We believe that the wiping of
the sandals is a sunna at home and during travel contrary to the
belief of anyone who denies it".^ Tahawl in his 3hort treatise
entitled Bayin as-sanna wa-1-jaraa'a' said almost the same thing.
1. Wensinck, H, creed, 129.
2. Ibn-Qudama, al-Mughril, 1:286; Wensinck, M. creed, 158
3* IMSL» 1*28.




He held this view because of the traditions reported from
the Prophet. Al-BaghdadI^ and Ibn-Battaenumerate the
wiping of the sandals among the profound doctrines which
separate the Sunnites from others.
fabarl?s position is exactly the same as that of the
Sunnites as far as al-mash 'ala-l-khuffayn is concerned. He,
however, expressed a slightly different view, as we will see
later, from that of the great masses of the Sunnites when it
comes to (b), i.e. when the feet are left uncovered.
"The Shi'a and the Kharljites rejected the wiping of the
sandals as a substitute for the washing of the feet. Qod
ordered that the feet should be washed, no mention being made
of sandals".^ The fact that both of these groups rejected
the wiping of the sandals is beyond doubt.The Kharijites
are, of course, out of our concern. What we are interested
in are the views of the ShI'ites to whom Tabari was alleged to
belong. The word "washing" in Wensinck's text is certainly
not exact as far as the ShI'ites are concerned.
1. Farq, 31k*
2. Usui as-sunna, 69.
3. T.T, 6:71-77.
1+. Wensinck, M. creed, 138.
5. See, for example, Aah'arl, Haqalat, 2:1+70; Nlsaburl, Kapha*ib,
6:67; ShawkanI, Nayl al-awtar, 176.
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It is true that they, with the exception of the
Butriyya,^ followers of al-Hasan ibn-Salih ibn-Hayy and
others, held that no-one is allowed to wipe the feet when they
are covered. But when the feet are bare, it is necessary to
(2)
wipe, and not to wash, them. '
The ShI'ites are not prepared to make any sort of
compromise with regard to the question of wiping the sandals.
It is strictly forbidden to wipe them. The sandals should
be put off and then the feet should be rubbed gently. The feet
should not be covered except for a vital necessity^' or a
taqiyya^ i.e. when one finds it necessary to hide his true
convictions. Even in this case the ablution or the whole
process of purification must be repeated as soon as the
necessity is over and fear no longer exists.
A lot of controversy over the issue is due to variation
in reading, and hence interpretation, of the verse in the
chapter of "The table spread". The verse runs as follows:
1. viuraml, Maqalat., 11; Nawbakhti, Plraq, 12.
2. Khali§I, Ihya*, 1:132.
3. Uu'raan, Da 'a'ira, l:133f»
if. T'ashkur, Comm. Qummi maq., lif8. The taqlyya is an important
principle of the Shi'a, Goldziher, Vorlesungen, 21iff. One of
their imams mentions It side by side with prayer and patience,
Ibn-Furat, Tafslr, 138. The Najadat of the Kharijites
advocated the taqiyya while the Sulaymaniyya of the Zaydites
rejected it, ShahrastanI, Milal, 1:167J Qumml, Maqalat, 78f.
Unlike the Shl'ites, Tabarl claims that the application of
taqiyya should be restricted to the unbelievers. Among Muslims
no t&diyya should be adhered to, T.T, 3:ll|JL.
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"0 ye who believe! when ye rise up for prayer, wash your
faoes, and your hands up to the elbows, and lightly rub your
heads and (wash/or rub) your feet up to the ankles" (Q.V:6).
Three variant readings are offered for the words "your
feet". The meaning of the verse changes accordingly. (a) is
the reading of the vast majority of the Sunnites. According
to this reading, the words "your feet" should come immediately
after the words "wash your faces, and your hands up to the
elbows". Thus it is necessary to wash the feet when they
are bare, there is no other way of dealing with them. It
is even related that some Muslims used to read the verse as
follows: "aghallu aydiyakum wa-arjulakum" i.e. wash your
hands and your feet. Had the verse been revealed in that manner,
no controversy would have arisen.
(b) "arjulikum" is essentially the reading of the
Shl'ites.^' Nevertheless it is recognized in one of the seven
sets of readings. It is the reading attributed to ahl-al-bayt
and 3orae of the 'arama, common people, presumably the Sunnites.
fabarl held that both (a) and (b) are satisfactory ways of
reading the verse. Arguing from a linguistic point of view, he
1. Sufyan ath-Thawrl, Tafslr, 58.
2. Nu'man, Da'a'lm, 1:131; Goldziher, Rlchtungen, 7f.
3. Nu'raan, Da *a*lm, 1:131.
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even preferred (b) to (a).^ He clearly stated that it
makes no difference whether to wash or rub the feet. For
him the word "masfr" covers both senses, washing and rubbing.
The view expressed by fabarl is also said to be maintained
by al-^asan al-Baprl and al-Jubba*I of the Mu'tazilite school.
Tabarl became well-known for holding this view. Many of the
(p)
later jurists mention him whenever the matter is discussed.v '
Some of the Sunnites acknowledge the authenticity of
(b), i.e. "arjulikum" but they claimed that what is really meant
by it is al-mash *ala-I-khuffayn and not rubbing the bare feet
as the 3hl'ites claimed.^ The ShI'ites claimed that even the
first reading "arjulakum" is no proof that the feet should be
washed. This is because, they argue, the preposition bl in the
verse is an additional or otiose particle which can well be
omitted. After the omission of the preposition the verse will
be "wa-msahu ru'usakum ;a-arJulakum" i.e. rub your heads and
your feet.^ Tahawl and Ibn-Hazm adhered to the principle
of abrogation to get rid of the rubbing of the feet in which
!]?abarl found no harcn.^
1. T.T, 6:714..
2. e.g. Ad-Dimashql, Ikhtllaf al-a'imma, 1:18; ash-Sha'rani*
al-Mlzan, 1:128; Ibn-Qudama, MughnI, 1:133; Klsaburl,
Ragha'ib, 6:68; ShawkanI, Nayl al-awtar, 1:178.
3. Ibid.. 1:178.
ip. ShawkanI, Nayl al-aw^ar, 1:167.
5. Ibid..i:168~
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The last reading "arjulukum" is attributed to al-Hasan
al-Ba^rl.^' This reading is in complete accordance with the
view of al-$asan al-Basrl, Tabarl and al-Jubba'I to which we
referred before.
It seems evident that the verse of "the Table spread"
is the backbone of the dispute over this ritual matter. Some
of the ShI'ites claimed that this verse abrogates the practice
of the wiping of the sandals. "Husayn ibn-'All is represented
as having said that he never saw the Prophet practicing the minor
rite after the revelation of SUra (V:6); hence arose the
proud claim that the children of Fatima do not wipe their
(?)
sandals or their headgear".x ' The man who reported the
tradition of al-maah *ala-l-khuffayn Is said to have adopted
the religion of Islam after the revelation of sura (V:6!)
This seems to be deliberately invented to answer the claim of
the Shl'Ites that the practice of wiping the sandals is
abrogated by (Q,. V:6).
Many of the Sunnites are very strict in their handling of
the problem. The rubbing of the bare feet is absolutely unlav^
ful. 'A'isha, the wife of the Prophet, is thus reported to have
1. Zamakhsharl, Kashshaf, 1:249.
2. Wensinck, M. creed, 158.
3. Shawkanl, Nayl al-awtar, 1:176.
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aaid that she would rather have her feet cut off than to
wipe them without being covered by the sandals.^' The
fact that Tabari took a more lenient attitude towards the
problem upset many of them especially the Hanbalites.
-{2)
Ibn-al-Jawzi tells us in a valuable text that Tabari's
view, that it is all the same to wash or rub the feet during
ablution, contributed greatly to his being accused of
Shi'ism. His considering that the rubbing of the bare feet
is lawful and correct does not demonstrate his Shi'ite tendency,
for he also recognizes the lawfulness of their washing which is
strongly rejected by the ShI'ites. Moreover, and indeed more
important, he sincerely believed that the wiping of the
sandals was a practice of the Prophet. This is certainly
against the opinion of the majority of the ShI'ites who
abolished the praotice by law when they occupied fabaristan
in 899.^
In holding the view that it is permissible to rub the
bare feet, fabarl was not following the Shi'ite view blindly.
He was relying on the obvious sense of the verse (Q.V:6).
'Abd-Allah ibn-Muhamraad ibn-Qudama (d. 620 A.H.), the author
al-Mughni, one of the main sources of Hanbalite law, tells
1. Zamakhsharl, Kashshaf, 1:214.9.
2. Huntazam, 6:172.
3. Goldziher, Vorlesungen, 237.
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us that i£abarl was also depending on a tradition received
from the Prophet. Aws ibn-Abl-Aws ath-Thaqafl related that
he saw the Prophet performing his ablution when he rubbed his




The sole objective of this thesis is t9 examine the
association of Muhammad ibn-Jarlr at-Tabarl (d. 310 A.H.) with
the Shi'ite movement. Remarks have been made in various
references which deal with the life of fabarl that he was accused
of belonging to the Shi'ite group. Some of those engaged in
this question went as far as holding Tabari responsible for
fabrication of Prophetic traditions to serve the cause of the
Rafidites, a name sometimes given to qualify the ShI'ites in
general.
inuring the course of this work we have tried to find
out evidences which stand for or against Tabari*s inclinations
towards Shi'ism. To do so we have found ourselves obliged
to go into the life of Tabari and to collect information about
him from different sources. Some notes are given about
prominent masters under whom he studied. We have found that
some of his teachers met the same fate of being accused of
heterodoxy. The best example of these is, of course, Muhammad
ibn-Pfumayd ar-Razi who communicated to Tabari a great deal of
information which bore their obvious Shi'ite marks with them.
The majority of Tabarl's teachers, however, seem to belong
to the Sunnite group. They are widely accepted by traditionists
■.r>V
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aa trustworthy and many of them are masters of famous men
of $adlth such as Bukharl and Muslim.
The source of the charges against fabarl accusing him
of Shi'ism is difficult to find and to identify. Charging
with heretical tendencies was a normal practice at the time.
Many historians 3uch as Muhammad ibn-Ishaq and Muhammad ibn-
'Umar al-Waqidl were accused of heresy and some of them suffered
greatly as a result. Traditionists such as ad-Daraqutnl
and al~Hakim were confronted with the same situation.
Theologians and jurists such as al-Mawardl and ar-RazI, both
of the Shafi'ite school, were held guilty of heterodoxy.
Some of these accusations, as we have seen in the case of ad-
Daraqutnl, could not survive criticism.
The study of the life of Tabarl also provided us with
the golden opportunity of bringing into the picture some of
his influential enemies. The part played by these enemies
in the problems faced by Tabari could hardly be overestimated.
Their participation in his being accused of fill'ism seems to be
beyond doubt. Two main sections of ^abarl^ enemies are
mentioned: (a) The $anbalites whose conflicts with fabarl
are marked with harshness and severity. Even during the last
days of his life Tabarl found it necessary to make some effort
to convince than of his views. Abu-Bakr ibn-Abl-Da'ud ibn-
al-Ash'ath as-Sijistanl had sane academic rivalry with Tabari.
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He appealed to the authority of Nasr al-HaJib to prevent
'yabarl from preaching his heretical views. (b) Tabarl was
also brought into conflict with the school of the Zahirites.
This conflict is represented by two men, namely 'All ibn-Da'ud
al-Asfahani, the founder of the school, and his son Abu-Bakr
Muhammad ibn-'AlI.
Another factor which might have contributed indirectly
to fabarl being accused of Shi'ism is a confusion of names.
The main figure in this confusion is Abu-ja'far Muhammad ibn-
Jarlr ibn-Rustum at-Tabarl, a Shi*ite of the same generation
as Abu-Ja 'far MutJausnad ibn-Jarlr ibn-Kathlr at-Tabarl with
whom we are concerned. Abu-Ja'far Muhammad ibn-Jarlr ibn-
Rustum at-fabarl wrote a book entitled al-Mustarshid dealing
with the crucial issue of the imamate. This book, Agha
(1) _ ^
Buzurg at-Tahranx comments, is wrongly attributed by
Ibn-an-Nadlm in his Pihriat to Abu-Ja'far Muhammad ibn-Jarlr
ibn-Kathlr at-Tabarl of the 'amrna, the Gommon people, presumably
the Sunnites.
Shams ad-Din adh-Dhahabl defended Tabarl's position in
his Mizin al-i'tidal maintaining that the man who used to invent
traditions and assign them to the Prophet is Abu-Ja'far
Muhammad ibn-Jarlr ibn-Rustum at-fabarl and not Abii-Ja'far
Muhammad ibn-Jarlr at-Tabarl, the Historian and the Commentator• • • '
1. Mugaffa-l-maqal, 397f.
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on the Qur'an. The ShX'ites themselves such as at-TusI in his
Pihrist, KashanI in Hadd al-Xdah, at-Tahranl in Husaffa-l-maqal
and tha author of A'ran ash-Shi 'a all pointed out that a
distinction should be drawn between at-Tabarl of the 'arama and
• « ■ imm mim i i. ■ i
at-Tabarl of the ShX'a.
* •
Having finished with these points we went on to examine
'labarX's own views. His extensive Tafslr was, of course, our
main source in this respect. We began with examining his stand
on certain important theological questions and ended with
clarifying his situation on two judicial issues. The first
question we dealt with was that of the Iraamate. The core of
difference between the Sunnites and the ShX'ites lies In the
problem of the Iraamate. All of the ShX'ites agree that the
most suitable man for the office of the Caliphate is 'All ibn-
AbX-Talio.fabarl challenged this view vigorously. He
r/\p ^
assimilated himself without reservation with the Sunnite view
on the Imamate.
The first four Caliphs of Islam are all recognized and
admired by Tabarl. Moreover, in his garlh as-sunna he states
clearly that the merits of these Caliphs correspond to the
chronological order of their reigns. Abu-Bakr, 'Dinar and
'Uthman are all, therefore, better than 'All.^ Tabarl is
1. Even the Zaydites who acknowledge the Caliphates of Abu-Bakr
and 'Umar regard both of them as inferior to 'All,
W.M. Watt, Rafldltes, 117f.
2. R.E.I., XXXVI: 197.
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not prepared to apeak against any one of the Companions of
the Prophet, not to mention the first three Caliphs. The
prevention of his native citizens from the habit of cursing
the first two Caliphs was one of his longings although all
his efforts were frustrated in that direction.
We have seen how Tabarl defended the tradition of
^hadir Khumra against its critics such as Abu-Bakr ibn-AbI-Da*ud,
his famous rival. This is the tradition upon which the Shi'ites
based their claim that 'All ibn-Abl-Talib was the legal successor
of the Prophet. Although he accepted the tradition as authentic,
he was not ready to follow the interpretation given to it by the
ShI'ites. In his Tafsir he put the denial of an-nass or
*designet ion* into the mouth of 'All ibn-Abl-'pilib himself.
However, the very fact that he accepted the ghadir tradition
seems to provide his enemies with a dangerous and effective
weapon. We have seen how the ShI'ites were delighted to have
among the transmitters of that tradition a reliable authority
such as Tabarl.
Two points which act as supplementary to the question of
the Imamate are also discussed. These are the doctrine of the
Infallibility, 'isma, and that of the Return, raj'a. The
Shi'ites hold the view that the Prophets are absolutely infallible.
They are not liable to sin, whether grave or small. No mistake
whatsoever can be made by them. Their memories never fail them.
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The doctrine of the infallibility of the prophets was taught
by the Shi'ites to serve as a gate leading to the infallibility
of their own imams. The preservation of the Islamio law
entirely depends on the imam3. If we deny them the quality
of being infallible, everything is lost. No truthful know¬
ledge will ever be attained. To be an imam necessarily
implies Infallibility.
The masses of the people are all too ignorant to know
whether a man is infallible or not. For this reason they are
deprived of the right to choose the imams. The office of the
iraamate is passed from one imam to another through appointment
and not through the election and the desire of the people.
The authority which determines who is to be an imam is God him¬
self because He alone knows who Is endowed with the privilege
of the infallibility. The Prophet, therefore, was instructed
by God to choose 'All for the leadership of the community after
him. No Interference by the people was allowed. Tai3&rl
refuted all these cMms.
The Infallibility of the Prophets, not to mention the
imams, was denied by fabarl. None of them was protected from
A. ,C JAA
sin, grave or small. Their memories prove to be defective on
several occasions. Tabari proves his case by a number of
quotations from the Qur'an. Many of these quotations are stated
when we were discussing the doctrine of the infallibility which
found no sympathy from Tabarl's side. The relation of the
*
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principle of consensus and that of analogy to the doctrine of
infallibility is also discussed. The Shi'ites have no belief
in the principle of consensus as a means to religious knowledge
if it is taken to be the agreement of Muslim scholars on
certain issues. The consent of the learned people does not
mean anything to them if it is separated fx'om the consent of
the infallible imam. In fact the Shi'ites presented the
doctrine of the infallibility as a substitute for the principle
of consensus, 1 jma *. We have seen how Tabarl elaborated his
unconditional faith in the principle of the 1jma '.
The Imamites divided into two groups as far as the
principle of anology, qiyas, is concerned. The Akhbariyyun
rejected the principle and its application altogether. They
proved to be more faithful to the dootrine of the infallibility
than the Usuliyyun who recognized the principle of analogy as a
way to religious knowledge. If the doctrine of infallibility
is taken to its logical consequences it will ultimately lead to
Imitation and abandonment of reasoning. Both the doctrine of
the infallibility and its consequences are strongly and sharply
condemned by Tabarl.
The Shi'ites, specially the Twelvers, maintained that
their imams will come to this world before the day of Judgement.
They made every possible effort to find a justification for this
peculiar view from the Qur'an. Those who enjoy absolute belief
together with those who have no faith at all will be raised from
Ibk
their graves before Resurrect ion. fcoth parties will eventually
fight each other and the believers will overwhelm their enemies.
After the tremendous victory of the believers all will die again
and remain in their graves until the Hour comes. For fabarl
this was an altogether too ridiculous a doctrine to be held by
sensible and thinking beings whether they were believers or
unbelievers. The verses taken by the ShI'ites as evidences
for their doctrine are all interpreted in a different way by
Tabari. The return of the Mahd^ SufyanI and Jesus Christ are
also referred to but the true difference between the ShI'ites
and the Sunnites does not concern these figures. The real
controversy lies in the possibility and justifiability of the
doctrine of the return as described by the ShI'ite theologians.
In addition to the doctrines of the Imamate, infallib¬
ility and return *J!abarI found himself in disagreement with the
ail'ites on two other doctrines. These were the doctrine of
abrogation and that of the vision of God. The Rafidites
advocated the view that abrogation is not confined to the sphere
of law. It should be extended to the domain of theology.
Legislative as well as informative statements are liable to
abrogation. This in its turn led them to elaborate the
doctrine known as the doctrine of al-bida*. Al-bldaJ can be
defined as the process of change in the decrees of God whose




Tabarl, as we have seen, strongly maintained that
abrogation should be restricted to the field of law. The
abrogation of informative statements meant for him indulgence
in absurd lies. Law is the only field where the principle of
abrogation can function. Since the knowledge of God comprises
the past, present and future, the idea of changing His mind is
inconceivable.
The ShI'ites, influenced by the Mu'tazilites, were driven
to deny that God could reveal Himself to His creatures. Since
He is not a body fitted in a certain direction, the people,
believers or unbelievers, cannot see Him. Tabarl took another
line of thinking. The question whether God is revealed or
unrevealed, seen or unseen should not be reduced to our own
minds. rj?abarl seemed to doubt the ability of human minds to
solve such a problem. The main source of error in the view
held by the ShI'ites and the Mu'tazilites lies in their attitude
towards the problem. They wrongly thought that pure reasoning
could lead them to a satisfactory solution. The verses of the
s^ur'an which they held as evidence for their view are described
by Tabarl as ambiguous, mutashabih.
Tabarl attempted very hard to find out a solution to that
difficult theological problem. The Qur'an and the traditions
of the Prophet were his main weapons. Both of them, he argued,
state clearly that the believers will see their Lord in the
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Hereafter.^ He, however, appears to fall In the same error
for which he blamed the ShI'ites and the Mu'tazilites when he
tried to build up lengthy rational arguments in support of the
doctrine of the vision of God.
The two points of the mut'a and the wiping of the sandals
brought us to the conclusion of this thesis which offered us a
favourable chance of comparing and contrasting between the
Sunnites and the ShI'ites teachings in order to determine
Tabarl*s own position. Temporary marriage, mut 'a, forms one
of the considerable differences between the Sunnites and a great
deal of the ShI'ites who depended on certain readings of the
Qur'an in justification of it. Tabarl fiercely attacked temporary
marriage and rejected the ShI'ite readings which allow it. He
accused the advocates of the mut'a of adding to the holy text
invented words of their own. The Our*an, he maintained, should
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be taken as it is without addition or subtraction.
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Tabarl expressed the view that in ablution an option is
offered as far as the feet are concerned. The performer is
free to wash or wipe uncovered feet. This is against the view
of the majority of the Sunnites who held that washing is the
only alternative for the bare feet. The enemies of Tabari
found in his view a rare chance which they did not miss. They,
as we have seen, immediately spread the propaganda that Tabarl
maintained unorthodoxical views. The fact that Tabarl agreed
1. Tabarl also emphasizes this in his ^arlfc as- sunna, R.E.I.,
XXXVI: 195.
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with the Shi'ites on this minor point is no evidence of
ShI'ite tendencies since he disagreed with them on fundamental
teachings such as that of the imamate and the return.
Even in that narrow circle of ablution Tabarl broke
with the Shi'ites when he claimed that the wiping of the
sandals is permitted; it is practiced by the Prophet himself.
The Shi'ites consider the wiping of the sandals as absolutely
illegal. For them this is a matter for no compromise.
Ja'far ag-gadiq is reported to have said that the wiping of
the sandals i3 one of the few things which should not be
practiced by a true ShI'ite under any circumstances.^ This
is perhaps one of the reasons why every theologian who finds
himself in that controversial atmosphere thinks it necessary to
clarify his position on that particular point.
In conclusion one can say that the accusation of Tabarl#
not only of Shi'ism, but also of fabrication of prophetic
traditions to promote the cause of the Rlfidites is unjustifiable.
The plenty of evidence presented during the course of this work
evidently points in the opposite direction.
1. Ru'man. Da *a'im, 1:133.
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